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Abstract
With the advancing development in the field of microprocessor technology tiny wireless
computing devices for sensory tasks denoted as wireless sensor nodes have been introduced. Large scale networks of these devices, denoted as wireless sensor networks, are
deployed for long term location monitoring and typically collect large sets of sensor data
over months or years. Managing sensor data in networks consisting of hardware resource
limited sensor node devices brings up many challenges for database research. Moreover,
integrating wireless sensor networks in heterogeneous networks is a complex task. A
reason is the absence of a standardized data exchange format that is supported in all
participating sub networks.
In the last decade, XML has become the defacto standard for data exchange in the World
Wide Web (WWW). The positive benefits of data exchangeability to support system and
software heterogeneity on application level and easy WWW integration make XML an
ideal data format for many other application and network scenarios like wireless sensor
networks. Moreover, the usage of XML encourages using standardized techniques like
SOAP to adapt the service oriented paradigm to sensor network engineering. Nevertheless,
integrating XML usage in wireless sensor network data management is limited by the
low hardware resources that require efficient XML data management strategies suitable to
bridge the general resource gap.
This dissertation introduces approaches for integrating efficient XML usage in wireless
sensor networks. This includes the integration of XML in the engineering process, energy
and memory efficient data management strategies, efficient solutions for XML data acquisition and general optimization strategies for handling XML queries and result messages
in large scale sensor networks.
In detail, this work introduces the programming framework XOBESensorN etwork which
provides the direct use of XML in a sensor network programming language while ensuring
stable and space, time and energy efficient programs handling XML data. To allow flexible
XML data management on sensor node devices with strict hardware resource limitations,
XOBESensorN etwork includes two separate strategies on integrating compressed XML data
management in wireless sensor networks that both have been implemented and are running
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on today’s sensor node platforms. In this dissertation, it is shown how this compressed
XML data can be further processed and how XPath queries can be evaluated dynamically.
In an extended evaluation we compare the performance of both strategies concerning the
memory and energy efficiency and show that both solutions have application domains and
are fully applicable on today’s sensor node products.
In summary, XOBESensorN etwork offers a complete XML solution for wireless sensor
networks from application engineering to in-field data management. As part of the DFG
project AESOP’s TALE, the presented XML data management solutions are the future
basis for integrating SOAP support in wireless sensor networks.
While the previous aspects cover the field of data management and application engineering,
this dissertation also includes further optimizations in the field of communication. Generally, saving energy in wireless sensor networks is essential to extend the lifetime of in-field
deployments. Previous research has shown that communication is generally the most energy consuming task and needs to be reduced in order to build resource-efficient long-term
applications. This dissertation therefore additionally introduces optimizations for processing high amounts of unique queries by using a dynamic approximative caching scheme:
DACS. In DACS, query results can be retrieved from caches that are placed nearer to the
query source instead of sending queries deep into the network. The communication demand
can be significantly reduced and the entire network lifetime is extended. To verify cache
coherence in sensor networks with non-reliable communication channels, an approximative update policy is used. To localize the adequate cache adaptively, model-driven queries
including a degree of demanded result quality can be defined. The entire logic is thereby
processed by DACS and hidden to the user. The significant energy conservation is proven
in evaluations that include real sensor node deployments.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
With the rapidly advancing development in the field of microprocessor technology, which
results into smaller and more powerful microprocessors, networked sensing systems became an increasing research topic throughout many fields of computer science in the last
years. Large scale wireless sensor networks consist of single sensor nodes that combine
regular computing devices with different sensors for monitoring environmental conditions
and events. Unlike traditional sensor deployments, the new kind of resource constrained
tiny sensor nodes/motes are deployed to not only sample and analyze real world processes
but also further process the sensor data in-network, e.g. filter, analyze, combine and share
sensor data. Typical deployment scenarios range from geological environment monitoring
to ubiquitous applications [108, 157, 246]. The general hardware limitations, e.g. low
energy and memory capacity and limited computational power, open up new challenges
for data management research in order to find an efficient solution for sensor network data
management and retrieval. The following section gives a detailed motivation for and description of the application scenario and strategies of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation
The evolving techniques of microprocessor and communication technology led to a new
form of highly distributed, wireless large scale networks consisting of tiny sensory processing units denoted as wireless sensor networks (WSNs). These networks further coin
the terms of Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing which have evolved to autonomous research fields in computer science. The sensor nodes combine the traditional sensory tasks
and further process the data in-network. Hereby, they are limited by the hardware resources
of their components, e.g. the microcontroller, memory and radio unit.
In the recent years, the processing power of integrated circuits like central processing units
(CPUs) could be significantly increased. The transistor density was hereby nearly doubled
every two years following the prediction of Gordon E. Moore from 1965 [167]. On the
other hand, the latest microcontrollers used for platforms like sensor nodes have been de-
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veloped with the main goal of significantly reducing the size and the energy consumption
to allow long term autonomous deployments. As a result, the processing capabilities of
today’s sensor nodes are not comparable to existing workstation CPUs or graphic processors. The memory configuration of the sensor nodes is also highly limited in comparison
to workstations and other mobile devices, e.g. smartphones, due to the designated small
form-factor of the nodes, which leaves no space for high memory configurations.
Beside the processing and memory infrastructure, the most important hardware limitation
is the energy supply of the sensor nodes. Typically, sensor nodes are equiped with nonrechargeable energy supplies that limit the lifetime of in-field deployments like described
in [108, 157, 246]. The lifetime of each single sensor node is determined by its battery.
The network’s application lifetime can be even shorter due to failing communication
bridges and network separation. Hence, a main research goal in the field of sensor network
research is efficient energy conservation. The most energy consuming task and hence
most serious limitation in sensor networks is communication. Early results have shown
that the communication energy demand is significantly higher than the energy demand for
processing tasks, e.g. sending 1 byte via radio consumes the same energy as up to 1000
processing cycles [156]. Reducing the in-network communication demand and pushing
data management processing steps deep into the network is therefore one of the main
research goals in many fields of sensor network data management.
In summary, the mentioned general hardware restrictions of today’s sensor node platforms
bring up new challenges especially for complex data management in WSNs, e.g. processing large sets of structured and unstructured sensor data in the network and providing
simple data acquisition solutions to acquire this information from outside the network.
Today’s complex data management techniques are not directly applicable without further
adaptation to the constraints. Moreover, sensor network programming is a highly complex
and error-prone task. The absence of supporting development frameworks like for traditional platforms and a development abstraction layer that requires working close to the
hardware layer result in a tedious engineering process, especially when complex data has
to be handled during application engineering. Finding simplified development solutions
that also take care of data integration into the engineering process is crucial to improve the
usability of sensor networks for non expert users, e.g. researchers from other domains than
computer science.
Previous work in WSN data management has been focused on supporting simple relational
data models like one table per network [156, 253]. In this thesis we discuss the need and
dynamical usage of complex data structures like XML in WSNs. While the simple one
table per network approach or other simple data models can reduce the exchangeability,
complex data structures are required for handling large heterogeneous data sets efficiently.
Generally, complex data models like XML enable using heterogeneous data and network
components by providing an independent, well structured data model in the application
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layer of the OSI Reference Model [257]. Hence, different types of sensors and systems can
exchange their data and deployed networks can be extended continuously in-field. While
managing more complex data structures on the sensor nodes is a challenge concerning
the hardware and energy limitations, we present strategies that are especially designed to
bridge these resource gaps. The results of this thesis show that complex data management
is possible even on highly constrained sensor node platforms.
Furthermore, using XML is a key feature to support standardized protocols in the field of
service oriented architectures. In detail, the project AESOP’s TALE has been introduced to
adapt the service oriented paradigm to sensor network application engineering to simplify
the tedious and error prone task of traditional application development and open up application development to non experts. Additionally, to support the service developers, handling
XML during the engineering process has been simplified by integrating native and statically type checked XML usage in the programming phase [96]. The following subsections
clarify the motivation of this thesis by giving examples for the introduced topics.

1.1.1 XML Usage in Wireless Sensor Networks
As described before, in this thesis we suggest the usage of XML as a central data format in
WSNs. From the data management perspective, the usage of XML supports interconnecting heterogeneous sensor networks and encourages the interchangeability of different types
of WSNs with other systems by using a standardized data exchange format, e.g. making it
easy to interconnect a sensor network to the WWW.
In Figure 1.1 we give a simple example for using XML on the application layer of the
WSN to enhance the network heterogeneity. In detail, the example network includes
three sub networks I, II, III, that differ in their provided data. This scenario is typical
for sub networks that are deployed autonomously and do overlap because often a precise
placement can not be guaranteed, e.g. deploying out of air over the target area. We assume
a scenario where a WSN I has been deployed in the past. Now new sensor nodes with
different sensor configurations need to be deployed, forming the sub network II and hence
extending the entire WSN. As mentioned before, the positional placement of single nodes
during deployment is often not precise. Hence, the two sub networks can overlap. While
the overlapping sub networks may exist independently from each other, forming a third
sub network III, that includes both data structures and thus has to support heterogeneous
data on the application layer, can be an efficient option. By sharing and exchanging data
between sub networks WSNs can be optimized e.g. concerning failure robustness and load
balancing. Using XML enables the data exchange between these sub networks by supporting standardized transformation languages like XSLT [231] and standardized data query
languages like XPath [234] and XQuery [235]. Furthermore, heterogeneous networks can
be combined on higher level (e.g. sensor network interconnection) following the approach
of the global sensor network (GSN) [2].
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<sensor>
<temp>...</temp>
<time>...</time>
</sensor>

<data>
<sensor1>
<light>...</light>
<humidity>...</humidity>
</sensor1>
<sensor2>
<radiation>..</radiation>
</sensor2>
</data>

Figure 1.1: Heterogeneous Data in Wireless Sensor Networks
The positive benefits of XML usage in WSNs for interconnecting the WSN to other networks like the WWW are shown in Figure 1.2. In this example, a sensor network can
directly be queried using XML query languages like XPath [234] and XQuery [235] by
any client that is able to process XML. The XML result can be further processed, e.g.
in order to present it on a webpage using XSLT [231]. No explicit transformation step
is needed which enhances the usability of the network and simplifies data acquisition for
non expert users. The example further shows one of the main contributions of this thesis,
as the major application features are programmed by directly using XML data within the
target sensor network programming language which simplifies sensor network application
engineering for the developers.

1.1.2 Adapting the Service Oriented Paradigm to Sensor Network Application Engineering
While the previous subsection introduced examples from the data management perspective,
there are positive benefits from the engineering perspective. Using XML is a key feature
to support standardized protocols in the field of service oriented architectures. The project
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Figure 1.2: Sensor Network < − > WWW Integration
AESOP’s TALE focusses on adapting the service oriented paradigm to sensor network
application engineering [149]. The complex, traditional application development process
is simplified by introducing services that encapsulate sensor network functionalities and
can be combined to create more powerful applications. This engineering process opens
up application development to non-expert engineers. Additionally, to support the service
developers, handling XML during the engineering process can be simplified by integrating
native and statically type checked XML usage in the programming phase, as described in
the previous example in Figure 1.2. In Figure 1.3 we give an overview on the project’s
system architecture. On the one hand we show the combination of service oriented aspects
and on the other hand we present how XML simplifies the handling of heterogeneous data
and enhances the interoperability of heterogeneous networks.
The key target of AESOP’s TALE’s system architecture is the user/developer that should
be supported in developing applications by providing a standardized method of combining
existing services to high level applications. Each service in the sensor network provides a
basic functionality and is described by a unique service description. Additionally, external
applications can consist of heterogeneous services, e.g. traditional web services outside the
sensor network and services that are provided by the wireless sensor networks. To verify
the exchangeability the project relies on standardized protocols, e.g. SOAP [232]. The
support of such a protocol is a significant benefit of the XML support, which is the major
contribution of this thesis.
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Figure 1.3: AESOP’s TALE System Architecture and Network Example

1.2 Goals and Organization of this Work
The main goal of this thesis is to integrate XML data management in the engineering
process of wireless sensor network applications. Therefore, we discuss an extension of the
sensor node programming language C that enables native XML usage within the program
code. The extension is denoted as XOBESensorN etworks and acts as a precompiler that
transforms plain, type checked XML data [122] to data models that are compilable with
the standard sensor node C compilers, e.g. gcc , ba-elf-gcc and avr-gcc [75].
To meet the general hardware restrictions of the nodes, e.g. low memory capacity, we
introduce different approaches for compressed XML data models that can be processed
dynamically, e.g. for evaluating XML queries in deployed sensor networks.
Beside the limitations of memory and processing power the main limitation of sensor
nodes is the energy capacity. Communication has been shown to be one of the main energy
consumers limiting the lifetime of the entire network. Using and transmitting complex data
models like XML hence requires strategies for data delivery in the network. We therefore
present approaches for optimizing the transmission of queries and results using XML data
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caches.
We summarize the goals and contributions of this work in particular:
• Integration of plain XML data in the Embedded C programming language and development of a precompiler to process the XML data.
• Development of XML data binding strategies for resource restricted sensor node devices and transformation of the embedded XML data in compressed data models and
structures.
• Development of a sensor node runtime framework to process compressed XML data
and XML queries on the compressed data dynamically.
• Introduction of communication strategies and query optimizations for XML sensor
networks to extend the lifetime of deployed wireless sensor networks.
The contributions presented in this thesis have also been published in the following refereed
publications [84, 85, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 132, 133, 154, 171, 172, 198, 199,
200].
Structure of this Work
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
In the next chapter, we introduce the basics that are required to understand the strategies
and approaches of this thesis. In detail, the chapter gives a technical introduction into
the field of wireless sensor networks and introduces the concepts of XML, XML query
languages, XML data binding solutions and existing XML compression techniques. Furthermore, we describe fundamentals of service oriented architectures and the AESOP’s
Tale project as an application scenario for XML usage in wireless sensor networks.
In the following chapters, we discuss the contributions of this thesis in detail. Chapter
3 introduces the XOBESensorN etworks precompiler that enables the integration of XML
data in the WSN engineering process. We give a detailed overview on the precompiling
cycle from parsing the embedded XML data to transforming the embedded XML data in
compressed data models that are processable by the standard C compiler.
In Chapter 4, we discuss the transformation and XML data binding process in detail. We
introduce the XML Template Compression Scheme that allows to significantly reduce the
memory usage of XML data in order to enable dynamic XML data management on the
sensor nodes. We hereby present two separate implementations of the XML Template
Compression Scheme that are optimized for a high compression ratio (XTS) and a fast
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processing speed (XTO) respectively. We evaluate these implementations and compare
them to existing applicable XML data binding solutions.
Data acquisition is one of the main tasks of wireless sensor networks. Hence, in Chapter
5 we give a detailed introduction on how to evaluate XML queries on compressed XML
structures in wireless sensor networks dynamically. XPath evaluation algorithms for both
XML Template Compression Scheme implementations are presented and the memory and
energy efficiency of the evaluation process is compared for both solutions. We further
discuss the dissemination and optimizations of XML queries.
After giving an overview on query optimizations in wireless sensor networks, we introduce
a dynamic caching scheme for extending the lifetime of XML sensor networks in Chapter
6. We hereby discuss cache placement, cache coherence and cache localization in highly
dynamic ad-hoc sensor networks. The caching approach is evaluated to show the significant
energy efficiency when used for data acquisition. We finalize this thesis by summarizing
the contributions and show possible fields of future work in Chapter 7.

Chapter 2
Basics and Related Work
In this chapter, we summarize related and previous work in the area of wireless sensor
networks and especially in the area of integrating complex data management in wireless
sensor networks by using XML. While the complex programming of sensor nodes requires
efficient XML data binding solutions and the programming language integration of XML
data in the sensor network engineering process, the general hardware constraints require
optimized compression and processing techniques. Nevertheless, wireless sensor networks
are deployed for data acquisition. Hence, the need of processing, updating and querying
sensor network XML data dynamically is essential. We finally give references to possible
application scenarios like data storage and communication in conjunction with serviceoriented architectures in wireless sensor networks.

2.1 Wireless Sensor Networks
In the recent decades the computer science and technology has significantly evolved. In
the early years, computers were mostly used for scientific, military and financial computation, controlled by a limited number of expert users following the usage paradigm of one
computer for many users. With the development of the Home Personal Computer in the
beginning of the 1980s which was favored by the advances in electric circuitry resulting
into size reduced and affordable hardware the new paradigm of one computer per user
became true. Still following Moore’s Law, with the miniaturization and integration process
in the recent years many computing devices like mobile phones and notebooks became
part of the daily life, which finally initiated the era of many computers per user.
In his work The Computer of the 21st Century from 1991 [243], Marc Weiser forecasted
this significant move from the one computer per user to the many computer per user era.
In his work he coined the term of Ubiquitous Computing, denoting the integration of
information processing devices and functionalities in everyday objects and activities. The
process is also often denoted as Pervasive Computing. The integration process reaches to
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the point where the ubiquitous technologies disappear and are not longer distinguishable
from the everyday objects [243]. This transition is currently in process and wireless sensor
networks that are discussed in this thesis are one important trend in ubiquitous computing.
In detail, the significant miniaturization of electronic circuitry and new techniques in
wireless communication and efficient, economic power management enable wireless, tiny,
autonomous mobile devices denoted as sensor nodes / motes. These sensor nodes are typically equipped with diverse sensors to analyze the environment and build up autonomous
ad-hoc wireless sensor networks. They contain computational hardware (e.g. microcontrollers), wireless communication hardware (e.g. radio controllers) and sensing devices
(e.g. temperature sensors). As denoted in the introduction of this thesis, sensor networks
are deployed for long term applications. Hence, the limitations in energy supply and
memory configuration of the nodes bring up new challenges for different research areas,
e.g. communication techniques, electrical engineering and information management. This
thesis hereby covers strategies on integrating energy efficient XML data management in
wireless sensor networks and optimizing the tedious task of sensor network application
engineering.
For better understanding of the target application platform, we summarize the history of
sensor node technology, research and development in this section. We further introduce the
latest technologies and products in Section 2.1.3. We finally show the general hardware
and development limitations of the platforms and define challenges for database research.

2.1.1 Historical Overview
The origin of today’s wireless sensor networks is the military surveillance. One of first
named projects is the Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS) [77], which has been introduced
and used by the United States Navy during the cold war for tracking soviet submarines at
different strategic locations around the world. SOSUS is hereby historically part of the
United States Navy’s Integrated Undersea Surveillance Systems (IUSS) network. The development started in 1949 with the first research phase at the MIT and the beginning of the
installation of the first prototype in mid 1950. Unlike today’s wireless sensor network approaches that are reviewed in this thesis, SOSUS consisted of bottom mounted hydrophone
arrays that were connected by undersea communication cables to base stations at facilities
on shore. The only wireless connection was between different base stations via satellite.
The sensor nodes itself were deployed as dedicated nodes with only one function: sample the hydrophone data and send it to the base station in order to process the tracking
algorithms. To improve the detection rate, the deployment was done deterministically, e.g.
placing the hydrophone nodes on continental slopes and seamounts to improve the signal
quality. In contrast, today’s large scale networks are often deployed out of air, whereby
the exact position of a node can only be estimated. In Figure 2.1, we show an example
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overview on the SOSUS deployment, illustrating the satellite interconnection of the base
stations that retrieve the sensor sample data from the hydrophone sensors.

Figure 2.1: SOSUS Deployment Overview [174]
Until the 1960s, SOSUS was significantly extended to a world wide interconnected deployment, which can be denoted as one of the first very large scale sensor network multi-hop
networks. In 1961, SOSUS tracked the USS George Washington from CONUS to the UK.
During the next decades SOSUS was mainly used for tracking soviet strategically movement in field. Nevertheless, there were several documented rescue and science operations
during that time [77], e.g. earthquake measurements [174]. With the end of the cold war
in the beginning of the 1990s the SOSUS project was officially declassified, only parts of
the deployment remain operational and former secret information got into public which
can be used to improve future civil projects. The system is currently used by the National
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for detecting events in the ocean
concerning seismic and animal activity.
Beside SOSUS, a milestone in the evolution of modern wireless sensor networks was the
initiation of the first Distributed Sensor Nets (DSN) Workshop (CMU) in 1978 which was
sponsored by Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The research at that
time was focussed on large scale networks of low-cost sensor nodes with the technical
focus on sensing, communication and distributed data processing.
With the technical development of Micro Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) and
integrated circuits in conjunction with the predictions of Moore’s law, the technical requirements for today’s wireless sensor networks have been reached. It enabled very
compact, autonomous and mobile nodes, each containing one or more sensors, computation and communication capabalities as demanded in the previous projects [115]. In
1999, Deborah Estrin et al. [66] and Joe Kahn et al. [115] published the vision of very
large scale wireless sensor networks and the new challenges when operating these systems.
These vision papers can be seen as the initial work for the type of sensor networks that
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are currently researched and are reviewed in this thesis. The corresponding development
of the wireless sensor nodes started in 1998 with the Smart Dust project [115] and in
1997 with the NASA Sensor Webs project [23]. Both projects coin the terms of mote and
pods respectively, denoting tiny wireless sensor node units, which are used in many areas
of wireless sensor network research. The Smart Dust project is often referred to as the
initial movement of the today’s sensor network research community. Since then, various
hardware platforms and software solutions in the field of wireless sensor networks have
been developed and been influenced by this initial work. Hence, we give a more detailed
introduction to the Smart Dust project in this paragraph. For extended information related
to the NASA Sensor Webs project, we refer to [23] and [40].
The main research goal of the Smart Dust project was the development of autonomous
sensing and communication devices in a cubic millimeter form factor. The milimeter-scale
nodes are denoted as Smart Dust, forsaying the future possibility of mobile nodes remaining
suspended in the air like flying dust, sensing and communicating for very long time [115].
Figure 2.2 and 2.3 show the future demanded scale and the currently reached scale of smart
dust nodes.

Figure 2.2: Smart Dust Desired Form Factor [115]

Figure 2.3: Smart Dust Currently Reached 5mm Form
Factor [115]

The basic technology of Smart Dust motes corresponds to today available sensor node
platforms. Consisting of signal-processing and control circuitry, optical receivers, thickfilm power sources with limited energy supply and various sensors, the Smart Dust motes
define the challenges of wireless sensor nodes that have been researched in the recent years.
The major challenge of extending the lifetime of the energy limited sensor networks hereby
has been the key motivation. The Smart Dust project particularly defines challenges for
various research domains:
• The demanded form factor requires new techniques in designing batteries for long
life energy supply.
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• Due to the size limitations the processing capabilities are relatively small.
• The energy demand of the communication interface is the most significant aspect for
the node’s lifetime and hence the key goal for optimizations. The project defined
further problems like the communication challenges concerning the line-of-sight and
link directionality.
• The energy efficient interaction of a a huge variety of sensor devices is one design
challenge.
The official Smart Dust Project ended early. However, it was the birth of the sensor network
research, like the TinyDB data acquisition framework [43, 156] and TinyOS [141], that also
influenced this thesis.

2.1.2 Application Scenarios
Wireless sensor networks are deployed for a wide range application fields ranging from
military and civil surveillance, monitoring and automation areas. They are deployed for
application tasks where former fixed wired sensor systems are too costly or not even applicable due to the application range. While there have been several deployments reported
in the past, we introduce some of the most significant deployments and applications in this
section.
Great Duck Island Habitat Monitoring
One of the most important and most referenced wireless sensor network deployments is the
Great Duck Island habitat monitoring [33, 157, 222, 223]. This project has been done by
the UC Berkeley starting in 2002 with the distribution of about 150 sensor nodes on the
Great Duck Island in order to observe the nesting behaviour of local birds. The goal of the
project was to develop a habitat monitoring kit that enables researchers worldwide to engage in the non-intrusive and non-disruptive monitoring of sensitive wildlife and habitats.
The deployed sensor nodes were equipped with a microcontroller, low-power radio, memory and batteries. They collected sensor readings from sensors for temperature, humidity,
barometric pressure and mid-range infrared. From the data management point of view,
the system was deployed as a push system, sending the data periodically to a base station
on the island where it was forwarded to the research lab via satellite. The data was made
available as real-time environmental data in the WWW. This process has been introduced
in the introduction of this thesis and is one of the main key features of the XML support
for wireless sensor networks.
Other deployments for monitoring and tracking animals have been reported in [6, 113, 256].
Comparable studies on tracking animals like birds are discussed in [38, 112]. The ZebraNet
deployment [113, 256] hereby differs from the static wireless sensor network deployments
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as the sensor nodes are attached to a collar around the zebras necks and hence are mobile,
which opens up new research domains and design issues [6].
Structural Health Monitoring of the Golden Gate Bridge
Another application scenario for wireless sensor network deployments is the structural
health monitoring of buildings and other physical infrastructure. Wireless sensor networks
are especially useful in scenarios where wiring is not possible or too costly, e.g. monitoring
large buildings over many floors. One of the largest wireless sensor networks deployments
for structural health monitoring has been reported in [124, 125, 180, 181]. In a project
cooperation between the University of Berkeley and the sensor node vendor Crossbow,
a wireless sensor network has been designed, implemented, deployed and tested on the
4200ft long main span and the south tower of the Golden Gate Bridge [125]. As shown in
Figure 2.4, sensor nodes have been distributed over the main span and the tower to collect
ambient vibrations without interfering with the operation of the bridge. The sampled data is
collected reliably over a 46-hop network and compared to theoretical models and previous
studies of the bridge [125]. Deployments like this are especially important in areas with
high probability of natural disasters, e.g. earthquakes, to prevent buildings of structural
damage.

Figure 2.4: Structural Health Monitoring of the Golden Gate Bridge [125]
Beside the Golden Gate Bridge Project, extended descriptions on other sensor network deployments for building and process control and automation can be found in [249]. Deployment and application reports on building security are described in [68, 69, 94]. Reports on
intelligent building sensing and control can be found in [203, 205, 211]. Building sensing
and control enables pervasive homes which are often defined as Smart Spaces and Smart
Homes [90, 177, 221]
Other Deployments Scenarios
As denoted previously, in the recent years there have been several deployments in civil
and military application domains. Most of these deployments have been summarized in
recent survey papers [5, 9, 17, 41, 119, 254]. As far as military application reports, e.g. on
vehicle tracking and shooter localization, are published, different tracking and surveillance
reports can be found in [92, 163, 214]. Sensor network deployments for monitoring the
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environment are described in [52, 53, 62, 81, 219]. A recent discussion of integrating
wireless sensor networks in enterprise systems is given in [105, 161, 162]

2.1.3 Existing Technical Solutions and Resource Constraints
In this section, we discuss the general architecture of sensor nodes and give an overview
on the specific parts of the technical configurations. We further discuss the limitations of
today’s sensor node platforms and the corresponding challenges and solutions for each
layer of the OSI reference model [257].
In Figure 2.5, we show the general technical architecture of a sensor node. A sensor node
basically consists of four components: a microcontroller, a power source, a transceiver and
a sensor controller that acts as an interface to various sensor devices.

Figure 2.5: General Hardware Architecture of Wireless Sensor Nodes
The microcontroller is the processing unit of the sensor node that processes the data and
controls the communication and other components of the device. In the recent years, sensor
node platforms have been equipped with several types of microcontrollers and digital signal
processors (DSPs) of various manufacturers. Hereby, the state-of-the-art microcontrollers
provide energy efficient processing power while remaining small sized and hence suffice
the tiny form factor demand. Typical sensor node microcontroller manufacturers are Atmel
(e.g. Atmega128L), Phillips (e.g. LPC 2136) and Texas Instruments (e.g. MSP430). The
microcontroller is directly attached to external memory. Following the Harvard Architecture most RISC-based sensor nodes hereby are equipped with physically separate storage
and signal pathways for instructions and data [92].
Sensor nodes that are build as Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICSs) can be the
most energy efficient platforms [189]. However, due to the limited flexibility of these nodes
after deployment, they have been only discussed for very specific application scenarios.
The usage of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [160] as dynamic coprocessors on
the sensor node has been discussed in the recent years [13, 176, 228].
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They provide energy efficient reconfigurable circuitry to enhance the lifetime of the sensor
node when processing large amounts of sensor data continuously. However, due to the
miniaturization demand that conflicts with the size of existing FPGAs the integration
process is still in early stages and today’s sensor node platforms absent from using FPGAs.
Due to the general large scalability of wireless sensor networks, sensor node transceivers
mostly use the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) Band which is globally available. In
the recent years various transmission concepts like infrared and optical communication or
using general radio frequencies have been discussed. The state-of-the-art communication
is radio frequency (RF) based communication working on frequencies from 433 MHz to
2.4 GHz. For long term deployments energy efficient transceivers and protocols have been
investigated. They include energy efficient wake-up-sleep cycles and energy conservation
on higher layers of the corresponding protocol stack.
Typical radio hardware manufacturers are Chipcon AF (e.g. CC1000 an CC2420), RFM
(e.g. TR1001868) and Semtech (e.g. XE1205). A widespread energy efficient communication protocol stack is hereby the ZigBee standard [12, 126] which includes the IEEE
802.15.4 standard. Besides, the usage of Bluetooth technology has also been discussed in
[17, 140, 169]. Other radio technologies like Wifi (IEEE 802.11) are not used frequently
due to the lower energy efficiency.
Wireless sensor nodes are typically equipped with batteries providing a limited power
supply. Active power supply like solar panels has been also discussed in [27, 47, 242].
Recharging the batteries by using environmental conditions has been discussed in [202].
Nevertheless, typical sensor node platforms and deployments work with limited power
supplies and require additional concept for energy conservation to extend the network lifetime.
The sensor controller attaches various sensor devices to the sensor node, ranging from
temperature sensors to complex chemical sensors. Based on the complexity of the sensor,
frequently sensing the environment leads to a high energy demand and significantly reduces the network lifetime. While the sensors themselves do not provide processing logic,
additional concepts over all system layers are required to support energy efficient sensing,
e.g. adapting the sensing rate to data requirements [156].
In the following part of this section, we give a more detailed introduction on typical sensor
node platforms and their technical constraints and design space.
Sensor Node Platforms
In the recent years, several sensor node platforms have been introduced by university
project groups and electronics-specialized companies. One of the first sensor node designs
following the Smart Dust target specifications was the UC Berkeley sensor node platform
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MICA [92]. The sensor nodes have been denoted as Motes. This platform has been commercialized by the company Crossbow Inc. (http://www.xbow.com/) and various types of
MICA motes have been presented. Today, Crossbow is one of the leading manufacturers of
wireless sensor nodes. Beside the MICA mote platform, other sensor node platforms have
been designed by university research groups like Eyes [88], Tmote [246], Pacemates [153],
Telos [187], BTnodes [17] and iSense nodes [45]. In Table 2.1, we give an overview on
existing sensor node platforms and their technical specifications.
We show the most important of these sensor nodes in Figure 2.6 and 2.7. A complete
historical overview on existing sensor node platforms can be found in The Sensor Network
Museum at http://www.snm.ethz.ch. The approaches that are presented in this thesis have
been developed and implemented and evaluated for the BTnodes, Pacemate and iSense
Core platforms. Nevertheless, they are fully adaptable and applicable on all presented
sensor node platforms. In the following paragraphs, we discuss a selection of the most
important sensor node platforms.
Manufacturer
Microcontroller
Architecture
Speed
Program Memory (ROM)
Data Memory (RAM)
Storage Memory (Flash)
Radio
Outdoor Range (m)
Size (mm2)

BTnode v3
MICA2 MICA2dot
Art of Technology
Crossbow
Atmel Atmega 128L
8 Bit
7,37 Mhz
4 Mhz
128 kB
128 kB
128 kB
64 kB
4 kB
4 kB
180 kB
512 kB
512 kB
Chipcon CC1000
150-300
1890
1856
492

MICAz

telos A tmote sky
EYES
Pacemate
iSense Core
Imote iv
Univ. of Twente
Univ. of Luebeck
Coalesenses
Texas Instruments MSP430
Phillips LPC 2136
Jennic JN5139
16 Bit
32 Bit RISC
7,37 Mhz
8 Mhz
5 Mhz
8 Mhz
16 Mhz
128 kB
60 kB
48 kB
60 kB
256 kB
80 kB
4 kB
2 kB
10 kB
2 kB
32 kB
16 kB
512 kB 256 kB 1024 kB
4 kB
0 kB
128 kB
Chipcon CC2420
RFM TR1001868 Semtech XE1205 IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio
75-100
1856
2080
2621
3304
1350

Table 2.1: Sensor Node Platform Comparison of Technical Specifications

Figure 2.6: Wireless Sensor Nodes (from left): BTnode v3, CrossBow MICA2, Telos
The MICA platform, TinyOS and BTnodes
The Berkeley MICA mote platform is often introduced as the de facto standard sensor
node platform. Today, they are commercially produced and sold by the company Crossbow
Technology Inc. There exist different types of MICA motes with various hardware settings
and form factors. In Figure 2.6, we show the popular MICA2 sensor node. Other follow up
products include the MICAz platform, which operates on the 2.4GHz band, and the Inteldesigned IMOTE2 sensor node. Berkeley-style MICA nodes implement the TinyOS soft-
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ware framework [141], a component-based programming paradigm and application programming interface (API) that has been particularly designed for wireless sensor networks
and is operated by an international consortium, the TinyOS Alliance.
The TinyOS API provides an efficient hardware abstraction layer to simplify the complexity of sensor node platforms. TinyOS applications are written in the nesC (network
embedded systems C) programming language [74] which introduces component-based,
event-driven applications for the TinyOS platform. The nesC language is an extension
to the C programming language. Accordingly, all contributions of this thesis that have
been evaluated on Embedded C programmed sensor nodes are also applicable on nesC
programmed sensor nodes.
The BTnodes hardware platform has been introduced by the ETH Zuerich Computer Engineering and Networks Laboratory (TIK) and the Research Group for Distributed Systems
[17]. In Figure 2.6, we show the BTnodes v3 sensor node that has been used for developing and evaluating the concepts of this thesis. The BTnodes architecture shares many
technical specifications with the Berkeley-style MICA platform as shown in Table 2.1. The
processing is done by a 8bit Atmel Atmega128l microcontroller. While the program memory equipment is equal, the BTnode sensor nodes are equipped with a larger amount of
data memory, representing the latest progress in the miniaturization of memory cells. The
communication specifications (baseband, MAC and link-layer protocols) is also common
for most of the presented architectures. However, one of the main interests in developing
the BTnode platform was the integration into other networks. Therefore, unlike the MICA
nodes, the BTnodes are equipped with a Bluetooth controller, letting them interact with any
Bluetooth-enable devices without the need to integrate further hardware or software [17].
This possibility of hardware interoperability was one reason for the selection of BTnodes
as a prototyping platform for the concepts of this thesis, e.g. supporting heterogeneous
sensor networks and integrating wireless sensor networks in the WWW. BTnodes are
programmed in standard Embedded C using the BTnut API that provides a hardware abstraction layer [16, 60]. Besides, the BTnodes hardware is also compatible to the TinyOS
API.
The iSense OS platforms (Pacemates and iSense Core nodes)
Other sensor node platforms that have been extensively used for implementing and evaluating the concepts of this thesis are the Pacemate sensor nodes and iSense Core modules
that run the iSense OS. Like TinyOS and BTnut, iSense OS is a modular, flexible and convenient API that provides abstracted access to the node hardware and a broad variety of
networking protocols . Sensor nodes that run iSense OS are programmed in C++ and Embedded C. The iSense OS framework also provides a built-in support for simulating iSense
applications using the simulator Shawn [131].
In Figure 2.7 (left), we show the Pacemate sensor node. The Pacemate sensor node platform
has been designed and developed for the MarathonNet project of the Institute of Telematics
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Figure 2.7: Wireless Sensor Nodes II (from left): Pacemate, Coalesenses iSense Core
of the University of Luebeck [153]. The project goal was to design an application to track
marathon runners paths and vital values over a mobile ad-hoc network. Due to usability
reasons, the Pacemates have a larger form factor consisting of an ergonomically designed
case and a user interface that lets the runners access their data during the race. While
the technical specifications of the Pacemate nodes are comparable and representative to
other sensor node platforms like MICA motes, the ergonomic case, input interface and
display make them an ideal platform for fast debug and prototyping. As denoted previously,
the Pacemate nodes are programmed in C++ and Embedded C using the iSense OS API.
Besides, they have also been used for developing the service oriented operating system
SurferOS that is also part of the AESOP’s TALE project [152].
In Figure 2.7 (right), we show the iSense Core module. The iSense Core modules are a
higly flexible sensor node platform designed and developed by Coalesenses. Coalesenses is
a research spin-off of the Institute of Telematics of the University of Luebeck that officially
supports and develops the iSense OS API. The iSense Core modules are state-of-the-art
sensor nodes, equipped with the latest processing, communication and sensor technology.
While the actual iSense Core module only consists of a Jennic 32bit microcontroller and a
802.15.4 compliant radio device, it can be extended with various types of sensor devices,
ranging from temperature sensors to security modules. The iSense sensor node platform is
the reference platform for the iSense OS API. Furthermore they are supported by the iShell
programming, operating and analysis tool that provides a variety of functions for operating
and debugging iSense wireless sensor networks. The technical specifications and the form
factor of the nodes make the iSense Core platform the target reference platform for the
concepts of this thesis. Nevertheless, as denoted previously the results of this thesis can
be adapted for all sensor node platforms that support the C programming language and are
within the technical specifications that are discussed in the next paragraphs.
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Design Challenges
Wireless sensor networks are distributed ad-hoc networks / systems [247]. Accordingly,
they share many design and implementation concepts with previously existing mobile
ad-hoc networks (MANETs) [119]. Nevertheless, in [119] Karl and Willig introduce the
most important reasons that make wireless sensor networks different to existing MANETs.
In [201], Roemer and Mattern discuss the design space of sensor network applications
and show that applications deviate in various dimensions under various constraints. In the
following paragraph, we summarize the differences and key challenges for engineering
applications for wireless sensor networks. We hereby discuss technical limitations and
clarify the design space of sensor network applications.
Wireless sensor networks are deployed for a wide variety of application scenarios consisting of various hardware and software configurations. The design of the sensor network has
to fulfil various requirements regarding hardware issues and software support [201] which
opens up a very large design space. In detail, a formal definition of the application requirements and the network conditions is often not possible due to the variety of issues in wireless sensor networks, e.g. network scale, communication technique, ad-hoc configuration
and hardware configuration. Many research papers in the past worked with assumptions of
the network model. However, in [201] Roemer and Mattern discuss that these assumptions
might often not be correct due to the various dimensions of the extensive sensor network
design space.
In Table 2.2, we show the various fields of the design space. Wireless sensor network
deployments can differ in their deployment type and network size, the usage of mobile
vs. immobile nodes, the hardware resource configurations that includes homogeneous and
heterogeneous configurations, the type of network infrastructure and network topology, the
coverage and the connectivity. Moreover, sensor networks are deployed for a dedicated
lifetime. This lifetime is most critical to be achieved and has deep impact on the selection
of network maintenance and communication algorithms.
The dimensions described in Table 2.2 can be applied to describe existing projects like the
Great Duck Island project that has been introduced in Section 2.1.2. The Great Duck Island
deployment was an one-time deployment whereby immobile nodes were manually placed
inside the bird burrows. The sensors where equipped with various sensors to measure the
humidity, light and temperature. The presence of the birds was detected with infrared sensors [201]. According to Roemer and Mattern the hardware resources of the used nodes can
be classified as matchbox [201] based on the physical dimensions. The technical specifications are comparable to the ones described in Table 2.1. While there are more dimensions
of the Great Duck Island deployment described in [201], these listed dimensions show that
there are several issues that need to be reviewed during engineering the sensor network
application.
As described in [15], for building generic applications one has to assume a worst case sce-
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nario, e.g. assuming minimum node capabilities and highly mobile nodes. Nevertheless,
this approach does not explore the real design space of the application. A variety of hardware and software solutions is indeed essential to explore even large portions of the design
space. The actual application design hence becomes a very complex and error prone task
that requires new concepts of software engineering and a critical discussion of the technical
constraints and metrics in sensor networks. This application scenario dependent adaptation
of the design space [15] is one key feature of the adaptation of the service oriented paradigm
to sensor network engineering as discussed in the introduction of this thesis.
Dimensions
Deployment
Mobility
Cost, Size, Resources and Energy
Heterogeneity
Communication Modality
Infrastructure
Network Topology
Coverage
Connectivity
Network Size
Lifetime
Other QoS Requirements

Property Classes
randomly vs. manually deployed; one-time vs. iterative deployments
active vs. passive mobility, occasional vs. continuously mobility of all or only selected nodes
unlimited resources vs. very restricted resources
homogeneous vs. heterogeneous sensor node platforms
radio vs. light vs. inductive vs. capacitive vs. sound
fixed infrastructure vs. ad-hoc networks
single-hop vs. star vs. networked stars vs. tree vs. graph
sparse vs. dense vs. redundant
connected vs. intermittent vs. sporadic
few nodes vs. thousands of nodes vs. even more
hours vs. days vs. years
real-time demands, robustness and others

Table 2.2: Dimensions of the Sensor Network Design Space according to [201]
The challenges in designing software for sensor networks have been also discussed in the
early sensor networks projects. In their early work in the field of wireless sensor networks
Next Century Challenges: Mobile Networking for Smart Dust, Kahn et al. [115] were
predicting these challenges. The predicted key challenges can be summarized as:
• limited hardware resources of the highly integrated sensor nodes
• a large amount of devices in the network leading to a complex collaboration task
• a tight coupling of the application scenario and the sensor nodes
• a broad usage profile ranging from system-experts to non-expert users, e.g. biologists.
Many of the mentioned challenges also apply for general mobile ad-hoc networks
(MANETs). However, as Karl and Wittig describe in [119], there are significant differences in many fields of the application design. The most important differences are:
• the previously described wider application design space, e.g. very different network
densities
• the environmental interaction, e.g. non-continuous expected data delivery rates
including unpredictable data bursts in event detection
• a higher scalability, e.g. up to hundred of thousands of distributed nodes
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• a scarce energy supply making the energy consumption the primary metric to be
considered
• the requirement for new energy efficient and robust self configuration concept due
to extended lifetime demand
• very different concepts of dependability and quality of service, e.g. a large variance
in delivery rate requirements
• data-centric network maintenance, e.g. the single node is not important, only the
data is important
• the limitation in hardware resources require much simpler operating and networking software.
All of the presented surveys on design challenges in wireless sensor networks show the
complex task of application engineering. This is especially relevant when only algorithms
and concepts are designed that should be part of complex applications. Therefore in the
past, many concepts for wireless sensor networks, e.g. routing or data management algorithms, have been designed using generic sensor network models that should describe a
large design space. The algorithms for these concepts have often been tested in simulators
that represent the network model. Kotz et al. and Kurkowski et al. claim in their work
[129, 134] the results of this simulations can often not been repeated or applied either in
simulation or especially in real sensor network deployments. To produce more representative results, the concepts of this thesis have therefore been implemented and tested on real
sensor node products considering all of the described challenges. Hereby, we noticed that
the largest design challenge are the technical constraints of sensor node platforms, e.g. the
limitations in the hardware resources. We therefore discuss these constraints in more detail
in the next paragraph.
Technical Constraints
Beside our own experiences in implementing and testing applications on sensor nodes,
almost all sensor network research publications claim that the actual greatest challenge in
wireless sensor network are the limited hardware resources. Most of the applications and
concepts of conventional (distributed) computing or even other mobile ad-hoc networks,
e.g. cell phones, are not applicable for wireless sensor networks due to the large resource
gap between these platforms. To explore the resource configuration space Beutel defines
metrics for wireless sensor networks in [15]. These metrics compare existing sensor node
platforms to find the actual limitations in all parts of hardware configurations. In summary,
wireless sensor networks are limited in the following hardware metrics:
• System Core
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– CPU architecture
– CPU speed (clock frequency)
– Program memory
– Data memory
– External storage
– Energy conservation (idle, processing)
– Node size
– Amount of on-board sensors
– Amount of external IO channels
• Radio System
– Band frequency
– Channels
– Data rate
– Setup time
– Energy conservation (transmitting, receiving)
– Sensitivity
– Outdoor / Indoor range
All of the described metrics have different impact on design decisions for wireless sensor
applications. However, it has been shown that the power consumption and the limited
energy supply are the most challenging hardware metrics [15]. Different sensor node
platforms can vary in there general power consumption. Nevertheless, the power consumption of today’s sensor nodes is significantly higher for communication. Therefore,
sensor network application should avoid extensive communication as far as possible, e.g.
in Chapter 6 we discuss a technique to significantly reduce the communication demand.
For the system core the processing power limitations, e.g. using energy efficient, but slow
microprocessors, and the memory capabilities, e.g. data memory of only up to 64 Kb, are
the most challenging metrics that require efficient programming concept.
While the early work of Beutel in [15] compares a limited number of sensor nodes and
various metrics that are of lower significance for the concepts of this work, we present
an updated comparison in Figure 2.8. We hereby include the three sensor node platforms
that have been used for evaluating the concepts of this thesis: BTnode v3, Pacemate and
iSense Core module. The comparison shows that all three platforms have been improved
in various dimensions compared to the older Mica platforms. Nevertheless, the hardware
configurations are highly limited compared to today’s personal computers or other mobile
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Figure 2.8: WSN Platform Comparison Technical Specification
devices. The CPU architectures range from 8bit microcontrollers as used on Atmel Atmega
based Mica nodes to 32bit systems, e.g. Jennic microcontrollers on iSense core modules,
with microprocessors clocked from 8 to 16 Mhz. Accordingly, the processing speed is
significantly lower than on existing mobile devices, e.g. smartphones with microprocessors
which are clocked up to 1 Ghz [194]. As denoted previously, other significant limitations
are the memory capabilities. This is even more important for data management and innetwork data storage concepts as presented in this thesis. The overall program memory is
limited by up to 96 Kb leaving a dynamic heap data memory of up to 64 Kb. Some nodes
are equipped with external flash memory of up to 512 Kb. Nevertheless, this memory
has limitations for random access write operations which can require additional paging
concepts for placing and updating sectors in the heap memory. Research results on the
efficiency of these operations on sensor nodes are yet not available.
To manifest challenges of the hardware limitations, we describe a generic state-of-the-art
sensor node hardware configuration as follows:
• CPU architecture: 8bit, 16bit, 32bit
• CPU speed (clock frequency): 8 Mhz
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• Program memory: 96 Kb
• Data memory: 32 Kb
• External storage: 256 Kb (optional)
These sensor node hardware configurations are the recommended system requirements for
the concepts presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, as we will show in Chapter 5, the
minimum system requirements for the program frameworks of this thesis are even lower.

2.1.4 Research Domains
The recently gained publicity and importance of wireless sensor networks has motivated
researchers of several domains in working on these networks. Due to the deviated design
space many research areas have been opened up. Thereby most research is concentrated
on finding long life, energy efficient and robust networks concepts. In-network data acquisition has been also discussed frequently. Recent approaches target usability issues for
sensor network developers and users.
The research areas in wireless sensor networks span across all layers of the OSI reference
model. Many approaches and concepts are thereby defined as cross layer approaches due to
the not clear separation for optimization issues. In this section we introduce some research
projects for the physical, network and transport layer of the OSI reference model. Due
to the wide range of research in sensor networks we can not cover all projects in this
introduction. Especially the application layer includes a huge variety of research work.
We therefore refer to recent survey papers published in [5, 6, 9, 12, 54, 119, 228, 254].
The research concepts of this thesis belong to the field of data acquisition, data management
and in-network storage. We discuss the research in the field of data management and query
processing in wireless sensor networks in detail in Section 2.2.
Physical Layer and Medium Access Control
Due to the large scalability of wireless sensor networks one of the crucial tasks is to choose
an adequate RF band which should be licence exempt. As a result, low data rate but energy efficient wireless communication standards such as IEEE 802.15.4 [165] have been
designated including the definition for the PHY and MAC layer [12]. A significant energy
efficiency can only be reached by optimizing across all layers as described in [66]. The
wide spread Zigbee standards hence extends the IEEE 802.15.4 standard on higher layers
[12] [126].
Wireless sensor network protocols are mostly designed to let the sensor node be left in a
sleep / doze mode. Staying in sleep mode significantly extends the life time as current
sensor nodes consume up to ten times the power in idle mode in relation to sleep mode. As
shown in the previous sections, the energy consumption for data transmission and communication is even worse. This is the reason why across all layers protocols and applications
try to send the less data as possible but instead tend to push pre-processing tasks deep in the
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network. MAC protocols as described in [54, 82, 91, 126] concentrate on sparse wakeup
schedules to maximize power saving. Nevertheless, this can result into latency that might
be unacceptable for time critical alert and event detection application scenarios which require adapted MAC protocols [110].
Networking and Transport
Wireless sensor networks are ad-hoc networks. Hence, achieving a network connection is a
distributed task on the network layer without additional aiding infrastructure [64, 92]. The
task is even more complex as wireless sensor networks are very dynamic networks. Single
nodes tend to fail, e.g. caused by energy depletion, which can result into separation of
the networks at communication bottlenecks. While single hop networks limit the network
size and are not likely for real deployments, multi hop networks have been researched in the
past. Moreover, the routing approaches can be divided in those that treat every node equally
and those that route via cluster heads that are representative for separate node groups.
Routing protocols need to be adapted to the scarce energy resources. As an example, energy
efficient unicast routing needs to use short paths in the network. Nevertheless, nodes on the
route that are already low in battery should be avoided, resulting in a longer but more robust
routing path [119]. One of the well known early approaches is the clustering approach
LEACH [89], other approaches are described in [3, 11, 36, 210]. Energy efficient multicast
routing algorithms are introduced in [32, 48].
The route selection protocols often impose a hierarchical topology that needs to be maintained by a topology control. Survey papers on this topic are published in [204, 241]. Wide
spread topology concepts are routing trees and geographic routing. Routing trees are often
used by data acquisition applications like TinyDB [156]. A well known concept is TAG
(Tiny AGgregation) [155] that uses a minimum spanning tree to route aggregates to a data
sink. However, other approaches like Synopsis Diffusion [170] claim that fixed tree structures can not be maintained in real deployment scenarios where nodes tend to fail at high
probability. Instead, these approaches suggest a ring-oriented multicast routing approach
that has been used in this work as described in Section 6. Another approach that has gained
a lot of attention is Directed Diffusion, where the routing topology is a directed acyclic
graph (DAG) rooted at the sink used for multipath data delivery. Geographic routing strategies, also denoted as greedy routing, have been introduced in [130, 255]. The idea is to
forward packets based on geographic information, e.g. minimizing the absolute remaining distance. Sensor nodes need to know their location, e.g. coordinates. In the past, this
approach has often been used for GPS equipped sensor nodes making it more applicable
for open air deployments. Nevertheless, the routing can fail resulting in endless packet
forwarding. Approaches e.g. described in [209] try to solve this problem.
Designing an efficient, robust transport protocol for wireless sensor networks is difficult to
the exterior influences, e.g. radio interference, and energy efficiency requirements. Communication protocols therefore absent from setting up special transmission channels or data
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paths. As a result, the transport is comparable to the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [188].
Open questions are still which level of dependability and quality of service should or can
be reached in non robust wireless sensor networks. Some concepts have been discussed in
[4, 71, 218, 240].
Other Research Domains
Beside the described layers, there has been a lot of work in higher layers. One important
topic is security which has been discussed in [34, 185, 186, 215]. Another topic is time
synchronization. Time synchronization is of significant importance to synchronize sensor
measurements and sleeping cycles. Important work in the field of time synchronization can
be found in [63, 65]. Beside the data acquisition task, localization and event detection are
the most common applications. As denoted in the previous paragraph, localization is i.a.
important for geographic routing. For a detailed introduction we refer to [106, 137, 159].
Event detection has been discussed i.a. in [30, 37, 142, 143].

2.2 Data Management and Query Processing in Wireless
Sensor Networks
Wireless sensor networks are mainly deployed for data acquisition of measured environmental data. Thereby, there exists a variety of concepts from in-network data storage and
analyzation to traditional push and pull applications. Data acquisition in wireless sensor
networks often follows the concept of data-centric routing. Data-centric routing has been
described as the core abstraction of wireless sensor networks [119]. Applications should
access data instead of addressing individual nodes using an in-network processing framework. The actual routing process is up to the corresponding routing protocol as described
in the previous section. The data access is supported by specialized sensor network query
languages that combine a traditional query interface with energy efficient in-network query
evaluation as shown in the next subsection.

2.2.1 Query Languages and Data Models
Since data acquisition is a central aspect in sensor network data management there exists significant work on energy efficient query evaluation in wireless sensor networks
[97, 101, 102, 156, 253]. Data-centric query languages have been introduced and innetwork aggregation is used to support energy efficient result processing [43, 156, 253].
Surveys of the initial work in data management in wireless sensor networks are given in
[6, 31]. In the next paragraphs we discuss the idea of representing the sensor network as a
database and the idea of in-network storage. We further introduce the initial approaches for
data acquisition frameworks Cougar and TinyDB. The later represents the state-of-the-art
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data management solutions for many of today’s general application deployments. We give
a detailed overview on the query language and the corresponding data model to show the
limitations of these approaches in the next subsection.
The Sensor Network as a Database
As denoted for the data-centric query concept, the idea of effectively using wireless sensor
networks includes an abstraction of the actual network topology. The user is more interested in having simple data acquisition methods. Where the actual data is located, how the
query gets to the corresponding nodes and how results flow to the data sink is not of high
interest. The only important factor is that the required data is delivered to the query issuer
in an energy efficient way to maximize the network lifetime.

Figure 2.9: The Sensor Network as a Database
Following this theory, the wireless sensor network can be seen as a database that somehow
stores data in a distributed way and provides an efficient query interface and abstract views
on the data. This concept follows the ANSI-SPARC architecture [10, 111] of traditional
database systems as proposed in Figure 2.9. The external level (query layer) consists of the
queries and query results of the users. The user thereby not only queries for data, he actually
programs the sensor network through queries using a query-like declarative language, as
the data is only collected when queries are active in the network due to energy efficiency
[31].
The conceptual level includes a global representation of the distributed sensor data. This
is the actual abstraction as a global database hiding the real distribution. In the past, several data models have been used for logically representing the distributed data in the net-
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work. The TinyDB approach uses a simple global table to represent the distributed nodes
[156]. The global sensor network approach as described by Aberer et al. [1] tries to embed the structure and hierarchy of distributed sensor networks in a structured global XML
document. While this approach represents the data outside the network, in this thesis we
introduce concepts for managing this representation in the network. This results into significant improvements compared to simple data models like TinyDB as described in the
introduction of this thesis and in the following Section 2.2.3.
While many of the initial data management solutions view sensor network databases as a
continuous stream, in recent years, motivated by the evolution in flash memory technology,
storage-centric sensor networks have been discussed [58]. In these sensor networks a
high amount of data is stored on physical level over time to allow in-network analyzation
of long-term data. In detail, the physical level is responsible for storing the distributed
data persistently including the choice of the storage medium, e.g. flash memory or heap
memory, compression concepts and other physical optimizations. In this work, we discuss
a compressed distributed XML in-network storage scheme that can be used for heap and
flash memory storage. We therefore discuss the concept of in-network data storage in more
detail in the next paragraph.
In this paragraph, we showed that wireless sensor network database concepts and traditional
database systems have a great deal in common. Nevertheless, according to Carreras et al.
[31] there are three main differences that require new concepts in processing data:
• Streamed result data: the query results are often sent as a stream; queries are often
continuous.
• Communication errors: communication links are unreliable and a not delayed, reliable data delivery can not be guaranteed.
• In-network processing: while transmission energy costs are several orders of magnitude higher than in-network processing, processing query results, e.g. calculating the
average temperature, is pushed deep in the network.
In-Network Storage
According to Diao et al. [58], wireless sensor network applications can be differentiated
into live data and historical data applications. Live data applications like event detection
only require a conceptual scheme to access the data. The actual data is immediately
processed after sensing, either throwing an event or not. On the other side, there has
been a lot of long running environmental observations that require continuous data, e.g.
calculating the average temperature of the week. These application scenarios are the main
areas for the data acquisition frameworks Cougar and TinyDB that will be discussed in the
following paragraphs, although both approaches were initially designed for immediately
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processing data continuously [58]. A recent approach that has been designed exclusively
for in-network storage is StoneDB [58] that includes the energy efficient use of flash
memory and provides a query processing interface.
Delivering single sensor values continuously to the data sink is costly due to the high energy demand of data transmission. The idea of in-network processing includes pushing
algorithms that work on large windows of sensor data deep in the network to only send
global, final results back to the sink. These concepts require long-term in-network data
storage. The technology trends in miniaturization and capabilities of flash memory cells
have opened up new opportunities not only for just storing data in the network [72] but also
for other concepts like redundancy control, replication and data archiving.
In detail, data migration and redundant data storage in the network are discussed in
[118, 226]. The approach discussed by Lin et al. [148] includes an optimization of innetwork persistence by using XOR-combined data representations. The idea is to use a
minimal spanning tree, that is denoted interval tree, that covers all sensor nodes in the
network. Now the nodes perform a bitwise XOR operation in the tree from bottom to
top. Each node in the interval tree thereby XORs all the backup data sent from its direct
children along with its own data and stores this results as backup information and forwards
it to its parent. After recovering a failure node, the neighbour nodes restore the data out
of its XOR backup information. The advantage of this approach is that XOR operations
can be processed in an efficient way. Other approaches discussed in [76, 147, 197] also
describe replication concepts. In [197] a concept for replicating relevant data to cluster
heads for event detection is discussed. The approach described in [76] partitions the
network in geographic zones where each sensor node is responsible for a specific task, e.g.
storing replicated data or managing the replication process. In [147] two algorithms for
placing replicas via XOR combination and fragmentation in a tree topology are discussed.
Finally, in [252] the network scheduling issue for an energy efficient data archiving task is
discussed.
The concepts of this thesis include in-network storage concepts. The sensor nodes store
their data over long periods as XML documents, whereby the XML data is structured
chronologically ordering the sensor measurements. While the actual XML documents on
each sensor node represent a conceptual schema, multiple sensor nodes can be embedded
in a global hierarchical XML document following the global sensor network concept of
Aberer et al. [1]. The data can be accessed using standardized query languages like XPath.
We further discuss sensor network specific optimizations for the query evaluation. Nevertheless, many strategies of the early Cougar and TinyDB approaches are also applicable for
XML query evaluation. Hence, we discuss these approaches in the next paragraphs.
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Cougar
The Cougar project [253] is a solution for efficient query processing in wireless sensor network that has been designed by the Cornell University database group. It is often referred
to as the initial work on efficient data acquisition in wireless sensor networks. Cougar is a
clustering based evaluation mechanism that differentiates three types of sensor node roles:
Data is produced at source nodes. The source nodes route their data to intermediate nodes
which can be defined as cluster heads of a cluster of source nodes. These cluster leader
nodes route the data finally to the sink nodes that are often referred to as gateway nodes.
Cougar uses Directed Diffusion as a main routing protocol on network layer. Queries are
expressed in a high level declarative language that is based on SQL. Query optimization is
done on a PC that is connected to the sensor network. The resulting query execution plan
is translated to command calls of receiver functions on the nodes. The single sensor node
therefore is not able to completely process a given user query alone. Cougar provides optimizations for evaluating aggregation queries. Therefore, intermediate nodes are not only
responsible for forwarding results of the source nodes but also for processing aggregate
functions early deep in the network. The actual size of data that needs to be transmitted is
significantly reduced.
TinyDB
TinyDB is often referred to as the state-of-the-art data acquisition technique for wireless
sensor networks. It has been designed by Samuel Madden et al. and been described in [156]
for TinyOS-based sensor nodes. On the conceptual level the TinyDB approach supports a
simple relational data model as shown on the right side of Figure 2.9. The whole sensor
network is represented as one unstructured table, denoted sensors. The relational schema
consists of a sensor node id and an unlimited number of optional sensors. A sensor node is
represented as a row consisting of it’s id and all of it’s actual sensor values. If the sensor
node does not operate a sensor that is defined by the schema it includes a NULL value.
We give another example motivated by the Great Duck Island deployment in Table 2.3.
The table contains the information of the luminance in the bird nests. The epochs define a
chronological series of measurements.
Epoch
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

NodeID
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

NestNo
17
27
17
25
17
27
17
25

Light
1455
1389
1422
1405
5
1389
8
1405

Table 2.3: Example TinyDB sensors Table for Bird Observation
The sensor data can be accessed using the TinySQL language that is designed in a SQL-
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style. TinySQL is designed as a high level data acquisition language to allow "programming" applications in a data-centric way without the knowledge of real sensor network
programming, e.g. programming in Embedded C. We present the TinySQL grammar in
Listing 2.1.
Listing 2.1: TinyDB Query Grammar
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

SELECT <aggregates>, <attributes>
[FROM {sensors | <buffer>}]
[WHERE <predicates>]
[GROUP BY <exprs>]
[SAMPLE PERIOD <const> | ONCE]
[INTO <buffer>]
[TRIGGER ACTION <command>]

Given this grammar, the user can issue queries to the TinyDB system that are forwarded on
the minimal spanning network tree (TAG tree [155]) to all nodes.
Listing 2.2: TinyDB Example Query
1
2
3
4

SELECT nodeID, nestNo, light
FROM sensors
WHERE light < 1300
EPOCH DURATION 1s

In Listing 2.2, we show an example query to get the bird nests that have a luminance under
1300lx and hence are suspected to be protected by the mother bird at the moment. The
epoch durations is given in seconds. If the sampling rate is one hertz, we can denote this
query a non continuous query. In this example the sensor network sends the tuples of sensor
nodes 1 and 3 of epoch 1 to the data sink. Accordingly, the nest 17 should be protected
at the moment of the query. For other more complex examples we refer to Madden et al.
[156].
Comparing TinySQL to SQL, there are significant differences in the power of the query
languages, i.a.:
• TinySQL only allows to access only the table sensors.
• Arithmetic operations are limited to basic operations.
• Subqueries are not supported.
• The relational scheme can not be updated (no ALTER-Clause).
• No boolean operators or string comparison in HAVING- and WHERE-Clauses are
supported.
• TinySQL provides a SAMPLE-PERIOD-Clause as a basic continuous query concept,
that allows triggering sampling times.
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• TinySQL provides a TRIGGER-Clause to trigger tasks on events and after receiving
results respectively.
• TinySQL provides materilization using the INTO-Clause.
As denoted previously, the TinyDB framework is known for efficiently evaluating aggregation queries. The aggregation is done early in the network using the minimum spanning
tree of the TAG topology [155]. The approach is in general similar to the Cougar approach
but works on a tree topology rather than on clusters in the network. In the example query
in Listing 2.2 we absent from using aggregation queries for simplification. We discuss the
aggregation process in Section 2.2.2.
Other Data Acquisition Approaches
Beside the Cougar and TinyDB approach there has been other query interfaces or datacentric programming concepts for wireless sensor networks presented. A complete
overview is out of the scope of this work. We therefore refer to the data management
survey papers published in [6, 31]. In this paragraph, we shortly introduce two well known
concepts SwissQM [168] and DSN [43].
SwissQM [168] has been introduced to allow using existing query languages for data acquisition in wireless sensor networks. Moreover, it is a data-centric programming concept that
extends the capabilities of TinyDB by allowing data cleaning and virtualization. Therefore,
queries are translated into compact, optimized virtual queries. These are further translated
in network queries that are pushed into the network as byte code. This translation approach
has similarities with the Cougar translation approach as introduced previously. SwissQM
uses a tree topology like TinyDB to disseminate the queries in the network. The sensor
nodes are implemented as stack-based virtual machines. The instruction set is a subset of
the Java virtual machine that has been extended with more powerful operations to reduce
the actual program size. It contains 59 instructions/operations. Because of the independence between programming and query language SwissQM does not define a real data
model. E.g. if a user uses XQuery to issue a query to the SwissQM deployment this does
not mean that real XML is accessed in the network. SwissQM only provides the capability
of using a standard query language and then translates the query according the instruction
and operation set of the virtual machine. As an entire framework, SwissQM is more a
programming concept than a query interface. Nevertheless, SwissQM also includes the
TinyDB aggregation capabilities as extensively introduced in [168].
Another approach that is related to data acquisition is the Declarative Sensor Network
(DSN) System [43]. Like SwissQM, this approach can be more classified as data-centric
programming concept rather than a traditional query language. DSN includes a programming language, compiler and runtime system to support declarative specification of
wireless sensor network applications. The programmers should be encouraged to focus on
program outcomes (what a program should achieve) rather than implementation (how the
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program works) [43].
Both approaches show that in the past the concepts for programming sensor networks and
accessing sensor network data can not be exactly separated. There exist many cross layer
approaches and the boundaries between data-centric data acquisition and programming are
fluid. The XML data management concepts of this work are focussed on real data management and query evaluation. By using the frameworks of this work, we provide a query
layer and an in-network data storage layer that supports the idea of the sensor network as a
database. Hence, our approach is more related to TinyDB, Cougar and StoneDB. Nevertheless, as motivated in the introduction of this work, this thesis is part of the project AESOP’s
TALE that tries to apply the service oriented paradigm to sensor networks application engineering. This idea, that is discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.4, targets a simplification
of the engineering process like the data-centric programming frameworks SwissQM and
DSN. Nevertheless, a complete evaluation of these concepts is not the topic of this work.
For an overview on the actual evaluation of these diverse programming concepts we refer
to [151].

2.2.2 Query Optimization
As denoted previously, evaluating queries in wireless sensor networks has to fulfil strict
efficiency rules to support a lifetime enhancement of the entire network. In the recent
years, several query optimization strategies to allow energy efficient evaluation have been
presented. Since the energy demand for communication is significantly higher than the
energy demand of a processing microcontroller, most concepts focus on avoiding extensive
communication. The general strategy is to push in-network data processing deep in the
network to reduce the actual size of result data that has to be transmitted to the data sink.
Besides, general optimization strategies known from traditional information systems are
applied, e.g. pushing high selective sub queries and projections in the network to reduce
the temporary result set. Traditional concepts on optimizing query evaluation are i.a.
discussed in [46, 83, 251]. New concepts that have been especially designed for wireless
sensor networks include i.a. acquisitional query processing, multi-query optimization,
in-network aggregation and model-driven queries. An overview on energy efficient query
processing in wireless sensor networks is hereby given i.a. in [5, 119]. In this section, we
shortly introduce the most important approaches. A recent approach is using data caches in
wireless sensor networks. In this thesis, we introduce a complete data caching framework
in Chapter 6. For better understandability, we discuss related work on data caching in that
chapter.
The term of acquisitional query processing has been coined by the TinyDB project [156].
The basic idea of acquisitional query processing is to control when and where and with
what frequency data is collected, as well as which data is delivered. This approach basi-
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cally tries to optimize the energy demand for sensing. While this energy demand varies for
different types of sensors, e.g. complex chemical analyzations consume more energy than
simple temperature sensing, acquisitional query processing can result into a significant
energy conservation. This idea is in contrast to traditional database systems where data is
mainly provided a priori. Acquisitional query processing includes two main challenges:
How should the query be processed and the sampling rate be adapted and which samples
should be transmitted? In their approach, Madden et al. adapt the sampling rate by a given
sampling operator in the query [156]. Queries are moreover ordered in a power-optimal
way, e.g. a sampling frequency can determined by a query with the highest frequency. To
reduce the data that needs to be delivered to the data sink, the approach tries to exploit
spatio-temporal correlations between sensor samples. If two samples are highly correlated
only one needs to be sent.
A topic that is related to acquisitional query processing is model-driven query evaluation.
Model-driven queries embed stochastical assumptions and models that are used to estimate
or filter query results in order to reduce sampling for data or sending unnecessary query
results to the data sink. An initial approach for model-driven queries has been discussed
in [55]. A more complex approach on efficiently evaluating continuous queries in general
information systems and sensor networks has been introduced in our work published in
[97, 132]. We therefore give an extended overview on this approach in Section 5.3.4.
Many query approaches assume a dedicated gateway node that is used for inserting queries
into the sensor network. Multiple queries that are inserted into the network are managed
from outside with a given query id. For larger scale networks it is desirable to also accept
multiple gateway nodes where queries are inserted at different local positions. While the
problem of having duplicate ids can be solved by attaching the gateway id, a high amount
of active queries can significantly reduce the lifetime of the entire network. Since many
queries are correlated, e.g. multiple queries for retrieving the temperature over various time
spans, optimizing the evaluation by merging queries and query results can be an efficient
option. A critical discussion on this topic can be found in [225].
In-network aggregation can be denoted as the main research topic in sensor network query
optimization. According to the previously mentioned idea of optimizing the communication demand, in-network aggregation is used to significantly reduce the result set that needs
to be transmitted to the data sink by merging separate tuples deep in the network instead of
processing them outside at the data sink. The origin of the idea of in-network aggregation
can not be determined identically. However, it has been included in the next century challenges published by Estrin et al. in [66] early in 1999. The most important publications
in this area are Cougar [253] and TinyDB [156] and TAG [155] respectively. Beside these
approaches, till now there have been a multitude of publications on aggregation in wireless
sensor networks. A complete overview is therefore out of the scope of this paper. Recent
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approaches can be found i.a. in [116, 117, 193, 213, 250]. For the rest of this section, we
will however shortly introduce the in-network aggregation concept in more detail due to its
importance in the field of query processing in wireless sensor networks.
The basic problem of in-network aggregation is that preliminary results need to be aggregated only once. Given a general network with broadcast communication, a preliminary
result, e.g. a temperature value, will be received by all neighbours. The neighbours are
now responsible to aggregate the value to reduce the amount of data that is sent to the
sink. They hereby need to coordinate in order to make sure that the temperature value is
not aggregated more than once. Besides, the aggregator needs to make sure that they keep
track of the number of participating nodes in a preliminary aggregation result to ensure
the correctness of the global aggregation result. Madden et al. denote these aggregation
functions as duplicate sensitive [156]. Examples for a duplicate sensitive function are AVG
(average) or COUNT.
As denoted previously, TAG uses a minimum spanning tree as a logical routing topology.
The positive benefit of this topology is that on the way from the leafs to the sink (root)
every child has only one father. This fact implicitly avoids duplicate aggregation. On the
other side having only one father node and hence only one route to the data sink produces
communication bottlenecks. To reduce the deviation of results in case of breaking communication links Madden et al. therefore introduce the TAGk concept where each node has k
fathers and the preliminary results are split in k parts. The aggregation functions are then
adapted to the number of fathers as described in [155].
In Figure 2.10, we show a simple example to visualize the efficiency of TAG in optimizing
the communication demand. For a given count query that demands the number of nodes
in the network every node sends a beacon (or one value) to participate. On the left side
the query is evaluated in a traditional way letting the gateway count the actual number
of nodes. Every node hereby just forwards the messages of the child nodes. The value
that a node itself sends is within the circle. This results in a high message demand of 14
messages. On the right side the query is evaluated using in-network aggregation. As a
result, the message demand is significantly lower as preliminary aggregation results are
sent to the father nodes without forwarding child messages.
Nath et al. [170] showed that TinyDB and TAG respectively do not perform well in real
deployments with non robust communication links as the overhead for recreating the tree
topology is very high. Active aggregation queries furthermore are evaluated including a
high error in the result due to the bottlenecks in case of a link error. Therefore, Nath et
al. introduce a ring oriented communication scheme that does not assume a fixed topology
and hence is robust against communication errors. This approach includes an aggregation
technique denoted as Synopsis Diffusion. A Synopsis is an alternative representation of
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Figure 2.10: TAG Aggregation Process
a query result that is processed in a pseudo duplicate insensitive way. This approach is
not really duplicate insensitive in every case as the final result might include a smaller
error that can be estimated before. Nevertheless, the error is significantly smaller than
the error of TAG results in case of communication errors. Since the routing scheme of
Synopsis Diffusion provides a flexible and robust environment, we use this approach for
our concepts in Chapter 6.
The concepts on evaluating XML queries on the XML data in the sensor network that
are presented in Chapter 5 also include in-network aggregation. Beside the traditional
in-network aggregation like described for TAG [155], XML data management allows to
have multiple, hierarchical aggregation functions working on subsets of the entire XML
documents. In our work, we implemented these functions that provide a more complex
form of aggregation queries. The actual evaluation is thereby done using the concepts of
TAG [155] and Synopsis Diffusion [170]. Which evaluation protocol is processed can be
adapted to the expected robustness of the deployed network, e.g. Synopsis Diffusion for
non robust outdoor deployments.

2.2.3 Limitations of Existing Data Management Approaches
In the last sections, we introduced the most important existing concepts in wireless sensor
data management. However, as we denoted in the introduction of this thesis these concepts
have significant limitations when it comes to support heterogeneity and standardization on
application level, e.g. the TinyDB framework only supports a simple relational scheme and
a non standardized query interface.
We summarize the most important limitations of the existing data management approaches
as follows:
• Simple data models, e.g. one table per network or unstructured byte code.
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• Limited heterogeneity, e.g. different networks with different schemes need further
assistance to operate together.
• Limited interconnection to existing networks, e.g. direct embedding wireless sensor
network in the World Wide Web using standardized protocols.
• Non-standardized query language, e.g. new languages need to be learned, existing
program interfaces can not be used.
• Tedious programming, e.g. simple changes in the application often require complex
updates in the program of the sensor node.

According to these limitations and following the extended motivation in the introduction of
this work we suggest the usage of complex data models in wireless sensor networks. Due
to it’s distribution in existing applications and networks we suggest XML as a standardized
data format/model in wireless sensor networks. XML is the de-facto standard format for
data exchange in the World Wide Web and in many business applications. It has gained
awareness over the last decade. While we give a detailed introduction into XML in the next
section, we summarize the benefits of XML motivated by [217] as follows:
• Standardization: XML is a W3C standard.
• Self-description: XML documents are self descriptive and no additional schema
needs to be stored.
• Extensibility: XML Documents can be easily extended to new environments and
changes in the data scheme.
• Structured Nature: XML Documents are hierarchically structured and can embed
and represent the structure of a sensor network.
• Provides a ’one-server view’ for distributed data: Represent the sensor network data
following the global sensor network approach [2].
• Simplicity and Machine Readability: XML Documents can be easily understood by
both humans and machines. They can be directly processed in machine work flows
using machine-readable context information.
• Facilitates the comparison and aggregation of data: The tree structure of XML documents allows documents to be compared and enables the adaptation of aggregation
concepts element by element.
• Support of multilingual documents and Unicode: More heterogeneity by allowing
internationalization of applications.
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• Standardized Query Languages: E.g. XPath is already supported by many programming frameworks and known to even non-expert users.
• SOAP is XML: XML is the basis for the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to
enable standardized service oriented architectures.
As a result, we believe that XML is the ideal standard data exchange format for general
wireless sensor networks. Nevertheless, there are limitations and problems that need to
be resolved when integrating XML data management in sensor networks that have scarce
resources. We discuss these limitations in detail in Section 2.3.5. This thesis provides concepts and frameworks to meet these limitations and furthermore enhance the possibilities
of dynamic data acquisition in wireless sensor networks.

2.3 Complex Data Models and Data Management
As motivated in the introduction of this thesis, using complex data models in wireless
sensor networks optimizes the heterogeneity, exchangeability and integration between and
into other (sensor) networks. In the last section we shortly introduced XML as the de-facto
standard data exchange format that includes many benefits for wireless sensor networks.
To understand the concepts of this thesis for efficiently integrating XML data management
in wireless sensor networks, we discuss several aspects of XML in the subsequent sections.

2.3.1 XML: History and Concept of the eXtensible Markup Language
In this section, we give a historical overview and a brief technical introduction to the
eXtensible Markup Language (XML). In the following sections, we further introduce the
concepts of XML schema definitions, XML query processing and XML data binding.
History of XML
The history of XML reaches back to the end of the 1960s when the first concepts of a
descriptive markup language were introduced. In these years, companies started more and
more using workstations for processing large scale documents. While the first applications
used binary storage formats that could only be interpreted by the computer itself, there was
a need for a data representation format that was self-descriptive and human-legible.
This data format was introduced as the Generalized Markup Language (GML) that has been
developed by Charles Goldfarb, Edward Mosher and Raymond Lorie in the beginning of
the 1970’s at the IBM research labs.
The general concepts of a markup language are the annotation of textual information to
express meta-information about the semantic and structure of the text itself. The origin
of the term markup thereby goes back to traditional press where editors where marking
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up manuscripts in order to highlight errors and remarks on the text and to give typing and
layout instructions for the print phase.
In the following years, the Generalized Markup Language was adopted by IBM to be included in the corporation own publishing systems to manage and produce technical documentations. The first standardization process of GML started in 1978 by the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) to find a nationwide information exchange data format. Charles Goldfarb worked on this group and the first industry standard denoted as
GCA 101-1983 was adopted in 1983. This standard was further improved by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) that joined the working group in 1984. In
1985, the first standardization reference draft was published and in 1986 the newly denoted Standardized Generalized Markup Language (SGML) became an ISO standard (ISO
8879) under the full name of "ISO 8879:1986 Information Processing - Text and Office
Systems - Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)". The naming of SGML is
often referred to be confusing, as SGML is not itself a markup language but a specification
to design markup languages. Well know markup languages are i.a. TeX (1977) [127] and
LaTeX (1980) [136].
With the development of the World Wide Web (WWW) and the idea of hypertext SGML’s
possibly most known application was introduced: HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)
[14]. HTML defines a set of markups / tags that are used for defining the representation of
web pages. The original idea was hereby to separate the content from the presentation. The
presentation tags need to be interpreted and rendered by the web browser. The problem is
and was that there is a large space for interpretation, so that the presentation of a HTML document could look totally different using different web browsers. Web designers however
did not like that their web pages are represented in different ways and therefore HTML
got extended with functions to force representations, e.g. the <font> tag. This progress
however conflicts with the initial idea of separating content and presentation. Furthermore,
HTML was started to be used in a loose way, e.g. leaving closing tags out, as the web
browsers were anyway accepting the HTML documents. The unofficial introductions of
more functions, e.g. for multimedia and animation, which was often supported by the two
main competitors for web browsers Netscape and Microsoft finally broke the initial concept
of a simpler SGML version for web presentation.
These problems showed that HTML is too limited for many application fields and moreover not strict enough. SGML however was always denoted to be too complex for non
expert users. Accordingly, in 1996 Jon Bosak from Sun, Tim Brag and Michael SperbergMcQueen and others introduced the eXtensible Markup Language that is analogously to
SGML rather a specification to define markup languages without being too complex. The
first specification (working draft) of XML was only 26 pages while the SGML specification
was more than 500 pages long. Finally, in 1998 XML was approved in Version 1.0 by the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and became a standard. One of the first applications
of XML was the representation of HTML denoted as XHTML [184]. XML is today the
de-facto standard in many domains of data exchange and data management. It comes with
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many benefits for exchangeability and readability. The working group itself had announced
the goals of internet usability, SGML compatibility, stability, formality, conciseness, legibility, ease of authoring and minimization of optional features that were reached in the
version 1.0 specification [230]. With all the further benefits we introduced in Section 2.2.3
it is also the first choice of data format for wireless sensor networks. We therefore give an
introduction into the XML specification in the next paragraph.
Basic Concepts of XML
Due to the space limitations of this thesis, in this paragraph we only give a brief introduction into XML. A formal extensive introduction can be found in the W3C’s XML
specification [230]. Besides, there exist many publications on XML, e.g. online tutorials
[49] and books [239].
The basic concept of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a standardized syntax to
enable data exchange between different applications and systems. XML documents are
represented in a textual form to support human readability. Furthermore, the data formats
of database systems and computer systems may be often incompatible. With its textual
representation, using XML enables storing data independently of the actual used software
and hardware. Exchanging data between different applications or incompatible systems
is simplified. XML documents can be used by their simple text format and their selfdescribing appearance even when exchanging platforms where other data formats need to
be firstly converted. XML usage thus increases the availability of data since any hardware,
software and applications supports this language.
An XML document is structured starting with the document root followed by a variable
nesting of elements that themselves may include attributes. Thereby each element is always
enclosed by tags. The start of an element is marked with a start tag, e.g. <sensor>, and the
end of an element is represented with a closing tag, e.g. </sensor>. Unlike HTML, every
starting tag needs to have a corresponding closing tag. The spelling of the tag (element)
names is case sensitive. Elements can contain simple text or other elements (sub elements)
or a mixture of them. Correct nesting is mandatory, e.g. a closing tag of a sub element is
not allowed to appear after the closing tag of the surrounding element. Elements that do
not contain contents are empty elements that can be represented by an abbreviation, e.g.
<sensor/>. The name and the content of an element define its type. The type of elements
of the document is defined by the user using i.a. type definitions as described in Section
2.3.2.
As denoted previously, beside the textual and sub element content of an element, elements
can embed attributes that are defined within the starting tag after the element name. Attributes are used for specifying additional information about an element. They appear
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within the starting tag of an element, e.g. <sensor brand = "Pacemate">. An element
may have arbitrarily many attributes in arbitrary order. However, attributes of an element
may not have the same name. Attributes can always be replaced by elements, e.g. <sensor><brand>Pacemate</brand></sensor>. This often makes it difficult to know when to
choose attributes because attributes do not really extend the expressiveness of XML documents. Nevertheless, they are a compact form of representation and can be compressed in
an even more compact form as we will discuss in the next chapters.
Finally, XML documents may include other content types, e.g. processing instructions
(<?Target-Name Parameter ?>) and comments (<!– comment text –>). Due to their lower
importance for representing the actual information, we refer to [230] for a complete introduction.
In the following example in Listing 2.3 we present an example XML document that summarizes all of the introduced concepts. The document represents a sensor network formed
by Btnode sensor nodes. Following the global sensor node approach every deployed Btnode embeds itself with its current battery and sensor status.
While being a simple example, this document was actually used and produced in the evaluation of this work by a deployed Btnodes sensor network. It represents the result of the
common task of status delivery as described in Section 4.4.3. The XML document consists
of the root element <btnodes>. <btnodes> embeds the actual status notifications of the
Btnodes. Each Btnode is hereby represented by the tag <btsysinfo> including its id as an
attribute, e.g. <btsysinfo id="0"> identifies the status information of the Btnode with id 0.
The actual status information is given by the tags <bat> and <sens>, e.g. the Btnode with
id=0 has a battery level of 3 and a sensor measurement value of 21. While representing information, an XML document does not include any rules what to do with it. An application
to read the values and interpret them is therefore needed.
Listing 2.3: Example XML Document
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

<btnodes>
<btsysinfo id="0">
<bat>3</bat>
<sens>21</sens>
</btsysinfo>
<btsysinfo id="1">
<bat>5</bat>
<sens>18</sens>
</btsysinfo>
</btnodes>

Given the hierarchical structure of an XML document, we can define hierarchical conditions for elements. If an element a is a sub element of element b, we call it child of b. In
this case b is the parent of a. In our example in Listing 2.3 <btsysinfo id="0"> is the child
of <btnodes> and analogously <btnodes> is the parent of <btsysinfo id="0">. Elements
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with the same parent are denoted as siblings, e.g. <btsysinfo id="0"> and <btsysinfo
id="1"> are siblings. A recursive child is defined a descendant, e.g. <bat> is a descendant
of <btnodes>. Vice versa, <btnodes> is a ancestor of <bat>. With this given hierarchical
structure every XML document can be represented as a tree. We show the resulting tree
representation of Listing 2.3 in Figure 2.11. The hierarchical ordering is very important for
processing the document, e.g. for evaluating XPath queries as described in Section 2.3.3.

Figure 2.11: Tree Represenation of the XML Document of Example Listing 2.3
For any given XML document there are conditions that need to be reviewed. An XML
document first may start with a correct prolog that was left out in Listing 2.3 for better
readability. A prolog is an optional component that appears before the root element and
consists of the XML declaration and a schema declaration which we will discuss in the
next section. The XML declaration embeds information about i.a. the character set and the
version regarding the XML specification, e.g. <?xml version=“1.0“ encoding=“iso-88591“?>. The defined character set needs to be used and no special syntax characters, e.g.
"<,>, &, ...", are allowed except in the markup-delineation roles. Following the prolog only
one unique root element is allowed. As introduced previously, a root element and every
other element then may contain sub or child elements as well as text data in an arbitrary but
correct nesting. Attributes of an element have to be named unambiguously and their values
have to be textual / flat. Elements as attributes are not allowed. If all of the conditions
are fulfilled, the XML document is defined to be well-formed. The well-formedness rules
define the syntax of XML documents and exclude all violating text documents as being
not XML. The rules are the firsts to be checked by any XML processor, as used by the
programming framework XOBESensorN etworks which we introduce in the next chapter.
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2.3.2 XML Schema Definition
In the last subsection we introduced the well-formedness as a weak condition for syntactical correct XML documents. However, application and networks that exchange XML
documents need more information about the structure and semantics of the processed XML
documents. Schema languages have therefore been introduced to define rules on the actual
semantic contents of XML documents. If an XML document is well-formed and follows
the rules and conditions defined by a certain schema, we denote this XML document to be
valid. In the following paragraphs we introduce the two most common schema languages
Document Type Definitions (DTDs) and XML Schema. While there exist other schema
languages, e.g. RelaxNG [44], for a complete overview we refer to the XML literature, e.g.
[138], due to their lower importance in the field of XML data management.
Document Type Definition (DTD)
A schema language that has been already introduced for SGML are Document Type Definitions (DTDs). DTDs allow to define a semantical structure of valid XML documents.
This includes the elements that are usable and the states and relation in what they may be
applied. While the original SGML DTDs are more complex, a reduced and simplified version has been included in the official W3C XML specification [230]. With a given XML
document and the corresponding DTD a parser is able to check the semantic and structural
conditions to proof if a document is valid or not. DTDs can hereby be embedded within an
XML document or stored outside the XML document by using a reference in the document
prolog. A DTD consists of declarations of element types, attribute list, entities, notations,
comments and processing instructions, that reflect the general structure of XML documents
as introduced in the last subsection. Entities are hereby used for abbreviation purposes and
notations may be used to reference non-XML data in an XML document, e.g. associate
images with a system renderer. In Table 2.4, we summarize the key features of a DTD.
Markup Declaration
<!ELEMENT sensor ...>
<!ATTLIST sensor ...>
<!ENTITY % brand "Pacemate">
<!NOTATION exampleSVG SYSTEM "sensor1.svg">
<!-...->
<? ... ?>

Function
element type declaration
attribute list declaration
entity declaration
notation declaration
comments
processing instructions

Table 2.4: DTD Markup Declarations
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In Listing 2.4, we show an example DTD which describes valid XML documents like the
one in Listing 2.3.
Listing 2.4: Example DTD
1
2
3
4
5

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

btnodes (btsysinfo)*>
btsysinfo (bat, sens)>
btsysinfo id ID #REQUIRED>
bat (#PCDATA)>
sens (#PCDATA)>

If the DTD should be embedded within the XML document, it has to be placed in a DOCTYPE environment as shown in Listing 2.5.
Listing 2.5: Example XML Document with embedded DTD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE btnodes [
<!ELEMENT btnodes (btsysinfo)*>
<!ELEMENT btsysinfo (bat, sens)>
<!ATTLIST btsysinfo id ID #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT bat (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sens (#PCDATA)>
]>
<btnodes>
<btsysinfo id="0">
<bat>3</bat>
<sens>21</sens>
</btsysinfo>
<btsysinfo id="1">
<bat>5</bat>
<sens>18</sens>
</btsysinfo>
</btnodes>

Both examples include the key features of DTDs. The content models of elements can
be defined as shown in Listing 2.4 Line 1 using regular expressions. We here define the
element type <btnodes> and determine which and how many child elements are allowed
for the element type. The star operator * determines that an arbitrary number of children
of type <btsysinfo> are allowed. If at least one child element has to appear in a valid
document, we could signal this using the plus operator + instead. Using the question
mark operator ? would signal that non or exactly one child has to appear in the valid
document. If no additional operator is used like in Line 2, the child elements have to
appear exactly once. Furthermore this line shows how to define lists of child elements.
If two child elements are separated using | either the first or the second element has to
appear in a valid document. Additionally the content model definition of DTDs allows to
define empty content models, e.g. <!ELEMENT btnodes EMPTY>, and arbitrary content,
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e.g. <!ELEMENT btnodes ANY>. Like described before, elements can embed textual
information instead of child elements. This content model is defined using the #PCDATA
operator (ParsedCharacterData) like shown in Line 6. Parsed character data is processed
by any given parser which is important when using entity references. The opposite of
#PCDATA is #CDATA which signals that the textual information should be processed as
defined without any interpretation. Definition of textual content and child elements can be
furthermore mixed, e.g. <!ELEMENT btsysinfo #PCDATA | bat | sens)*>.
In Line 5, we introduce the definition of attributes. E.g. the attribute list of <btsysinfo>
is defined by naming the element followed by a list of possible attributes. Each attribute
in the list is defined by three parts: the name, the type and a standard value. We present
possible attribute types in Table 2.5. The standard value of attributes can be #REQUIRED,
signaling the duty to use the attribute in an element, #IMPLIED, signaling that the attribute
is optional and no standard value exists, or a fixed non-optional value starting with the
key operator #FIXED. Following our example in Listing 2.4, we define that the element
<btsysinfo> has to include a required ID.
Attribute Types
CDAT A
(v1|v2|..)
ID
IDREF
IDREF S
NMT OKEN
NMT OKENS
ENT IT Y
ENT IT IES
NOT AT ION
xml :

Function
character data
logical OR of attribute types v1, v2, ...
unique ID
a reference ID of another element
a list of IDs of other elements
a valid XML name
a list of valid XML names
an entity
a list of entities
a notation
a pre-defined xml value

Table 2.5: Attribute Types
As shown in this paragraph, DTDs easily allow to define languages for valid XML documents. In this thesis, DTDs are supported and used by the XOBESensorN etwork precompiler
to analyze the expressiveness of given XML documents and XML document generators as
discussed in the following chapters. By knowing the language of a given DTD and hence
the structure of possibly generated XML documents the actual task of XML data compression can be significantly optimized. This task can be even more optimized when further
information, e.g. types of values, is provided by the schema [244], e.g. knowing if a
parsed character data represents a string or just an integer number. While being a simple
and efficient schema language, DTDs show their drawbacks when it comes to complex
type systems and other features. As introduced before, DTDs only support two basic textual types: #PCDATA for elements and #CDATA for attributes. Another drawback is that
DTDs do not support scoped declarations, e.g. all definitions are global. We therefore
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introduce a more powerful schema language XML Schema in the next paragraph to give a
complete background on the discussed optimizations.
XML Schema
XML Schema is an XML-based alternative to DTDs to describe the structure and semantic
contents of XML documents. XML Schema was introduced as a working draft by the W3C
in the year 2000. It was approved as a W3C Recommendation in May 2001 and a second
edition incorporating many errata was published in late 2004 [233]. The strengths of XML
Schema are firstly that it is valid XML and secondly that it is more complex than DTDs
as discussed in the last paragraph. An XML Schema is also often referred to as an XML
Schema Definition (XSD). We will discuss some of these extensions in the following part
of this paragraph.
One of the biggest advantages of XSDs in contrast to DTDs is the more complex type
system. In global, there is a differentiation between ComplexTypes and SimpleTypes. ComplexTypes include the types Attribute and Element as known for DTDs. While in general
SimpleTypes and ComplexTypes are classes for new user defined types they can be compared to the types of DTDs. SimpleTypes are the analogon to #PCDATA and #CDATA
including elements with values, attributes and restrictions. They further include a detailed
differentiation of the actual type of the content. XSD supports the following types of atomic
values: xs:string, xs:decimal, xs:integer, xs:boolean, xs:date, xs:time. Elements can be defined using the xs:element markup followed by a name definition and the simple type definition, e.g. <xs:element name="bat" type="xs:integer"/>. As denoted in the end of the
last paragraph, this extended type system i.a. allows to optimize data compression, e.g. a
16 digit number needs 128 bits in textual representation but only up to 64 bits in integer
representation. Like for DTDs, XSDs allow to define standard values and fixed values by
using the key words default and fixed in the xs:element markup. Attributes can be defined
analogously to elements, e.g. <xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:integer"/>.
The values of element can be restricted using the restriction rules of Table 2.6. In Listing
2.6 we give an example. We define the element <bat> that embeds an integer value that is
restricted from 0 to 5. Using the restriction rules can hereby optimize the compression of
this element.
Listing 2.6: Example XSD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

<xs:element name="bat">
<xs:simpleType>
<xs:restriction base="xs:integer">
<xs:minInclusive value="0"/>
<xs:maxInclusive value="5"/>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>
</xs:element>
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Restriction Rules
enumeration
fractionDigits
length
maxExclusive
maxInclusive
maxLength
minExclusive
minInclusive
minLength
pattern
totalDigits
whiteSpace

Function
define an enumeration of allowed values
number (>= 0) of post-decimal positions
number (>= 0) of allowed characters
maximum exclusive value
maximum inclusive value
maximum number (>= 0) of characters
minimum exclusive value
minimum inclusive value
minimum number (>= 0) of characters
define pattern of allowed characters
exact number (>= 0) of digits
space handling

Table 2.6: Restriction Rules
After discussing the basic concepts of XML and introducing schema languages to define
valid XML documents concerning semantic and structure, in the next section we discuss
how data can be accessed. We therefore summarize available query languages and discuss
the XML query language XPath in detail.

2.3.3 XML Query Processing and XPath
Wireless sensor networks are deployed for data acquisition. Providing a flexible query layer
is therefore crucial for XML data management in wireless sensor networks. In the past,
many concepts and languages for XML query processing have been introduced. The most
important languages that have been recommended by the W3C are XPath [234], XQuery
[235] and XSLT [231]. While there exists a large set of publication on XML query languages and query evaluation, a complete introduction is out of scope of this thesis. We
therefore refer to surveys [19, 220] and books [26, 120, 158]. Besides, existing XPath and
XQuery engines like Galax, MonetDB/XQuery, Oracle, Saxon, Tamino XML Server and
Microsoft’s SQL Server 2005 Express [237] are limited in their usability in wireless sensor
networks. Either the program or runtime memory demand exceeds the capabilities of today’s sensor nodes or they make use of non-supported object models like described in [98].
Theoretical studies on the complexity of XPath can be found in [79].
XQuery 1.0 and XSLT 2.0 use XPath 2.0 for navigating and accessing the XML document.
The term navigation is hereby related to moving through the tree representation of the XML
document and selecting nodes that represent the navigation (query) result. XQuery 1.0 is
a functional programming language. In contrast to XPath, XQuery allows user defined
functions, the transformation of nodes, the creation of new structures using XML templates,
libraries of functions and a way to bind values to variables. XQuery was designed to
provide for XML databases and document collections what SQL does for relational data
stores. It includes a FLWOR (for-let-where-order-by-return) clause that can be compared
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to the SELECT-FROM-WHERE clause of SQL. XQuery is a superset of XPath implying
that every valid XPath expression is also a valid XQuery expression.
On the other side, XSLT 2.0 has been introduced for transforming XML documents from
one format to another, e.g. to present XML data as an HTML document in a web browser.
As denoted previously, also XSLT 2.0 uses XPath to navigate the input document. XSLT
queries / programs are denoted stylesheet documents. In contrast to XQuery, XSLT
stylesheets are valid XML on their own. An XSLT processor processes a given XML document and a stylesheet and produces a new XML document as the transformation result.
How the input and the stylesheets are specified depends on the processor implementation.
XQuery and XSLT share a lot of functionalities. Approaches to transform XQuery to XSLT
and vice versa are discussed in [85]. A comparative analyzation is discussed in [19]. Generally, XSLT is preferable when most of the input is processed from one document and
when the output is generated for human consumption, e.g. presentation of data on a web
page. XQuery is preferable when processing multiple documents to collect data in one
document, which can then again be processed by XSLT for presentation.
Both languages are more complex than XPath but presume the correct and efficient evaluation of XPath queries. In this thesis, we focus on XPath queries because firstly it is
powerful enough to express common data acquisition queries and secondly can be easily
extended to both languages. In the next paragraph, we give a more detailed introduction to
XPath and the document navigation.
The Concepts of XPath
XPath is a specification for an expression language for navigation in XML documents recommended by the W3C [234]. In detail, XPath is used for expressing navigational steps
and conditions for selecting nodes in a tree representation of an XML document. XPath
1.0 was introduced in 1999 with a definition for the syntax and the semantics. The newer
version XPath 2.0 has been recommended in 2007 including optimizations and an extended
functionality. Nevertheless, the basic concepts for data acquisition are the same for both
versions. In this paragraph, we introduce these basic concepts and refer to [121] for a
complete overview on the extensions of XPath 1.0 and 2.0.
As denoted previously, XPath provides the ability to navigate through a tree representation
and selecting tree nodes of different types based on given criteria. The basic concept of
XPath includes a differentiation of node types as shown in Table 2.7.
An XPath expression is a syntactical construct that represents the following basic types:
• a node set (determined by a location path)
• a boolean value
• a number
• a string
The location path is the most important expression in XPath. It consists of a sequence of
location steps that traverse through the tree. Each location step consists of three compo-
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Node Type
root node
element node
attribute node
text node
namespace node
processing instruction node
comment node

Explanation
the whole XML document (document root)
represent an element
represent an attribute
represent the textual element / attribute content (atomic values)
represent a namespace
represent a processing instruction
represent a comment node

Table 2.7: XPath Node Types
nents: an axis, a node test and zero or more predicates. The general syntax of a location
step is Axis :: Node [ Predicate ]. The axis determines the direction of navigation. The
node test specifies the node type and the name of nodes selected by the location step. The
arbitrary predicates embed XPath expressions to filter the set of result nodes of the current
location step.
Location paths can recursively contain expressions to filter the nodes. A relative location
path / step is always evaluated in relation to an actual selected node, which is defined as the
context node. The result of a location path / step is a list of selected nodes, which is defined
as context list. A context list is then iterated for processing the next location step by testing
all nodes of the context list as context nodes. An absolute location path starting with a / is
always evaluated using the root node of the document.
The term axis denotes the relation of two nodes in the tree hierarchy. They are used to
determine the way which should be followed to traverse the tree representation. We summarize the available axes in Table 2.8. The XPath syntax includes an abbreviated syntax
and a full syntax for XPath axis which is also summarized in Table 2.8.
Axis
self
child
parent
descendant
descendant-or-self
ancestor
ancestor-or-self
following
following-sibling
preceding
preceding-sibling
attribute
namespace

Selected Nodes
context node
direct child elements
direct ancestor
all descendant nodes (children and grandchildren etc.)
context node and all descendant nodes
ancestor nodes (parent and grandparents etc.)
context node and all ancestor nodes
all nodes that follow the context node in document order
all following nodes that are siblings of the context node
all nodes that precede the context node in document order
all preceding nodes that are siblings of the context node
the attributes of the context node
the namespace of the context node

Abbreviated Syntax
.
(default, can be left out)
..
//

@

Table 2.8: XPath Axes
In Figure 2.12, we visualize the axes by using a graphical tree representation. The grey
node is the context node. Accordingly, it is also selected when following the self axis. The
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direct predecessor is selected when following the parent axis. All nodes on the direct path
to the document root are selected when following the ancestor axes and so on.

Figure 2.12: Overview on XPath Axes
After following the axis and selecting the corresponding nodes, they are filtered regarding
the node type and name by the node test. XPath provides six basic node test functions.
If a function results in true, the currently reviewed context node stays in the context list.
Otherwise it is dismissed. In Table 2.9, we summarize the basic node test functions.
Node Test Function
comment()
text()
processing-instruction()
node()
*
name

Explanation
filters comment nodes
filters text nodes
filters processing instruction nodes
demands an arbitrary node type e.g. element or attribute
wildcard operator
filters all context nodes for a give name

Table 2.9: Node Test Functions
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The last part of an XPath expression is a predicate that can embed any XPath expression
to filter the current context node list. If the expression in the predicate evaluates true for
a given context node it is kept in the context node list, otherwise it is dropped. In the
application field of wireless sensor networks predicate expressions can be used to filter
results for measurement or attribute requirements, e.g. //sensornodes[@id>4] will return
all sensornodes with an id greater four. To summarize the XPath language, we define a
simplified grammar for XPath in Table 2.10. For a complete grammar in EBNF we refer to
the official W3C specification in [234].
location_path
relative_location_path
step
axis_specifier
axis_name

→
→
→
→
→

node_test
predicate
predicate_expression
name_test
node_type

→
→
→
→
→

relative_location_path
step|relative_location_path ’/’ step
axis_specifier node_test predicate∗
axis_name ’::’
ancestor | ancestor-or-self | attribute
| child | descendant | descendant-or-self
| following | following-sibling | parent
| preceding | preceding-sibling | self
name_test|node_type ’(’’)’
’[’ predicate_expression ’]’
expression
’∗’ | name
comment | text | node

Table 2.10: Simplified XPath Grammar
We end this paragraph by showing examples for the presented XPath concepts. We therefore take the XPathMark XML document shown in Listing 2.7 as a basis for the XPath
evaluation. XPathMark is a wide spread benchmark for XPath engines which was used in
the evaluation of the concepts of this work in Chapter 5. In Table 2.11, we present example
XPath queries, the meaning and the corresponding results.
Listing 2.7: XPathMark Evaluation Document
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

<A id="n1" post="26" pre="1" xml:lang="en">
<B id="n2" post="3" pre="2">
<C id="n3" post="1" pre="3">clergywoman</C>
<D id="n4" post="2" pre="4">decadent</D>
</B>
<E id="n5" post="22" pre="5">
<F id="n6" post="6" pre="6">
<G id="n7" post="4" pre="7">gentility</G>
<H id="n8" idrefs="n17 n26" post="5" pre="8">happy-go-lucky man
</H>
</F>
<I id="n9" post="9" pre="9">
<J id="n10" post="7" pre="10">jigsaw</J>
<K id="n11" post="8" pre="11">kerchief</K>
</I>
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

39
40
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<L id="n12" post="15" pre="12">
<!--L is the twelve-th letter of the English alphabet-->
The letter L is followed by the letter:
<M id="n13" post="10" pre="13"></M>
which is followed by the letter:
<N id="n14" post="13" pre="14">
<O id="n15" post="11" pre="15">ovenware</O>
<P id="n16" post="12" pre="16">plentiful</P>
</N>
<?myPI value="XPath is nice"?>
<Q id="n17" idrefs="n8 n26" post="14" pre="17">quarrelsome</Q>
</L>
<R id="n18" post="18" pre="18">
<S id="n19" post="16" pre="19">sage</S>
<T id="n20" post="17" pre="20">tattered</T>
</R>
<U id="n21" post="21" pre="21">
<V id="n22" post="19" pre="22">voluptuary</V>
<W id="n23" post="20" pre="23">wriggle</W>
</U>
</E>
<X id="n24" post="25" pre="24">
<Y id="n25" post="23" pre="25">yawn</Y>
<Z id="n26" idrefs="n8 n17" post="24" pre="26" xml:lang="it">
zuzzurellone</Z>
</X>
</A>

XPath Query
//L/*
//L/parent::*
//*[parent::L]
//*[@id]
//L/comment()
//*[child::* and preceding::Q]
//*[@pre > 12 and @post < 15]

Meaning
All children of all descending-or-self L elements
All parent nodes of all descending-or-self L elements
All nodes that have a parent L
All nodes with an id
All children of L nodes that of type comment node
All nodes that have at least a child and precede Q
All nodes with an attribute pre greater 12 and post lower 15

Result (Line)
18, 20, 25
6
18, 20, 25
All lines with starting tags
16
27, 31, 36
18, 20, 21, 22, 25

Table 2.11: XPath Expression Examples

The Power of XPath for Sensor Network Data Management
After introducing the basic concepts of XPath, we show that the XML data model and the
XPath language are mighty enough to represent existing sensor network data management
approaches. We therefore give an example based on the previous TinyDB introduction as
it is often referred to be the state-of-the-art data management solution. In detail, in Table
2.3 we showed an extension of the one table per network approach of TinyDB. Any given
TinySQL query is evaluated on this table. In Listing 2.8, we show the corresponding XML
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document of this example. While we see that we can translate any TinyDB example to
XML, we point out that XML provides a more flexible data management solution. Accordingly, XML documents can not be generally transferred into the TinyDB data model.
Listing 2.8: Transforming TinyDB to XML
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

<nodelist>
<node epoch="0" nodeID="1"
<light>1455</light>
</node>
<node epoch="0" nodeID="2"
<light>1389</light>
</node>
<node epoch="0" nodeID="3"
<light>1422</light>
</node>
<node epoch="0" nodeID="4"
<light>1405</light>
</node>
<node epoch="1" nodeID="1"
<light>5</light>
</node>
<node epoch="1" nodeID="2"
<light>1389</light>
</node>
<node epoch="1" nodeID="3"
<light>8</light>
</node>
<node epoch="1" nodeID="4"
<light>1405</light>
</node>
</nodelist>

nestNo="17">

nestNo="27">

nestNo="17">

nestNo="25">

nestNo="17">

nestNo="27">

nestNo="17">

nestNo="25">

In Listing 2.2, we gave an example for a TinySQL query selecting the bird nests that have
a luminance under 1300lx over the next second epoch. This query can be transformed into
XPath as shown in Listing 2.9.
Listing 2.9: Transforming TinySQL to XPath
1

//light[.<1300]/parent::node/*

While the actual data selection is the same for both representations, the TinySQL query
includes an operator for evaluating the query continuously, e.g. over epoch duration 1s.
Processing continuous queries in wireless sensor networks is crucial to avoid sending a
query over and over again. The existing XML query languages including XPath have no
support for continuous queries. However, extensions have been discussed in [22]. Furthermore, any XPath engine on the sensor nodes can repeat the query by attaching the epoch
operator to the XPath query. An energy efficient solution for wireless sensor networks has
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been discussed in our previous work in [97] which we summarize in Chapter 5. Other
acquisitional optimizations concerning the sampling of sensor nodes based on the inserted
queries [156] and query decomposition based on the localization of data are issues that are
currently addressed in our future research and hence out of scope of this thesis.

2.3.4 Benefits of XML Integration in Wireless Sensor Networks
There are three major application areas in the field of wireless sensor networks which may
benefit from the use of XML data management: heterogeneous networks, WWW integration and service oriented architectures.
As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis and shown in Figure 1.1, when wireless
sensor networks get larger, it is likely that different sensor nodes with different capabilities
and different properties are deployed to fulfil a common task. To enable the seamless
communication between different types of sensor nodes on application layer, XML is a
predestined data format because the developers do not have to think about proprietary data
formats or other technical issues like big endian or little endian representations anymore.
Using an XML data management in wireless sensor networks also facilitates the integration of these networks with the WWW because it allows the usage of standard query and
transformation languages like XQuery or XSLT to represent sensor data on a webpage. We
implemented an application to demonstrate the easy integration as described in [96].
The most sophisticated application of XML in wireless sensor networks is the implementation of a service oriented architecture (SOA) in a wireless sensor network. While there
exist several approaches claiming the implementation of a service oriented sensor network
[86, 139, 192], these do not use the same techniques known from common service oriented
architectures, e.g. SOAP. We discuss service oriented sensor networks in the subsequent
sections.

2.3.5 Limitations and Goals of XML Integration in Wireless Sensor
Networks
In the introduction of this thesis and in the last section, we motivated the usage of XML
data in wireless sensor networks. However, all the advantages of XML like support for
heterogeneity, standardization and others come at a price: the textual XML representation
of information can be up to 400% of the size of its binary representation [98]. This is especially a problem in wireless sensor networks where scarce resources demand for small data
sizes as described in the previous Section 2.1.3. Additionally, it has to be considered that
transmitting data is the most energy consuming task in wireless sensor networks. Transmitting one bit can be 1000 times more expensive than computing one operation [155].
This may be one of the main reasons why XML programming and processing has not been
integrated into wireless sensor networks, yet.
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Another development limitation is the complex task of programming sensor nodes. This is
even more demanding for integrating XML in sensor network programming. While recent
sensor network applications use only simple data structures, e.g. only lists of sensor values
or simple table structures [156], using XML will require consolidated knowledge on how
to represent XML with the language constructs of sensor node programming languages
like Embedded C. Hence, besides solving the verbosity problem of XML, the XML programming language integration should be transparent and usable without any consolidated
knowledge.
The goal of this thesis is to overcome these limitations by compressing the XML data in a
way that it is still dynamically processable and to facilitate the XML programming of sensor nodes by employing a programming framework which can guarantee stable programs.

2.3.6 Related Work to XML Data Binding and XML Compression
In this thesis, we describe the XOBESensorN etwork framework that enables a seamless integration of XML data in the engineering process. Integrating XML within the programming
phase and transforming it to the target programming language is often referred to as XML
Data Binding. In this section, we summarize the related work in the area of XML Data
Binding and name the solutions that are applicable for integrating XML in sensor network
programming languages. Due to the space limitations of this thesis, we can not cover all
frameworks and solutions. Other solutions that are not applicable for integrating XML in
sensor network programming languages are introduced by Bourret in [24].
Existing XML Data Binding Solutions
Many XML data binding techniques to represent and handle XML data within programming languages have been presented in the last decades. Most of these frameworks are developed for existing object-oriented programming languages like Java and C++ [8, 67, 179].
These frameworks are not applicable for sensor network programming, mainly because of
the choice of language, the compression ratio and the memory demand itself that is not
sufficient to overcome the hardware resource limitations in wireless sensor networks. For
the programming language C, as the main choice of language for sensor network engineering, the XML data binding framework autoXML [123] has been presented. However, our
previous results in [98] have shown that autoXML is also not applicable for sensor network applications because of a steeply increasing memory demand and unstable runtime
behaviour. We will again discuss this behaviour in Chapter 4.
Existing XML Compression Frameworks
Compressing XML data in wireless sensor networks is essential because of its verbosity.
The memory limitation on todays sensor node products ranging from 16 kb to 128 kb make
an effective uncompressed usage impossible. Standardized textual compression techniques
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like zip [87] are not applicable because they require entire XML documents before compressing which can not be guaranteed for dynamically growing XML documents in active
wireless sensor networks. A more serious problem is that the documents need to remain
dynamically processable, e.g. for evaluating queries on them, which may not be possible
without a decompression step in case of regular textual compressors. These problems are
reasons why previous data management approaches absent from using complex data formats in wireless sensor networks and remain using simple solutions like the one table per
network approach [43, 156, 168, 253]. In detail, in TinyDB [156], data is represented as a
table with one column for each attribute which is available in the network.
On the other hand, there exist special compressors for XML data that show the possibilities
of adapting complex data formats to resource constraints. They can be divided in the ones
that produce compressed XML, that can be queried and dynamically processed [29, 166,
173], and the simple compressors that produce non processable representations of the XML
documents [146, 244]. Besides, XML compression has been further discussed in [109, 146,
236]. However as previous investigations in [102] have shown, these compressors are not
applicable to sensor network data management because of their significant footprint that
easily exceeds the available program memory on sensor nodes and the processing power
constraints. The Xenia approach [245] is an exception. It reduces the problem of XML
compression to the execution of a deterministic pushdown automaton which is generated
from an XML Schema definition at compile time. Currently, there is no possibility to
evaluate XML queries directly on the Xenia-compressed XML document representations.
This makes Xenia mainly useful for an in-network data representation only. However, the
results that are presented in this paper can be adapted so that query processing on Xeniacompressed documents will be investigated in the future.
While the presented work on XML compression was not targeted for sensor network usage,
the usage of more structured complex data formats in wireless sensor networks was firstly
discussed in our work published in [96] and [98]. As a result, using complex XML data
and supporting further XML-based application scenarios and protocols, e.g. SOAP [232],
is now possible. In Chapter 4, we describe all of our contributions in the field of XML compression that are to the best of our knowledge the only approaches that are applicable for
wireless sensor networks. We further discuss the dynamic processability of the compressed
XML data and the evaluation of XPath queries on the compressed XML data in Chapter 5.

2.4 Service Oriented Architectures and AESOP’s TALE
While previous work has been concentrated on finding energy efficient algorithms for data
transmission, data routing and data acquisition in wireless sensor networks, the engineering
process has been only slightly researched. Developing sensor network applications remains
a tedious and error prone task which can be one of the reasons why wireless sensor networks
are often not used by non expert research teams, e.g. biologists.
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In detail, programming sensor network applications remains to expert users, e.g. computer
and network scientists, due to the specific conditions in sensor networks, e.g. resource
limitations, high communication and node failure probability as described in the previous
Section 2.1, which require special programming concepts and algorithms. Moreover, the
abstraction layer of the programming phase is often close to the hardware of the nodes.
A strategy for simplifying the engineering process can be the adaptation of the concept of
service oriented architectures (SOAs) for sensor networks applications which is described
in this section. Service oriented architectures have been introduced as a design principle for
the system development process of mostly distributed application scenarios within business
domains. They simplify and organize the development process by allowing a stepwise
composition of atomic, self-describing services into more complex applications, which
themselves can be defined as services.
By creating an abstract view on the system functionality and hiding complex implementations under the context of services, non expert users can create sensor network applications
without comprehensive knowledge of the target platform. Nevertheless the resource limitations require an adaptation of the existing SOA concepts and standards. This adaptation
is the goal of the project AESOP’s TALE and this thesis. Hence, in this section we give an
extended introduction into service oriented sensor networks and present the contributions
of this thesis to the goals of AESOP’s TALE.

2.4.1 Introduction to Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Web
Services
With the introduction of Sun-RPC 20 years ago and the publishing of the RPC (remote procedure call) reference specification [164], middleware technologies to abstract and simplify
the engineering process of distributed systems have been widely used.
In detail, middleware describes a software solution to interconnect software components
and applications in a mostly distributed application scenario. Hereby, the communication
processes between the connected software components are organized and encased in an abstraction layer between the operating system and the actual application. As a result, complex distributed applications that make use of various software components and services
in large scale networks can be efficiently developed. The engineering process is further
simplified by deriving application specific parts of the middleware from a given interface
description which is defined by an Interface Definition Language (IDL) [175]. One of the
widespread middleware technologies that includes the described concept is CORBA, which
exists for various programming languages [229].
The communication aspects of the remote procedure call that is provided by the middleware
are further hidden to the developer. The encapsulation and abstraction of the middleware
provides better failure detection and error debugging. As a result, using a middleware can
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abstract from the complexity of a distributed system by providing an abstraction level that
makes the development process the same as for a non distributed application scenario.
While the ideas and strategies of the middleware technology exist and are used for over
20 years, the recent trends in distributed systems, software technologies and the evolving
world wide connection through the World Wide Web (WWW) introduces a new middleware
technology denoted as Web Services.
In detail, the Internet is the world largest application network and hence distributed system.
The internet describes the world wide interconnection of computers using the standardized
Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP) which serves billions of participants and interconnects
millions of sub-networks. The most common application of the Internet is the World Wide
Web (WWW) which describes the interconnection of Hypertext Documents using the standardized Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
The large scale network size of the internet which exceeds all previous networks and the
loose coupling of client and server participants make existing middleware technologies like
CORBA not or only limited applicable for many domains and therefore require alternatives.
Hence, the new middleware solutions denoted as Web Services has been introduced in [42]
by the W3C. While there is a lack of a precise definition of the Web Service paradigm
itself, the difference in the Web Service concept to previous middleware technologies can
be summarized by high exchangeability, interoperability using Web document and protocol
standards and programming language independence.
In detail, the early middleware concepts and the concept of Web Services both allow implementations of the Service Oriented paradigm also denoted as Service Oriented Architectures (SOAs). Hereby, a service comprises units of functionality and provides a description
of how to use it defined by metadata. Services are generally made accessible in order
to compose them to high level applications which are defined as consumer or clients of
services. This task is also referred to as orchestration. The communication between the
consumer and the service provider is defined by standardized protocols as denoted previously.
Previous middleware technologies like CORBA and Java-RMI [59] that allow implementing SOAs use an object oriented data model with a strict coupling to dedicated object
oriented programming languages, e.g. C++ and Java. The life-cycle of a service is defined
as follows. A service is defined as interfaces in the Interface Definition Language (IDL).
In a next step the IDL is compiled to generate client stubs and server skeletons that represent the communication ends between the service provider and the service consumer.
The service is implemented on server side, associated with the generated skeletons and
published with a naming or trading service to make it available for the client. The client
contacts the naming service for the desired service and retrieves the appropriate object
reference which can be used transparently by the developer as if it would be a local object reference. The presented life cycle shows the disadvantage of the early middleware
technologies. The strict relation between the data model (object model) and the target pro-
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gramming language (object oriented programming language) and the location transparency
(object references) make the previous approaches inflexible and reduce the exchangeability.
Web Services in contrast, as introduced by the W3C, are designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. A Web Service has an interface described in a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL (Web Service Description
Language)). Other systems interact with the Web Service in a manner prescribed by its
description using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messages, typically conveyed
using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other web-related standards.
Services are used by sending and receiving messages following the standardized SOAP
message exchange model. In contrast to the previous approaches, a user does not need
to know anything about the implementation (object model, programming languages, etc.).
Only the rules of SOAP need to be taken care of.

Figure 2.13: Web Service Stack Architecture [21]
In Figure 2.13, we show the general Web Service Network Stack. While a complete introduction is given in [21], we here discuss the general aspects and key features of the Web
Service technology. The core of the Web Service technology are SOAP messages that are
used for interacting with Web Services. A SOAP message uses the XML data format. It
consists of an envelope, an optional header and a body containing the data. Web Services
communication includes three types of SOAP messages: SOAP requests, SOAP responses
and fault messages. Information, e.g. complex objects and data, can be embedded in
SOAP messages in a serialized way, which is determined by the serialization rules for data
exchange. Beside these contributions, the W3C specification also includes conventions for
representing RPCs.
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According to [78], the SOAP message exchange model can be defined as follows. In any
case of receiving a SOAP message, the local application must:
1. Identify the parts of the message intended for it.
2. Verify that these parts are supported by the local application and process them accordingly.
3. If the application is not the final destination, the parts of step 1 have to be removed
and the remaining message has to be forwarded to its final destination.
Like in the previous approaches, e.g. CORBA, Web Services need to be specified in order to
make them public. The Web Service stack includes the Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) that is an XML Schema language for describing the interface of a Web Service
instance [42]. An interface description i.a. includes the provided methods and parameter
types including both response messages and request messages. WSDL furthermore let you
describe where a service is located (address) and which protocols on lower layer are used.
WSDL hereby does not mandate a specific protocol as shown in the Web Service stack in
Figure 2.13. Nevertheless, it is common to use bindings like SOAP and HTTP.
Web Services are not only used in closed environments where every available Web Service
is known by all participants. In public networks public directories have to be available
to register and lookup services. Therefore UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and
Integration) has been introduced as a registry service, that is actually itself a Web Service,
for supporting the publication, search and binding of Web Service instances [238]. UDDI
provides mechanisms for service providers to advertise for a service in a standardized form
and for service consumers to search for services of interest. We visualize these mechanisms
in Figure 2.14.
If UDDI finds a suitable Web Service, it is passed as a reference to the query issuer. The
user binds the Web Service instance, e.g. using the WSDL description. The information is
exchanged using SOAP messages. While our concepts of this thesis are firstly motivated on
integrating plain XML data management in wireless sensor networks, we also support the
integration of SOAP messages as a data exchange model. We therefore discuss the SOAP
message exchange briefly in the next section.

2.4.2 Programming Web Services Using SOAP
As denoted in the previous section, using Web Services requires a standardized protocol
for accessing the Web Services and transmitting the corresponding data. For a detailed
introduction into programming Web Services using SOAP we refer to [216].
We give a short example to show how SOAP is used to use Web Services. The example
is derived from [49], for a complete introduction we refer to this tutorial and to the book
[216]. To use a Web Service, a client sends a SOAP request message as shown in Listing
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Figure 2.14: Web Service Architecture Triangle
2.10. Beside the header and envelope, the message contains the body including the StockName parameter and a Price parameter that will be returned in the SOAP response. The
namespace for this function is defined in "http://www.example.org/stock".
Listing 2.10: A SOAP Request
1
2
3
4

POST /InStock HTTP/1.1
Host: www.example.org
Content-Type: application/soap+xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: nnn

5
6
7
8
9

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<soap:Envelope
xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope"
soap:encodingStyle="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-encoding">

10
11
12
13
14
15

<soap:Body xmlns:m="http://www.example.org/stock">
<m:GetStockPrice>
<m:StockName>CORN</m:StockName>
</m:GetStockPrice>
</soap:Body>

16
17

</soap:Envelope>

After receiving the SOAP request the service provider calculates the current stock price for
corn market stocks. The price is then embedded in the body of the SOAP response message
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as shown in Listing 2.11. This very simple example shows that SOAP messages are mostly
XML and gives a hint how XML data management in wireless sensor networks can help to
support SOAP. We discuss this aspect in the following sections.
Listing 2.11: A SOAP Response
1
2
3

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: application/soap+xml; charset=utf-8
Content-Length: nnn

4
5
6
7
8

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<soap:Envelope
xmlns:soap="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-envelope"
soap:encodingStyle="http://www.w3.org/2001/12/soap-encoding">

9
10
11
12
13
14

<soap:Body xmlns:m="http://www.example.org/stock">
<m:GetStockPriceResponse>
<m:Price>34.5</m:Price>
</m:GetStockPriceResponse>
</soap:Body>

15
16

</soap:Envelope>

2.4.3 Related Work to Middleware and SOA for Wireless Sensor Networks
To simplify the complex engineering process of distributed sensor network applications,
some concepts have been introduced in the past. However, the majority of these concepts
are mainly targeted to simplify the data acquisition by providing a data-centric query language as described in Section 2.2 and can be categorized as query interfaces rather than
programming interfaces [43, 156, 168, 253]. Other concepts like the module based engineering as proposed for NesC [74] help to organize the engineering process and / or provide
abstraction layers from the actual used hardware, e.g. sensing and communication APIs or
concurrency control. However, these concepts are also mainly targeted for experienced developers and the usage for non experts remains questionable. The terms of service oriented
architecture or service centric applications have been used in [18, 50, 51, 104, 135, 162].
The goal of these works is the simplification of the engineering process by providing sensor node functions as services in the network. Blumenthal et al.[18] discuss an approach
that is related to classic tight coupling of the participants of the distributed system using
a distributed middleware architecture. The sensor node application thereby consists of the
middleware, the operating system (node firmware) and device drivers. The operating system controls the devices. The actual device driver controls sensory tasks. The middleware
organizes the interaction of the distributed sensor nodes in the network and manages the
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operation of local and globally shared (cooperative) services. The service oriented framework OASiS [135] supports the encapsulation of program functionalities represented as
services on an abstraction layer. Services can be connected, forming a service graph that
represents the data flow. If a sensor node fails, the corresponding services are deleted from
the service graph if no response to a service request is received. In [51], Delicato et al. discuss a reflective middleware for wireless sensor nodes. This middleware provides global
services for accessing and delivering the sensor data in the network. Like in the Cougar approach [253], there exist dedicated sensor nodes (like cluster heads) that are responsible for
receiving, processing and answering service requests. These service directory nodes also
include the descriptions of the existing services in the network. The approaches discussed
in [104, 162] also discuss how service directories can be managed and used for finding
and binding services. All of the presented approaches discuss interesting ideas. However,
they are still theoretical concepts that have not been implemented for real sensor network
hardware and deployments. Moreover, the concepts are often discussed on network models that differ from the real metrics of wireless sensor networks as discussed in Section
2.1.3. A recent development in sensor network middleware research is the integration of
sensor networks in Cloud environments, e.g. [196]. While this is a promising approach
to optimize the integration of sensor networks in other networks and to simplify the usage
of sensor networks, these approaches are also still in their early phase and have not been
implemented yet.

2.4.4 Adapting the Service Oriented Paradigm to Sensor Network Engineering
In the last section, we gave an overview on related work in the field of middleware for
distributed wireless sensor networks. We pointed out, that though there exist several approaches on integrating the idea of service oriented architectures in wireless sensor network, XML usage is the key feature for using standardized Web Service techniques. Furthermore, the extension of the service oriented paradigm to sensor networks will also provide better connectivity to sensor networks and better integration of sensor network services in web applications, e.g. data mining in sensor networks. For these reasons in recent
years, combining service-oriented architectures with wireless sensor networks has been an
important research area. The resulting approaches can be classified into two categories.
In the first category, the sensor network acts as a whole as service provider by querying,
processing and delivering data from sensor nodes [50, 191, 212]. In the second category,
single sensor nodes provide services which can be composed to more complex Web Services using gateways for communication only [18, 135, 162]. Nearly all of them make
use of standard Web Service technologies SOAP and WSDL, based on XML, for exchanging messages between the internet and the sensor network gateways or interfaces. Within
the sensor network other special message formats are used for communication [135, 162].
However, Delicato et al. [18] propose an XML based communication within the sensor
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network, but this approach has not been realized on sensor nodes, yet. However, XML
support remains crucial for integrating standardized and transparent service integration in
wireless sensor network application engineering.
Applying and Extending the Service Oriented Paradigm to Sensor Network Application Engineering (AESOP’s TALE)
As presented in the introduction of this thesis in Section 1.1.2, the adaptation of the service
oriented paradigm to sensor network engineering is the goal of the DFG project AESOP’s
TALE [149]. This thesis contributes significantly to the project’s goals as described in the
next paragraph.
The main idea of AESOP’s TALE is to integrate the standard web technologies for Web
Services in the sensor network application engineering cycle. The sensor network itself
should provide Web Services to outside clients but also be a service oriented architecture
itself, e.g. sensor network programs are composed of in-network services. This idea has
been visualized in the introduction in Figure 1.3.
From the technical point of view the AESOP’s TALE project defines a general architecture
for a sensor node that supports standardized Web Services as shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: AESOP’s TALE Sensor Node Architecture
The architecture summarizes the main research goals of the project as follows:
• An energy efficient transport layer, e.g. GRAPE
• A compression scheme for SOAP and XML transport and data management
• A SOAP engine
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• A service interface for scheduling the service calls to the corresponding functionalities
• Service migration and dynamic programming of migrated service program code
• An XML query engine for processing queries on compressed XML data
• Service replication
• Transaction support for atomic and isolated service migration
• A basic service oriented operating system
We discuss the impact of this thesis on these goals in the next paragraph.
Impact on AESOP’s TALE Project Goals
The work presented in this thesis provides the following contributions to the AESOP’s
TALE project goals [149]:
• Introducing XOBESensorN etwork as a design framework to support developers using
XML data (Chapter 3).
• Providing an efficient XML data representation on the sensor nodes (Chapter 4).
• Providing an XML query layer to access dynamic XML data within the sensor network using XPath (Chapter 5).
• Enabling the support of the Standardized Simple Object Access Protocol (Chapter
5).
• Providing various energy efficient optimizations for evaluating queries in the sensor
network to enhance the network lifetime, e.g. XML data caching (Chapter 6) and
Bounded Continous XML Queries (Chapter 5).
These contributions cover the following working packages of the project application (titles
extended for understandability):
• Description of Resources within the Sensor Network
• XML Processing on Sensor Nodes
• XML In-network Storage and Data Management (Shared XML Data Repository)
• SOAP on Sensor Nodes
• Query Language and Query Evaluation for Data Resources
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Figure 2.16: SOAP Usage in Wireless Sensor Networks Corn Farming Application Scenario
• Sensor Network Metrics (Estimating Resources)
• Demonstrator
Providing an efficient XML data representation is one of the key challenges of the AESOP’s
TALE project as it is the key feature for supporting the standardized Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) that is based on XML as shown in Section 2.4.1. One possible scenario is
given in Figure 2.16. In this example, a mobile client is using an application that makes use
of a heterogeneous Web Service, e.g. located in either the WWW or provided by the near
sensor network. The communication should use standardized protocols for interoperability
and compatibility reasons. Therefore, the mobile client is using the described Web Service
technologies, e.g. SOAP messages, to bind service from the WWW and the sensor network.
An application can be the mobile client of a farmer who is observing his corn field. The
services from the sensor network provide information about the environmental conditions,
e.g. humidity, solar radiation and nutritive value. Given this analyzation, the farmer can
estimate the corn market price progress and use this information for trading, which could
be also done using Web Services on the mobile client. On the other side, he can manipulate
the field condition given a condition on the corn market that is presented on the mobile
client, e.g. accelerate the corn growth using high speed fertilizer in case of an estimation
of high corn prices in the next days. This pervasive usage of the sensor network and the
WWW is the key feature of the AESOP’s TALE technology and the concepts of this thesis.
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Chapter 3
XOBESensorN etworks
In this chapter, we introduce the XOBESensorN etworks programming framework to enable
seamless XML data management support during the sensor network engineering phase and
the sensor network runtime phase.

3.1 The XOBESensorNetworks Programming Framework
As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, handling data formats in the programming phase of wireless sensor network applications is a tedious and error prone task. This
holds especially for handling complex data formats like XML as proposed in Section 2.3.4.
Firstly, the structured form of XML requires more complex concepts for representing the
structured XML data in the sensor node programming language, e.g. errors can be easily
overseen. Secondly, the scarce hardware resources demand of energy and memory efficient
representations that even aggravate the first challenge.
To support the developers of sensor network applications and services we introduce the
XOBESensorN etworks (XML Objects for Sensor Networks, XOBESN ) programming
framework for integrating XML in sensor node applications and the development process.
XOBESN provides a seamless integration of XML in the programming language, e.g.
using XML variables in C and Embedded C [96]. It thereby hides the complex task of
specialized XML data binding in wireless sensor node programs. This includes the choice
of an energy and memory efficient data representation and the transformation task into
this representation. Furthermore, it provides a runtime framework to allow accessing the
represented XML data and further management tasks, e.g. XML data acquisition and XML
data updates.
The idea of integrating XML in the programming phase to support developers is derived
of the XOBE and XOBEDBP L framework which have been introduced for the Java
programming language in [150, 207]. These predecessor projects concentrated on the
integration of XML objects in Java to bind XML data that is included in the Java source
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code. XML objects are plain Java objects that represent the XML data but desist from
using any further compression. XPath was used to provide access to the XML objects. The
most important feature of XOBE was that each XML data operation was statically type
checked against a given XML schema, e.g. DTD. XOBE was extended by XOBEDBP L
regarding the manipulation and management of XML objects. The focus of the initial
XOBE project was the development process with the ability of statically type checking
the XML data and the active manipulation of XML objects during runtime. The follow-up
project XOBEDBP L extended these concepts with a persistence layer that allows to deal
with persistent objects, e.g. storing XML objects transparently in a database without any
knowledge about the database connection. Furthermore, the data access possibilities were
extended by allowing XQuery queries and XML updates with dynamical type checking.
The predecessor projects hence clearly motivated the concepts of this thesis and the
XOBESN programming framework. All three approaches focus on XML as a central
de-facto standard data format for data exchange. The developer should be supported in
handling XML during the engineering phase by enabling the transparent usage of XML
constructs in the target programming language. The actual data binding is hidden to the
developer and completely processed by the XOBE framework autonomously.
Nevertheless, there are significant differences in the goals of the approaches. The main difference is that both predecessor projects were targeted for non-distributed systems without
any resource limitations. The transformation of the embedded XML data in representations
of the programming language resulted in a flexible object representation following the design guidelines of object oriented programming. In wireless sensor networks we have to
deal with very scarce resources. Moreover, beside the iSense operating system, sensor
network programming is not done in object oriented programming languages. Hence the
transformation process is more complex including the need for efficient memory allocation routines and efficient garbage collectors. Object representations have generally a high
memory demand. Hence, the representation of the XML data on the sensor nodes needs to
be further compressed without loosing the ability of dynamically accessing the XML data,
e.g. for evaluating queries.
For accessing the XML data in the sensor network, XPath can also be used. However,
as wireless sensor networks are large scale distributed systems, new concepts for query
dissemination and energy efficient result processing and delivery need to be introduced.
This includes an extension to support continuous XPath queries. Since sensor networks
are usually deployed in a target area without the ability to maintain applications in field,
the process of type checking is also very important. Statically type checking the XML
data in the programs supports finding errors that may have significant impact on deployed
applications, e.g. making it necessary to redeploy the entire network because an error can
not be corrected in field.
In summary, the target platform makes the integration of XML more difficult as for the
predecessor projects. XOBESN is mainly focussed on data acquisition and management.
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Hence, it is more related to the first XOBE project. While the efficiency and safety of the
framework is essential for sensor network engineering, the creation of a persistence layer
is not a main design issue. The support of update languages has also not been discussed as
a requirement in the sensor network community. Nevertheless, it may become an extension
field for future work.
In the following parts of this section, we discuss the integration process in the field of
wireless sensor networks and the integration of XML data in the Embedded C programming
language in detail. The XML integration process consists of different phases which are
described in the subsequent sections.

3.1.1 Architecture
The entire XOBESN framework consists of a compile time part and a runtime environment.
The part for the compile time is responsible for handling any XML data that is used during
sensor network application engineering. The tasks during compile time can be summarized
as program parsing, type checking and transformation. XOBESN acts as a precompiler
and translates XML enriched C programs into code that is compilable with standard C
compilers. Thereby, it supports the following key features that are introduced in the following sections:
• Transparency: Direct and transparent XML usage in the engineering process.
• Stability: Static XML typechecking to ensure stable applications.
• Efficiency: Memory and energy efficient XML transformation in the target language.
The runtime environment provides methods for handling and managing transformed XML
data on running sensor nodes. This includes XML document access and the evaluation
of queries on the XML data. Furthermore, evaluation results need to be themselves compressed to reduce the size of data that needs to be transmitted. Lastly, compressed data
that is received by any sensor node or the gateway needs to be uncompressed, e.g. in order to process it outside the network. Hence, every sensor node running the XOBESN
framework also includes output routines.
We present the general architecture and the program flow of XOBESN in Figure 3.1.
XOBESN takes any sensor node program code, e.g. in Embedded C, and a given XML
schema, e.g. a DTD file, as an input. As introduced before, the source code may include the
usage of XML data, e.g. plain XML assignments and XML variables. We discuss this syntactical extension in the next section. The source code is parsed to create an abstract syntax
tree that is used for the following processing steps. Besides, the schema file is also parsed to
store information about the type and structure of XML elements and attributes. The source
code parser is responsible for checking if the XML is well-formed. If not, XOBESN cancels the compiling task. The validity of the embedded XML data is checked in the next type
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Figure 3.1: XOBESensorN etworks Architecture
checking phase that we discuss shortly in Section 3.3. The last phase during compile time
is the transformation which can also be denoted as data binding. As the source code needs
to be compiled by the standard C compiler all XML fragments need to be transformed in
compiler conform C code that needs to represent the XML in a compressed form to meet
the hardware restrictions on the sensor nodes. We discuss the efficient transformation step
in Section 3.4. The result code of XOBESN is now forwarded to the standard C compiler
chain. After compilation, the program can be loaded on the sensor nodes. The XOBESN
runtime environment then supports input and output routines of the XML code, e.g. serialization for data transmission. It further enables evaluating XML queries using different
concepts as proposed in Chapter 5.
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3.2 Transparency
As discussed before, the difficult programming phase of WSN applications may be even
more tedious when dealing with different data exchange formats, even with XML. The
native use of XML data in the program code can significantly simplify the programming
phase, because the developer can use XML in its natural form without thinking about internal representations in the target programming language. This idea is the basic feature of
XOBESN . XOBESN ensures transparency by integrating direct XML usage in the program code, e.g. plain XML code can be used in declarations of dedicated XML variables
and assignments. The task of XOBESN is to parse the program code and additionally analyze a given schema that restricts the XML usage within the program as shown in Figure
3.1.
We give an example for XOBESN code in Listing 3.1 that is also used throughout this
thesis in various forms to explain the concepts of XML compression and query evaluation.
Additional examples are given in the following sections in Listing 4.1, 4.13 and 4.14.
Listing 3.1: XOBESN Example Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

...
xml<nodereport> ReportOne;
xml<nodereport> Report;
xml<sensors> Db[2];
...
int i=0;
for(i=0; i<2; i++) {
Db[i] = <sensors rev="1" id={i}>
<id>{i}</id>
<bat>3</bat>
<sens>21</sens>
</sensors>;
}
...
ReportOne = <nodereport>
{Db[0]}
</nodereport>;
...
Report= <nodereport>
{xmlUnfold(Db,2)}
</nodereport>;
...

The basic syntactical extension is the introduction of XML variables. XML variables
are declared using the marker xml followed by the type and a variable name, e.g.
xml<nodereport> Report. Additionally, it is possible to declare arrays / lists of XML
variables as shown in Listing 3.1 Line 4. Arrays are declared using standard C syntax,
e.g. defining the array length in brackets. XML variables are now used for XML as-
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signments, e.g. assigning plain XML code to the XML variable: xml<type> varname =
<type>PCDATA</type>. While this simple example shows how to assign static XML
data, assignments may include references to other regular and XML variables as shown
for ReportOne, Report and Db in Listing 3.1. Any references in assignments are thereby
processed as call by value, e.g. a copy is placed in the data structure instead of a cross reference. Dynamic information like the loop index or actual sensor readings can be embedded
in the XML code.
In the assignment of the array entries Db we show how to embed the id of a node in
the XML fragment. Moreover, it is possible to embed other XML variables as shown
for the XML variable ReportOne where the first entry of the Db array is embedded. The
embedded XML variable can be the assignment variable itself, resulting into recursive
assignments, which are useful for storing historical information in chronological order. For
better handling of XML arrays, we introduce the xmlUnfold operator that takes any XML
array and an integer as a parameter. The xmlUnfold function then flattens the embedded
array by copying the given number of entries of the array in the XML data that is currently
assigned. In our example assignment of Report, the final variable will include the first two
entries of Db in the XML data as children of the element nodereport.
While we introduced the declaration of XML variables and assignments, following the
predecessor projects it is also possible to use XML queries, e.g. stated in XPath, in the
XOBESN source code, e.g. ReportOne = var(Db)/sensors[0]. However, due to the practical unimportance for sensor network applications, e.g. making this feature rather optional
syntactical sugar than essential syntax, this functionality was left out in the current release
for optimizing the program code size. Nevertheless, it can easily be integrated, if future
application fields make use of it.
Finally, the actual transformation in plain C code is hidden to the developer which simplifies engineering and furthermore avoids errors during programming. This concept is defined as transparent XML engineering or short transparency. The XOBESN precompiler
automatically transforms the assignments into correct C code using efficient transformation
rules that are described in the subsequent sections.

3.3 Stability
The next phase is a static type checking that is based on hedge grammars [122] to verify
static type correctness of the included XML code. This phase is of significant importance
to ensure more stable programs and avoid costly maintenance of deployed networks. In
general, if XML documents are managed it is often necessary that the documents are not
only well-formed but also valid concerning a given XML schema file, e.g. given by a DTD
or XML Schema document. To verify that a given program produces valid documents
it is normally necessary to perform comprehensive tests at runtime. This procedure is
denoted as dynamic type checking. To avoid runtime expensive validity tests in deployed
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networks, XOBESN instead offers the possibility of static type checking. A program
analysis at compile time decides if the given program produces a valid XML document or
not. As an example, XOBESN can decide for the assignment of Db the right hand side
of the assignment does not conform to the type of sensors. If not, the static type checking
procedure reports an error.
According to Kempa et al. [122] and Schuhart et al. [207], the type checking algorithm consists of the following parts. First, the formalization phase translates a given XML schema
file into a formal representation based on regular hedge expressions. In Figure 3.1, we
introduce the schema parser that is responsible for building up this formal representation.
The next phase is type inference, that is given by the XML variable declaration. For a more
complex type inference, e.g. determing the type of query and update expressions, we refer
to [207] as it is currently not addressed by XOBESN .
Using the described type checking algorithm, it is possible to check if assigned XML data
is valid, if assigned XML data corresponds to the XML variable and if referenced XML
data conflicts with the type of the XML fragment where it should be embedded. In this
way even the return values of queries, e. g. formulated in XPath, can be guaranteed to be
valid. So the effort needed for testing a program is significantly reduced and more stable
programs are generated. This is especially important in the area of sensor networks because
programming and testing of sensor nodes is an error-prone and tedious process in itself. If
an error is not detected until all sensor nodes are deployed, in the worst case the whole
sensor network can become useless and a redeployment of the whole network may not be
profitable. Even if it is affordable to reprogram the whole sensor network, this often means
reprogramming each sensor node via a physical link, which is a time consuming procedure.

3.4 Efficiency
We previously denoted that the XOBESN precompiler is responsible for transforming the
XML assignments in plain C code for the sensor nodes. In Section 2.1.3, we introduced the
technical constraints in wireless sensor networks, e.g. low energy, processing and memory
resources. In Section 2.3.5, we pointed out that these scarce resources create strict limitations for integrating XML usage in wireless sensor networks. These challenges may be
the reason why native XML support has not been proposed for wireless sensor networks.
The general verbosity of XML conflicts with the limited energy and memory capacities
of sensor nodes. For this reason, native XML support has to be based on efficient XML
data binding structures that save space, time and energy by eliminating the XML overhead.
Furthermore, sensor networks are typically deployed for data acquisition. Dynamical XML
processing, e.g. querying and updating, still has to be possible and XML data binding libraries have to be small sized, which limits the compression possibilities and makes XML
data binding a difficult task in sensor networks. The term efficiency therefore describes
the transformation of XML in a memory and energy efficient representation. Moreover, it
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describes the efficient management and processing of transformed XML during runtime.
This includes an efficient transmission of XML queries and results.
XOBESN Compression and Data Holding Concepts
XOBESN therefore supports two separate compression and data holding concepts that are
introduced in the following sections. Both strategies are defined as template based compression schemes as they first analyze the given XML data for repeating structures that will
be described by defined templates as described in Section 4.1. However, they differ in the
way the actual compressed data is further processed and stored in memory. We introduce
XML Template Objects (XTO) as the first implementation of the concept in Section 4.2,
whereby a light weight object model is used to preserve direct access to the XML data.
A more memory optimized implementation approach are XML Template Streams (XTSs)
that are discussed in Section 4.3. Hereby, the compressed encoding of XML documents
is kept in memory in a plain encoding format without explicit object model. While this
approach does not provide the direct access to the represented document, the absence of
object structure in memory results in a more efficient memory usage. We will show that
both approaches support dynamical evaluation of XML queries in the corresponding sections.
Transformation Requirements
In summary, an efficient XML data binding solution for sensor networks has to fulfil the
following criteria that define the requirements for the XOBESN transformation process:
• Memory Efficiency: Representing a high amount of XML data with a low amount of
allocated memory.
• Runtime Efficiency: Using only a minimal number of processing cycles for processing XML data.
• Processability: Allowing to process XML data dynamically without an expensive
decompressing step.
• Communication Efficiency: Serializing XML in a compressed way for reducing the
transmission costs.
Following these requirements, we introduce the implemented transformation concepts of
XOBESN in the subsequent chapters. In detail, the next chapter includes strategies on
storing and managing transformed XML on the sensor nodes at a high memory and runtime
efficiency. In Chapter 5, we discuss the dynamical, runtime efficient evaluation of XPath
queries which includes representing XPath results at a high memory efficiency.

Chapter 4
The XML Template Compression
Scheme
In this chapter, we introduce a scheme for compressing XML data in wireless sensor networks based on XML templates. The general idea of this compression scheme is defined
in the next section. The compression scheme however only provides a general concept of
how XML data can be compressed. We therefore introduce two separate implementations
of this concept in the subsequent sections. Both implementations are focussed on special
requirements in the sensor network, e.g. either providing an efficient data access framework
or reaching the highest compression ratio. Nevertheless, they both are fully applicable on
today’s sensor node platforms and support a high memory efficiency, runtime efficiency
and processability as demanded in the last chapter. We finalize this chapter by comparing
both implementations and evaluating them by using common benchmarks.

4.1 The XML Template Compression Scheme
In Section 2.3.5, we pointed out that there are limitations on representing high amounts
of XML data on sensor nodes. Especially, if XML is used as a centralized data format in
wireless sensor networks where the size of data may become very high for long term measurement applications. Traditional XML data binding techniques without any compression
are not suitable for representing XML in sensor node programs as described in Section
2.3.6. To take care of these hardware limitations and system requirements, in this section
we define a XML template compression scheme.
XML Templates
This template compression scheme is based on the idea of splitting up XML fragments
into dynamic and static parts, which can be encoded and compressed individually. Like in
the example in Listing 3.1, resulting XML documents often consist of repeating structures,
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e.g. the structure of the sensors element. These repeating structures can be defined as static
parts, because they do not change over time. The other parts, like the id in Listing 3.1
are considered as dynamic parts and can be processed separately. The only consideration
that needs to be taken care of is to link static and dynamic parts for processing the entire
document, e.g. for output routines or query evaluation.
We engross this idea by giving another example for an XOBESN program that produces
rapidly growing XML documents by using recursive assignments. While the previous example in Listing 3.1 included a non recursive structure, we explicitly use a recursive structure in this example because it clearly visualizes the idea of XML template compression.
Nevertheless, for both examples the results of the template compression scheme are the
same. The example is given in Listing 4.1. It describes the sensor data of a Btnode that
stores the current sensor data identified by an measurement id on the first level and embeds
the historic data in a recursive way.
Listing 4.1: XML Template Compression Scheme Example Code
1
2
3
4
5
6

xml<btsysinfo> sensor;
sensor = <btsysinfo>
<id>0</id>
<bat>10</bat>
</btsysinfo>;
for (int i=1; i <=n; i++) {

7

int battery = getBat();

8
9

sensor = <btsysinfo>
<id>{i}</id>
<bat>{battery}</bat>
{sensor}
</btsysinfo>;

10
11
12
13
14
15

}

For every iteration of the loop the program generates a new XML fragment with three
elements. If there are no optimizations for transferring this program into Embedded C
program code, there will be a high demand of memory and the memory of the processing
sensor node will be exhausted soon. Representing the XML with strings and char arrays
respectively without any further compression will result in a memory demand of 57 bytes
for the XML structure and 2 bytes for the dynamic integer values. The string representation
will therefore demand more than 1 kByte after 16 iterations. If only the dynamic integers
are stored, 250 iterations would be possible before 1 kByte of data is exceeded. This
reveals that XML data binding for sensor network programming is full of potential for
compression.
The proposed XML template compression scheme now defines an XML fragment sepa-
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ration. The static part consists of the tags <btsysinfo>, <id> and <bat>. The dynamic
part is linked by placing insertion markers for the integer variables i, battery and the XML
element variable sensor. The resulting static template is shown in Listing 4.2.
Listing 4.2: Resulting XML Template for Example Code Listing 4.1
1
2
3
4
5

<btsysinfo>
<id>@0</id>
<bat>@1</bat>
@2
</btsysinfo>

During runtime, the program will produce a growing XML structure / document. How
dynamic parts and static parts are linked together is up to the corresponding implementation of the scheme. Nevertheless, in every implementation the XML template should be
stored only once. In Figure 4.1 we summarize the result of the XML template compression
scheme during runtime after two iterations. The corresponding XML document is shown
in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.1: Result of the XML Template Scheme after 2 Iterations
As denoted previously, this recursive example clearly visualizes the benefits of XML template compression. The previous example of Listing 3.1 that uses an XML array instead
of a recursive structure can be compressed in an identical way. An XML template can either describe recursive embedded XML fragments or a list of fragments. The result of the
compression is the same as we will show in the following sections.
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Figure 4.2: The XML Document produced by Listing 4.1
Optimizing XML Templates using Separated and External Identifiers
XML templates are generated during compilation of XML based applications. This brings
up the question if XML templates are needed during runtime. This answer depends on
the application. If XML is only used to store data in a structured format and then to
send it back to a gateway, the XML template can be stored outside the sensor network.
Dynamic data is nevertheless strictly related to the external XML templates and can be
used to generate XML documents at the gateway. However, if XML and XML queries are
processed dynamically on the sensor nodes, storing only the dynamic parts is not enough.
In this case, the XML structure needs to be accessed and therefore the XML templates need
to be within the sensor network. A compromise is achieved by storing XML identifiers
outside the network and the structure inside the network. This simple approach provides
significant compression results, since XML identifiers are the most verbose part of XML in
a considerable number of cases. However, the query engine needs to take care of rewriting
XML queries before sending them into the sensor network. Listing 4.3 shows this simple
but effective approach by an example.
The presented XML template compression was shown in theoretical manner. Nevertheless,
there are open questions on how to implement this scheme that we will discuss in the
following paragraph.
Implementation of the XML Template Compression Scheme
XOBESN generally implements the XML template compression scheme transformation
by performing three steps as shown in Figure 3.1:
1. In the first step identifiers are separated from the actual XML document. In detail,
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Listing 4.3: XML Query Rewriting after Identifier Optimization
1
2
3
4

external array of identifiers:
name_array[1] = "btsysinfo";
name_array[2] = "id";
name_array[3] = "bat";

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

XML Template for <btsysinfo>:
<1>
<2>1</2>
<3>15</3>
<1></1>
</1>

12
13
14

Rewritten XPath Query
/btsysinfo/bat => /1/3

an array of identifiers is generated and identifiers within the XML are replaced by
references to the array.
2. The second step is a complex analyzation step in which XML assignments are collected and evaluated to find repeating structures. These parts are denoted as templates and can be reused for describing the static XML data as proposed previously.
To adapt to dynamically changing XML structures due to the program flow, e.g.
if-else constructs, a dynamic analyzer needs to be implemented that manages templates, adapts them and checks and updates existing cross references to the changed
templates.
3. The last step is the actual transformation. The XML assignments need to be translated into code that is processable by the used standard C compilers. This step is
often referred to as data binding.
As discussed in Section 2.3.6, most of the existing XML data binding solutions are not
applicable. For example, a simple but transparent solution is to represent the dynamic and
static XML data as plain strings in memory. Insertion markers in the template strings are
used to link the template and the dynamic content. Generic C structs can be introduced for
combining template and dynamic content information to save further memory. A result is
shown in Listing 4.4. We denote the generic C struct an XmlObjectString that represents
XML data, e.g. an XML fragment, in the source code.
In the variable dE, the dynamic part of the XmlObjectString is saved, whereby the static
part (template) is stored in the char array variable template. The template is described
in a plain string format. The insertion markers are standard C operators, e.g. %s. Any
assignment will then be transformed to a constructor call as shown for the variable sensor.
The constructor newXmlObjectString stores the dynamic variables in the array dE, e.g. 1
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Listing 4.4: Generic String Representation of XML Templates
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

struct XmlObjectString {
char * template;
void ** dE;
};
...
// Example Assignment
char * template = "<btsysinfo>
<id>{%s}</id>
<bat>{%s}</bat>
</btsysinfo>";

11
12

XmlObjectStringType sensor = newXmlObjectString(template,1,32);

and 32, and assigns the template. However, by accessing the dynamic part during runtime,
a typecast from the original type of the dynamic variable and vice versa has to be done,
e.g. integer, string or another XmlObjectString to string, in order to embed the dynamic
part in the template at the insertion markers. The most memory efficient way to store
the original type would be to store it in the template together with the insertion marker.
On the other side, this would result into parsing the template string every time a typecast
has to be done. Moreover, by using strings to store the template, parsing is needed for
processing navigation steps of XML queries, e.g. XPath navigation. More parsing means
more computing, which results into higher energy consumption that should be avoided in
energy limited sensor networks. In conclusion, it is better to use alternative structures, e.g.
tree object structures, for representing the static template instead of uncompressed string
representations because:
• Subsequent parsing of the template for accessing dynamic elements should be
avoided.
• Accessing dynamic elements has to become faster.
• Dynamic element types should be stored within the template.
• Evaluating XML queries should be simple and more energy efficient.
In summary, this simple string based solution still suffers of high memory usage because
it desists from further textual compression techniques. Moreover, the overhead of parsing
the entire string to access dynamic elements reduces the usability.
Other data binding frameworks like autoXML [123] generate structs and functions for
every XML element according to a given schema. If the schema file is big, much memory
is spent for this transformation method including the function library overhead. Therefore,
they are not applicable for template encoding. Besides, they require a runtime environment
that mostly exceeds the available program memory of the sensor nodes as introduced in
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Section 2.3.6.
As a solution that is applicable for wireless sensor network applications, in the following
sections we propose two separate data binding solutions that implement the XML template compression scheme. Both solutions are fully applicable for wireless sensor network
engineering and have been evaluated on real deployed sensor nodes as presented in the
evaluation in Section 4.4. We present the first solution XML Template Objects (XTOs) in
the next section. In Section 4.3, we show how this solution can be further optimized for
application scenarios with strict memory limitations by introducing the second solution:
XML Template Streams (XTSs).

4.2 XML Template Objects (XTOs)
As denoted in the previous section, the basic concept of the XML template compression
scheme is to analyze given XML fragments in order to retrieve dynamic and static parts.
While this process is just a logical information separation to optimize the compression of
the XML data, the actual degree of compression depends on the implementation of this
concept. An implementation needs to take care of the following tasks:
• encoding templates
• linking dynamic content and static templates
• processing the entire represented document, e.g. output of the document
• providing access to the entire represented document, e.g. accessing parts of the document
In this section, we discuss the XML Template Object (XTO) framework as the first implementation of the XML template compression scheme. This transformation is shown in
the left path of Figure 3.1. Templates that are retrieved during the analyzation phase are
represented as object structures. An XML variable, e.g. an XML fragment, is a structure
that consists of dynamic content, e.g. the battery (bat) value in Listing 4.1, and a pointer to
one or more representing templates. We denote this structure as an XML Template Object
(XTO). Templates can be reused within the same XTO or be shared by various XTOs. Using an optimized C struct representation of those objects in memory and sharing repetitive
information as templates results in a significant economy of memory as discussed in the
last section.
While details on the implementation of XTOs are given in the next subsection, we give
a practical introduction into the XTO transformation process and show how XTOs are
processed in memory in the subsequent subsections.
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4.2.1 XTO Implementation Data Model
In Section 4.1, we introduced the XML template compression scheme that includes a separation of the XML data in dynamic and static parts that need to be linked together. The
XTO implementation maps this idea that is visualized by example in Figure 4.1 into an object model in Embedded C using C structs. In Listing 4.5, we show the resulting C structs
that are the basis for further enhancements on XTOs.
Listing 4.5: Generic XML Template Tree Structure Representation in Embedded C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

typedef struct _xmlObject xmlObject;
typedef xmlObject *xmlObjectPtr;
struct _xmlObject {
// static Part XML Template
xmlTemplatePtr t;
// dynamic Part
void ** el;
int noel; // #elements
};

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

typedef struct _xmlTemplate xO;
typedef xO *xmlTemplatePtr;
struct _xmlTemplate {
int name; // name marker
int atname; // attribute marker
struct _element** el; // elements
char ** attributes; // attributes
int noel; // number of elements
int noatt; // number of attributes
};

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

typedef struct _element elem;
typedef elem *elemPtr;
struct _element {
void * content;
int name; // name marker
char type; //type id
};

In detail, the object model consists of three C structs for generic elements, templates and
an XTO representation (xmlObject). An XTO (xmlObject) encapsulates a template t and
the dynamic content void** el. The void array only includes the addresses of allocated
memory without any types of the stored data. Hence, it can be used to store dynamic
data of various types simultaneously. This is important, because beside textual information
other embedded XTOs may need to be stored in this array. The pointer t references the
actual template that is described by the struct _xmlTemplate. In Table 4.1, we describe the
meaning of the parts of the template struct. Elements and attributes that are stored directly
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in the template are static. Static elements of templates are represented by their value, name
and type as shown for the _element struct. The integer name is a number reference to the
array of identifiers that is created during identifier separation as proposed in Section 4.1.
We will discuss the implementation of this identifier array in the next paragraph.
Element
int name
int atname
struct _element** el
char** attributes
int noel
int noatt

Description
Pointer to the identifier array (identifier of the root element)
Pointer to the identifier array (identifier of the first attribute of the root element)
Array of child elements of the root element
Array of values for the root element attributes
Number of child elements (length of el)
Number of attributes (length of attributes)

Table 4.1: Parts of the C Struct _xmlTemplate
The type of the element content is important because the actual values are stored type-less
in a void array. Processing the type char is therefore mandatory for typecasting the content
to its real type. The XTO implementation currently includes seven types as presented in
Table 4.2.
Type Value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
Static textual content
Static element node of a template
Empty element
Dynamic textual content
Dynamic element node (embedded XTO)
Dynamic Array of element nodes (Array of embedded XTOs)
Dynamic element node without template (embedded light XTO)

Resulting C Type
char*
xmlObjectPtr
void
char*
xmlObjectPtr
xmlObjectPtr
xmlObjectPtr

Table 4.2: XTO Element Content Types
The integer type is not supported in the basic XTO implementation. Like the predecessor
projects XOBE and XOBEDBP L , this implementation is focussed on DTD usage where
content is defined by #PCDATA that is represented as a string. The type 7 represents an
embedded XTO that has no own template and rather uses the template specification of
the parent XTO. This concept is useful for optimizing the memory demand if templates
are only shared by children of XTOs and not by two separate XTOs (no existing crossreferences). Arrays of embedded XTOs (type 6) always share one template for the entire
array in this XTO implementation to improve the compression ratio.
In the following parts of this thesis, we use a graphical representation of XTOs to improve the readability by avoiding long listings of source code. We therefore show the basic
graphical representation of an XTO in Figure 4.3. The representation is hereby motivated
by common graphical modelling languages, e.g. UML [20].
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Figure 4.3: Graphical Representation of an XTO
DTD Analyzation and Generation of the Identifier Array
In Section 4.1, we discussed the separation of identifiers as the first compression step,
which is shown in Figure 3.1. Beside the introduced XTO data model, an implementation
of the XML template compression scheme needs to create a data structure that manages the
identifier separation. XOBESN therefore generates a separate routine that initializes an
array of identifiers that can be referenced by the templates as proposed in the last paragraph.
In detail, during the schema file analyzation that is shown in Figure 3.1, a methode void
xmlinit(void) is generated that embeds the initialization of an array that includes all element
and attribute names and the types of elements. The method is called during the boot process
of the sensor nodes to provide this array during runtime. References are realized using the
array position numbers as proposed in the last paragraph. As denoted previously, this array
can also be stored externally, e.g. outside the sensor network at the gateway, to improve the
memory demand. Nevertheless, this requires rewriting existing queries as shown in Listing
4.4.
In Listing 4.6, we show a possible DTD that corresponds to the previous example codes.
Listing 4.6: DTD File for BTstatus Examples
1
2
3
4

<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

btnodes (btsysinfo)*>
btsysinfo (id, bat, btsysinfo*)>
id
(#PCDATA)>
bat
(#PCDATA)>

The DTD is analyzed and the xmlinit method as shown in Listing 4.7 is generated. This
method consists of the array tG for the identifiers and furthermore two variables dynamicPart and XMLTemplate that are used during the XTO instantiation process which we will
describe in the next subsection. The even array entries represent the identifiers. The uneven array entries represent types that are further generated during the DTD analyzation
phase. They are used to optimize the memory demand of XTOs and signal if an element
that corresponds to an identifier contains textual information (type 1, e.g. #PCDATA) or
may embed other child elements (type 2). The reason for this preliminary type system is,
that less memory for textual element nodes can be reserved during initialization of XTOs.
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In contrast, complex elements that may include child elements demand more memory, e.g.
for additional pointers. Hence, during runtime this type information is used to differentiate
between both types of element nodes.
Listing 4.7: Identifier Array Implementation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

void xmlinit(void) {
tG = realloc(tG, 8*4);
tG[0]="btnodes";
tG[1]="2";
tG[2]="btsysinfo";
tG[3]="2";
tG[4]="id";
tG[5]="1";
tG[6]="bat";
tG[7]="1";
dynamicPart = malloc(2*sizeof(char));
dynamicPart[0] = ',';
dynamicPart[1] = '\0';
XMLTemplate = malloc(2*sizeof(char));
XMLTemplate[0] = ',';
XMLTemplate[1] = '\0';
}

XTO Generation and Template Sharing
In this thesis, we consider using XML during programming as proposed in the last chapter,
e.g. writing sensor network applications that make extensive use of XML documents,
like saving sensor values in them. While the XML data definition during runtime is also
considerable, we assume that the XML data is mostly defined at programming and compile
time. In this case, working with XML can be seen as assigning XML fragments to variables.
The generation of XTOs always depends on where and what XML fragments are used in
the program code. To avoid generating unnecessary XML templates XOBESN searches
for XML assignments during compile time to generate an XTO consisting of the static
XML template and the dynamic parts of the assignments. This approach generates an
XML template for every assignment and hence the instance of an XTO is stricly related to
an XML template. In the first step, this approach has no advantage over representing XML
as strings. A significant advantage results if XTO variables are used frequently within the
program code. This is even more true for loop constructs and recursive functions, as they
often result into rapidly growing data structures for the collection of data generated in each
iteration. The more the XTO is used in the application, the more the memory efficiency
becomes apparent.
However, generating XML templates for every assignment also misses further chances on
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saving memory. In the case of a later assignment that differs from an assignment before in
a minimal way, XML templates should be adaptable, e.g. extended if the assigned XML
code is more complex and reduced in the opposite case. A first solution would be to create
a generic XML template that represents the whole or a significant part of the given schema
file. Obviously, even for DTDs it is not possible to create a generic XML template because of the freedom of expression of each schema. A schema consisting of many optional
elements will result into a generic XML template with a high overhead for small XML
documents consisting of only a few elements. Non used optional elements will therefore
be represented by empty pointers, which actually also need to be stored and hence require
memory space. In Listing 4.6, we show a DTD schema file that can represent the XML
fragments in Listing 4.1. During compile time it cannot be determined how many btsysinfo
elements will be inserted in each iteration. For this purpose a dynamic analyzer checks
for changing XML structures during runtime and adapts XML templates if changes are detected, e.g. the size of the btsysinfo list is changed. To avoid destroying cross referenced
XML templates, the analyzer logs the number of assignments to each XML template. Only
if there is no other assignment the XML template is changed. Otherwise, a new XML template is created for the actual assignment and the old XML template is left untouched for
the other references.

4.2.2 XTO Transformation Process
In the last paragraph of the previous subsection, we discussed the generation of templates
in general. In this subsection, we describe how to instantiate XTOs during runtime and
summarize the general XML to XTO transformation process.
According to the XOBESN architecture in Figure 3.1 the transformation process works on
XML assignments that have been already type checked in the previous phase. The plain
XML data needs to be translated into the C code that is compilable with standard C compilers. According to the XTO data model that we introduced in the previous subsection,
this transformation results into XTO instantiations based on the C structs presented in Listing 4.5. In the next paragraph we describe how to create / instantiate XTOs consisting
of the XML templates and the dynamic parts that represent the assigned XML data. The
last paragraph summarizes the entire transformation process including the management of
XTOs during runtime.
XML Assignment to XTO Instantiation Transformation
For better understanding of the XML assignment to XTO instantiation transformation process, we refer again to the example code given in Listing 4.1. For simplification, we will
leave the loop construct out. We assume that all generic template structures from Listing
4.5 have been generated.
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For the transformation of the code that is shown in Listing 4.1 the XML variable declaration
needs to be processed first. We therefore define a new XTO sensor as follows:
xmlObjectPtr sensor = newXmlObject();
The function newXmlObject() is a constructor that returns a pointer on an empty XTO
that has been allocated in memory. The actual memory demand of an XTO is adapted
dynamically when adding new elements. The remaining part of the assignment is the right
part as shown in Listing 4.8. This part represents the actual XML fragment that is parsed
by XOBESN two times.
Listing 4.8: XML Assignment to XTO Instantiation Example
1
2
3
4
5

sensor = <btsysinfo>
<id>{i}</id>
<bat>{battery}</bat>
{sensor}
</btsysinfo>;

As a result, the parser generates two internal representations. The first is the XML template,
which is the static structure of the assigned XML fragment, the second is the dynamic part
of the XTO. For both parts, we use an internal representation to let the XTO be initialized
by a central constructor during runtime to save unnecessary program code. The resulting
code in an abbreviated form is shown in Listing 4.9.
Listing 4.9: Definition and Instantiation of an XML Template Object
1
2

sensor = (xmlObjectPtr)generateXTO(dynamicPart, sensor, 0);
sensor->t = (xmlTemplatePtr)generateXTO(XMLTemplate, sensor,1);

The parameter 0 determines that the dynamic part will be defined, while the static part
is marked with a 1. As mentioned before, this code only displays the first instantiation
of the XML variable sensor. Further reassignments may result into adaptation or even
regeneration of XML templates.
As denoted previously, the usage of the internal representation strings dynamicPart and
xmlTemplate that are parsed by the function generateXTO is motivated by the significant
reduction of program code. Rather than embedding the complete instantiation sequence of
the XTO in the program code, the function generateXTO parses both strings and derives the
XTO structure and instantiates the XTO accordingly. This concept has been co-designed
with the encoding concepts of the XTS approach which we discuss in the next section.
In detail, if the XML fragment will be transformed directly into a sequence of C operations
to instantiate an XTO and to add elements to this XTO, the result is a significant longer
program code. We give a short example for the direct transformation into C operations in
Listing 4.10. Hereby, we leave the construction of the template out and concentrate on the
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Listing 4.10: Direct Transformation of XML into C Operations for XTO Instantiation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

xmlObjectPtr sensor = newXmlObject();
...
// Add dynamic content
addEl(i, '1');
addEl(battery, '1');
addEl(sensor, '2');
...

Listing 4.11: Instantiation Loop for Adding Elements to an XTO
1
2
3
4
5

xmlObjectPtr sensor = newXmlObject();
...
for (int i = 0; i < elements ; i++) {
addEl(content[i], '1');}
...

instantiation of the dynamic part. In this example, we use a method addEl that adds static
and dynamic elements to the previously declared sensor variable. The parameters are the
actual values of the elements id and bat and the embedded sensor value of the previous loop
iteration. The second parameter of the addEl function determines the type as introduced
previously, e.g. #PCDATA or another XML fragment.
If a high amount of elements needs to be added during runtime, the addEl function call has
to be repeated over and over again. In this case it is desirable to put the actual information
that needs to be added as an element in an array. This array is then processed in a loop and
every entry is added as an element using only one program code line. An example is given
in Listing 4.11.
Nevertheless, this example shows a significant drawback. The type information about the
content that needs to be added gets lost. Hence, the element sensor will not be added correctly. Moreover, the number of elements that determines the length of the loop is variable
during runtime. Hence, it has to be determined before this loop. In our XOBESN XTO
implementation we therefore introduce the usage of encoded representations for XTOs that
need to be instantiated. As shown in Listing 4.9, we define two strings that separately encode the template and dynamic content of the XTO that is instantiated. The function generateXTO now implements a parser that parses both strings and processes them analogously
to the example loop in Listing 4.11. Both encoding strings (dynamicPart and xmlTemplate)
encode the sequence of C operations that is needed to generate the XTO that represents the
current XML fragment. For every possible part of an XTO instantiation there is a corresponding code as shown in Table 4.3. In example, a new static element in a template can be
encoded by using the (e marker followed by a name reference to the element name followed
by the static value. We use the markers (oVar, (oVarArray and (o for describing special el-
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ement types. (oVar signals that another XTO is embedded, whereby the reference to this
XTO is stored in the array of dynamic elements as proposed previously. The (oVarArray
represents an array of (oVars with shared template. The (o marker introduces an element
that may include attributes and embeds other elements, e.g. children. We denote this kind
of element as an complex element. The marker attributes is an integer that defines the
number of attributes that should be added to the XTO that is currently generated.
Encoding
(e , name, value
(e_d , name
(oVar
(oVarArray
(o , name, attributes
(*
(a , name, value
(a_d , name

Description
New static element value
New dynamic element value
New dynamic XTO
New array of dynamic XTOs or elements
New static element that is parent of other elements
(complex static element)
End of static XML fragment
New static attribute value
New dynamic attribute value

Table 4.3: Encoding the XTO Instantiation Operation Sequence
Finally, in Listing 4.12 we show the resulting code that instantiates the representing XTO
for the XML fragment of Listing 4.8.
Listing 4.12: Resulting Code for the XTO Instantiation
1
2
3
4

void ** elemArrays;
...
elemArrays = realloc ( elemArrays, 1*4 )
elemArrays[0] = sensor // old sensor value

5
6
7
8
9

// define the dynamic part of the XTO
sprintf(dynamicPart, ",(e,%d,(e,%d,(oVar,",i,bat);
// define the template of the XTO
sprintf(XMLTemplate, "(o,0,0,(e_d,1,(e_d,2,(oVar,");

10
11
12
13

// instantiate the XTO during runtime
sensor = (xmlObjectPtr)generateXTO(dynamicPart, sensor, 0);
sensor->t = (xmlTemplatePtr)generateXTO(XMLTemplate, sensor,1);

The void array elemArray is generally used in the XTO implementation to store embedded
dynamic XTOs (e.g. (oVar and (oVarArray ). It corresponds to the el array in the XTO
struct description. During instantiation the entries of the elemArray will be copied to the el
array of the corresponding XTO. The dynamic content dynamicPart is defined as values of
the elements id and bat and a reference to the elemArray where the embedded XTO sensor
can be found. The XMLTemplate is defined as the complex root element btsysinfo followed
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by a dynamic element id, a dynamic element bat and a dynamic XTO sensor. During
runtime the method generateXTO will now instantiate the XTO as proposed previously.
Summary of the XML Template Object Transformation Process
In the last two subsections, we discussed when and how to generate XTOs. Beyond the
scope of initial instantiation of new XTOs, every reassignment of these types of variables
during the program flow will result into an XML template update process. In this paragraph,
we propose the complete transformation process for transforming XML to XTOs that is
summarized in Figure 4.4.
Starting with the assigned XML fragment and a given XML schema file, the Schema Analyzer separates XML identifiers as described in Section 4.1. The next step is to generate
the generic XML template structs, which have been introduced in the previous subsection.
This includes the integration of further header files including the XML template object
framework. For all XML assignments the transformator will then define XTOs and rewrite
the assignment as shown in the previous paragraphs. The result of these compile time
processes is a compilable Embedded C program.
During runtime, blocks using the XTOs will be reached and the constructor of them is
initiated like described in the previous paragraph. This process is called Assignment Interpreting, because the constructor interprets the internal representations of XML templates
and dynamic XML parts before instantiating the XTO. As also mentioned in the previous
paragraph, the interpreter is used to avoid repeating function calls and hence to minimize
the program code. At this moment, the system knows a variable of the proposed XML
template type representing an XML fragment and document respectively. Reassignments
are then observed continuously. If the new assigned XML can be represented by the XML
template, only the dynamic parts are assigned. Otherwise we need to change the template.
If there are cross references, it is not allowed to change the template, because this may end
up in an unstable system status. In this case, generating a new XML template is the only
alternative. Nevertheless existing XML templates can be referenced to store the new XML
template in an optimized way. If there are no further cross references, we are able to adapt
the XML template directly without any consequences for other assignments. With XTOs
the system is always able to produce the represented XML in its native form. Furthermore,
it integrates into heterogeneous networks like the WWW and is accessible by a native XML
query engine.

4.2.3 XTO Transformation in Example
We engross the theoretical background on XTO transformation by giving practical transformation examples in this subsection. The first example is given for the XOBESN example
code in Listing 4.13.
First, we declare three XML variables Report, Db, NodeInfo. As a special case, Db is
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Figure 4.4: XML to XML Template Object (XTO) Transformation Process
an array of XML data of type sensors. The current status of the node is then assigned to
NodeInfo. In detail, the XML variable NodeInfo consists of static attributes id and rev and
a dynamic attribute battery, which is calculated by a function remainingEnergy() to insert
the remaining energy of the node.
In a repeated task, new sensor data is then assigned to Db that acts as a ring buffer for sensor
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Listing 4.13: XTO Transformation Example Code 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

...
xml<nodereport> Report;
xml<sensors> Db[] = new xml<sensors>[100];
xml<nodeinfo> NodeInfo;
NodeInfo = <nodeinfo id='1' rev='0.1'
battery={remainingEnergy()}/>;
...
// Repeated Sensory Task
// t and l are the current sensor values
// i is the next insertion place in a ring buffer
Db[i] = <sensors>
<temp>{t}</temp>
<light>{l}</light>
</sensors>;
...
// Task in case of query for full report
Report = <nodereport>
{NodeInfo}
{XMLUnfold(Db,100)}
</nodereport>;

data. In case of a report query, the entire sensor data is summarized in the XML variable
Report. For the Db array this means that it has to be flattened into the resulting XML report
document. As introduced previously, the XOBESN programming environment provides
the integrated XMLUnfold() operator, that lets the developer determine how many entries
should be inserted into the variable Report. Each Db entry thereby consists of dynamic
elements temp and light to include current temperature and light values into the XML
fragment sensors. As a special case Report includes complex XML data. First, the assigned
variable NodeInfo and then the flattened complex array object Db. In summary, the example
shows how we assign XML data to three separate XML variables, by directly writing plain
XML on the right side of the assignment.
We show the corresponding XTOs that are generated by XOBESN in Figure 4.5.
The variables Db, NodeInfo and Report are transformed into XTOs that consist of dynamic
content and a pointer to a representing template. In detail, for the variable Report the
dynamic content consists of two included complex XTOs NodeInfo and Db. The dynamic
content of the XTO Db consists of a list of two doubles for the sensor values t and l,
each pair representing an entry of the array. As denoted previously, a template of an XTO
represents the static part of an XML fragment and describes how the dynamic content
is related to this initially assigned XML fragment. By sharing common template structures like the template of Db for each entry that is also used by the recursively included
old version of XVar, XML data is initially compressed. The templates and the dynamic
content can then be further compressed, e.g. using the SAX event serialization, identifier
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Figure 4.5: Resulting XML Template Object for Listing 4.13
separation, automata transformation and standardized binary compression. This approach
is comparable to coding SAX events like presented in [39]. However, the key feature of
XTOs is that each complex element that is represented is directly accessible. As we will
show in Chapter 5, this feature can be used to store context node lists as a list of pointers,
which makes the XPath evaluation efficient.
The second example in Listing 4.14 shows that XOBESN is not only able to process direct
assignments of simple variables, arrays or lists of XML data, but also supports recursive
insertion of XML variables. In detail, the XML variable XVar consists of dynamic elements
temp and light to include current temperature and light values into the XML fragment
sensors. Again as a special case XVar also includes the variable NodeInfo as complex XML
data. First, the assigned variable NodeInfo and then the variable XVar with its values before
the assignment are included recursively. The corresponding XTOs is shown in Figure 4.6.
The variables are transformed into XTOs and the dynamic content of the XTO XVar includes its values before the assignment recursively. The template remains shared among
all instances of XVar. The two given examples are a simplified demonstration of the in-
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Listing 4.14: XTO Transformation Example Code 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

...
NodeInfo = <nodeinfo id='1' rev='0.1'
battery={remainingEnergy()}/>;
XVar = <data>
{NodeInfo}
<sensors>
<temp>{t}</temp>
<light>{l}</light>
</sensors>
<previous>{XVar}</previous>
</data>;
...

Figure 4.6: Resulting XML Template Object for Listing 4.14
ternals of XOBESN . Nevertheless, they show the benefits of the XTO concept which we
summarize in the following subsection.
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4.2.4 The Benefits of the XTO Concept
The benefits of the XTO concept can be summarized as follows:
• Significant XML compression by separating the dynamic content from the static
XML structure.
• The structure of the original XML fragment is conserved.
• Providing direct access to the represented XML by building up a tree-like object
model and allowing to place pointers in this object model.
• Efficient XML processing by traversing the XTOs object tree, e.g. using existing tree
navigation algorithms.
• During traversing the XTO, regular SAX events can be thrown to be used for query
evaluation.
However, the built-up object structure requires an overhead of memory for the initiated
XTO objects and used pointers. We therefore discuss another implementation of the XML
template compression scheme in the next section.

4.3 XML Template Streams (XTSs)
In the previous section, we presented the XTO approach as a first implementation of the
XML template compression scheme. The XTO approach in general is an efficient solution
for integrating XML data management and XPath query evaluation in wireless sensor networks. The biggest advantage of this solution is a high compression ratio while the direct
access to XML content is retained.
In this section, we discuss an optimized implementation of the XML template compression
scheme to store more complex, larger XML fragments in wireless sensor networks. The
new approach hereby relies on processing binary streams instead of instantiating an object
model during runtime. By omitting the possibility of directly accessing XML content, the
compression ratio can be further optimized. Furthermore, in the next chapter we show that
the evaluation of XPath queries on stream-based template objects is possible and applicable
in wireless sensor networks.
Limitation of the XTO Concept
The previous XTO approach follows the strategy to build up objects that conserve a tree
structure. For each complex object element, e.g. embedded XTO or attribute, an own treelike instance is generated that is connected to the other elements by using pointer structures.
This approach basically simplifies processing the entire XML document and searching for
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sub elements using existing tree navigation algorithms. However during the compression
step of large and complex XML document representations, an overhead of instances and
pointers may be generated for each element resulting in a non optimal memory usage on the
sensor nodes. Moreover, instantiated XTOs need to be serialized first in order to transmit
the represented XML data in the network.
Introducing the XTS Approach
In contrast to this previous approach, we introduce the XML Template Stream (XTS) approach that desists from using an object structure. The basic idea is to use binary encodings
for the template and the dynamic part of the XML fragment. This idea is related to the
idea of using encoding representations before object instantiation for reducing the program
memory demand as proposed in the previous section. The template and content encoding
are encapsulated in a data model that is denoted an XTS as described in the next subsection.
Rather than instantiating an XTS like an XTO, during runtime the XTS is left in its encoded
form. If the represented data needs to be processed, e.g. for evaluating XPath queries, the
XTS is processed directly as a stream using a pushdown automaton (PDA) without instantiating sub parts of the XTS. This approach requires special concepts that will be introduced
in the subsequent subsections.

4.3.1 XTS Implementation Data Model
In this section, we introduce the implementation of the XTS approach data model that
implements the XML template compression scheme. As denoted previously, in this new
solution we desist from using an object model and rely to process the encoded XML fragments and the included templates as a stream. As a result, no objects need to be instantiated
during runtime, as shown for the XTO approach in the left path of Figure 3.1, resulting in
a significant memory economy if the encoded documents are large and complex.
The XTS data model is represented by a struct encapsulating the dynamic part of an XML
fragment and the template structure. We present the XTS struct in Listing 4.15. Unlike
the previous XTO approach, this struct representation is only a container for both encoding
strings. It does not represent any parts of a tree structure. The structure consists of two
encoding strings. The string t represents the template. The string array d represents the
dynamic content. The integer noDyn defines the number of elements in the array d. The
dynamic content d is explicitly represented as an array because it is used for encapsulating
separate XTS with the same template. Accordingly, each XTS will store its dynamic content in array d and use the shared template description t. The final encapsulation product
is again an XTS. The array of xmlTSObjectPtr includes all embedded complex XTS with
own template, e.g. similar to the (oVar and (oVarArray types in the XTO implementation.
After introducing the XTS data model, we discuss the XML fragment to XTS transforma-
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Listing 4.15: XTS Data Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

typedef struct _xmlTSObject xmlTSObject;
typedef xmlTSObject *xmlTSObjectPtr;
struct _xmlTSObject {
char *t;
char **d
int noDyn;
xmlTSObjectPtr * elem;
};

tion process in the next subsections. This especially includes how the template and the
dynamic content of XTSs are encoded.

4.3.2 XTS Transformation Process
The XML to XTS transformation process consists of the following four steps as also shown
in the right path of Figure 3.1:
1. Identifier Separation
2. Template Identification
3. Encoding of XML data as an XML Template Stream (XTS)
4. An optional binary encoding of the XTS
As denoted in Section 4.2, the first two steps can be considered as common for every
implementation of the XML template compression scheme. For the sake of completeness,
we describe these two steps again:
1. Identifier Separation
Like in the previous XTO approach, the first step of the transformation is to separate
identifiers, e.g. element and attribute names, from the actual XML data. Identifiers
are stored in program and flash memory or can even be stored outside the network.
Storing identifiers outside the network requires translating queries to use references
instead of the identifiers. Unlike the XTO implementation, the XTS implementation
optimizes the implementation of the identifier array by separating element and attribute identifiers as shown in Listing 4.16. Attributes are always defined as values.
Hence, a differentiation between different types like for elements, e.g. complex elements vs. #PCDATA elements, is not needed. By separating the identifiers of the
attributes into an additional array the memory demand can be significantly optimized.
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2. Template Identification
The second step is also common to the previous approach as the XML data is analyzed to find shared repeating structures and to derive templates for representing these
structures. Hereby, the static and dynamic content, e.g. id in the example Listing 3.1,
are separated to allow dynamic processing of the XML contents. Together they form
a unit that we denote XML Template Stream (XTS) as proposed before. In this XTS
the static parts are replaced by references to the derived templates. Templates are
shared and even reused within the same XTS to save memory on the nodes.
Listing 4.16: XML Fragment and resulting XTS Identifier Array Implementation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

<btnodes>
<btsysinfo att1="1" att2="2">
<id>2</id>
<bat>3</bat>
<sens>21</sens>
</btsysinfo>
</btnodes>

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

void xmlinit(void){
tG = (char**) realloc(tG, 10*4);
tG[0] = "btnodes";
tG[1] = "2";
tG[2] = "btsysinfo";
tG[3] = "2";
tG[4] = "id";
tG[5] = "1";
tG[6] = "bat";
tG[7] = "1";
tG[8] = "sens";
tG[9] = "1";
tAttG = (char**) realloc(tAttG, 3*4);
tAttG[0] = "Elem:btsysinfo";
tAttG[1] = "att1";
tAttG[2] = "att2";
}

The last two steps are the actual transformation of the XML fragment into an internal
representation that can be processed dynamically on the sensor nodes. This internal representation needs to implement the template compression scheme to optimize the memory
demand of the represented XML data. We discuss these parts of the XTS implementation
in the next subsections.
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4.3.3 Encoding of XML Data as an XML Template Stream (XTS)
To optimize the memory demand, XTSs need to be compressed. We denote this step as
XTS encoding. Unlike the previous XTO approach, we desist from using an object model
and encode XTSs in a way that they can be processed by a pushdown automaton as a stream
during runtime.
Listing 4.17: XOBESN XTS Example Code
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

...
xml<nodereport> Report;
xml<sensors> Db[2];
...
int i=0;
for(i=0; i<2; i++) {
Db[i] = <sensors rev="1" id={i}>
<id>{i}</id>
<bat>3</bat>
<sens>21</sens>
</sensors>;
}
...
Report= <nodereport>
{xmlUnfold(Db,2)}
</nodereport>;
...

We define an XTS as a structure consisting of a template t, dynamic content d and an array
of embedded XTSs elem as introduced in Section 4.3.1. To explain the encoding concepts,
we will refer to the example XOBESN code shown in Listing 4.17. For this example we
retrieve two XTSs: Report and Db. Encoding an XTS is done by encoding the templates
and the dynamic content. In the following, we present the stream encoding for templates.
The dynamic content is encoded analogously.
To support memory efficient template encoding of the static XML data we distinguish
between the structure of different node types, e.g. dynamic or static attributes, simple
dynamic or static elements or complex elements, e.g. other embedded XTSs. We denote
these distinct rules as encoding tuples. Each encoding tuple consists of encoding tokens
and contains information about the node type through a marker, a reference to the array of
identifiers and the value of the actual XML document. Based on the node type, additional
meta information, e.g. the element type or references to identifiers, is attached to the tuple.
Each encoding token is separated by the token delimiter ’,’.
In summary, templates are encoded using the grammar in Listing 4.18 and the code markers
from Table 4.4.
The grammar includes the following terminal values:
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Marker
(o
(a
(b
(e

Description
complex element (XTS) incl. sub-elements/attributes
static attribute
dynamic attribute
static element

(d
(v
(w
(∗
(n
,

dynamic element
referenced complex element (embedded XTS)
array of referenced complex elements (array of XTS)
end of complex element (end of (o)
empty element
token delimiter

Element Node Type Encoding

-1 atomic value
-2 comment node
-3 text node
-4 processing instructions

Huffman Encoding
111
100
1101
001

1100
0001
00001
101
00000
01

Table 4.4: Overview on Encoding Marker and their Function
Listing 4.18: XTS Encoding Grammar
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

T ::= "," id "," "0" "," TC
TC ::= (( O | E | D | V | W )",")*
O ::= "(o" "," id "," aido "," (( A | B )",")*
( O | E | W | V ) "," "(*"
E ::= "(e" "," id "," value
D ::= "(d" "," id
A ::= "(a" "," value
B ::= "(b"
W ::= "(w" "," number
V ::= "(v"

• id is a reference to the identifier array.
• aido is an attribute identifier offset used to reference the identifier of the first attribute.
The following attributes can be found by incrementing this offset continuously.
• value is the actual value of the node in the XML fragment.
• number is an integer value determining the number of elements in an array of XTSs.
A template encoding starts with the root node (T). Hereby, a reference to the identifier (id)
is defined. The following token determines the number of attributes, whereby standard is
0.
As denoted previously, the now following grammar rules depend on the actual node type:
• Attributes and Elements
Rule A and B describe static and dynamic attributes. A dynamic attribute is marked
by (b. The value of this attribute can be found in the dynamic content of the current
XTS. For a static attribute marked by (a the value can be included in the template.
Rule E and D describe element nodes without attributes and sub elements. Hereby, E
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describes a static element that can be included in the template whereby the value of D
is found in the dynamic content. Both rules include a reference id to the identifier of
the element. We further introduce additional node types for static elements to support
values (#PCDATA), comment nodes, processing instructions and text nodes as shown
in Table 4.4. These element types are referenced using negative values instead of the
reference id.
• Complex Elements
Rule O introduces a complex element that can include other elements of various
types and attributes. Complex elements are introduced by (o followed by the identifier reference id and an attribute identifier offset aido. Next, there is a list of static
and dynamic attributes followed by a free selection of sub elements, sub complex
elements and embedded XTSs or arrays of XTSs. Complex elements are closed to
keep track of the recursion depth on the processing PDA stack.
• Embedded XTSs and Arrays of XTSs
A significant benefit of the stream-oriented encoding is to embed external XTSs or
even arrays of XTSs in XTSs. As shown in Figure 4.7 for the XTS Report, an XTS
structure includes an array of XTSs elem. Entries of this array are referenced in the
template stream by the rules V and W. Rule V describes an embedded XTS. If an
embedded XTS occurs in a template stream marked by (v it is looked up in the elem
array and processed separately under the usage of its own external template encoding.
After processing the embedded XTS the enclosing XTS is continued to be processed.
Rule W describes an embedded array of XTSs with number elements. Each entry of
this array, will be processed stepwise like single embedded XTSs under the usage of
one shared external template. Using embedded XTSs results in a significant memory
usage optimization since templates can be reused. The compression optimizer in the
analyzation phase is therefore trying to use as many embedded XTSs as possible.
XTS Transformation Example
We explain the encoding rules by example based on Listing 4.17. In this example two XTS
Db and Report are encoded. The XOBESN precompiler analyzes both XML fragments
and generates two separate template encodings to describe the static structure. The template of Db is encoded as follows:

Db.t = ",2,0,(a,1,(b,(d,4,(e,6,3,(e,8,21"

This template will be shared among both entries of the Db array. Beside the identifier
reference (2: sensor), it consists of a static attribute with value 1, a dynamic attribute that
will be described in the dynamic content Db.d, a dynamic element (4: id) and two static
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elements with values 3 and 21 (6: bat; 8: sens). The usage of a complex embedded XTS is
shown for Report:

Report.t = ",1,0,(w,2,"

Beside the identifier reference, it consists of an array of 2 embedded XTS ( (w,2,) that are
defined by the dynamic content Report.t. In this example, these XTS are both of type Db.
Hereby the previously derived template encoding for Db is shared by both embedded XTS.
The final transformation result is shown in Figure 4.7. We hereby show the resulting dynamic content d that is encoded during runtime analogously to a template encoding.
Report
t: char*
d: char**

",1,0,(w,2,"

+elem: xmlObject**

",2,0,(a,1,(b,(d,4,(e,6,3,(e,8,21,"

Db
t: char*
d: char**
elem: xmlObject**

",0,0"
",1,1"

Figure 4.7: Structure of XML variable Report

4.3.4 Binary encoding of the XTS
In the last step of the transformation process we further optimize the template stream by
using a binary encoding for the structure markers. In Table 4.4 we show the huffman
encoding [107] we used for the evaluation of our approach. This encoding is representative
and optimal for the general usage as no assumptions of the used XML code are made.
However, the huffmann encoding can be adapted for special purpose scenarios where background information about the estimated XML document structure is present or runtime
adaptation is possible [128].

4.3.5 Processing compressed XML documents using PDAs
Unlike the XTO implementation, the XTS implementation desists from using an instantiated object model. Hence, common tree algorithms can not be used for processing the
represented XML data during runtime. For processing an XTS during runtime we use a
pushdown automaton (PDA) with 5 input tapes and two output tapes. The input consists of
the actual XTS that represents the XML data (one tape per template, dynamic content and
elem array), an XPath query (see next section) and a binary stream which is used to select
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dedicated sub elements in an XTS. If an XML fragment needs to be processed, the representing XTS is loaded to the input tapes. If the XML needs only to be read, this will be the
only input. If a query needs to be evaluated additionally, the XPath query is loaded to the
XPath Query input tape. The Bintype input tape is initialized as we describe later. During
processing the XTS, several actions are possible. Beside realizing the context sensitivity of
the grammar in Listing 4.18, the stack of the PDA is used whenever embedded XTS, e.g.
introduced by the encoding marker (v, are processed.
These embedded XTS are loaded to the working tape and processed directly on it while the
enclosing XTS is saved in its current processing state on the stack. The Bintype output tape
is used for processing and encoding the results of XPath queries as we will discuss in the
next chapter. The output tape is used for debug purposes to show the uncompressed XML
fragment.
XML Template Stream (XTS)

Template t

Dynamic Content d
XPath Query

Bintype
(context list)

embedded/referenced XTS

pushdown automaton

Bintype
(resulting context list)

Output

Figure 4.8: PDA for Processing Template Streams
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Listing 4.19: XTS Bintype Implementation
1
2
3
4
5
6

typedef struct _binTypeObject binTypeObject;
typedef binTypeObject *binTypePtr;
struct _binTypeObject {
int* bitsArray;
int quant;
};

Binary Encoding of Node Lists
Selecting only sub parts of an entire XML document is important for output routines and
especially for evaluating XPath queries. In detail, we therefore define a binary encoding of
node lists, e.g. a context list in an XPath evaluation. The previous approach uses pointers
within the object model to select elements. The XTS encoding desists from using pointers.
Instead, we count the state transitions of the PDA when processing an XTS. A context node
is uniquely determined by an automaton state transition id and the current stack content /
height. We realize a memory efficient representation of the context lists by using a bit
array (Bintype) that is shifted with each state transition. If the actual bit of the Bintype is
one, the current state transition represents the start of the next context node. In the XTS
implementation, we use integers instead of a binary type in Embedded C as they provide up
to 32 bits. If the number of elements exceeds the 32 bit boundary, we concatenate another
integer. The introduced C type Bintype represents this concept as shown in Listing 4.19.
The variable quant determines how many integers are in the bitsArray that represents an
concatenated binary stream. The bitsArray hence is the actual implementation of the Bintype as shown in Figure 4.9. The XOBESN framework includes an API for handling the
Bintype type, e.g. functions for checking whether a bit is set or not or cloning functions
that are used during the XPath evaluation process.

Figure 4.9: Structure of a Bintype
Finally, in Listing 4.20 we give an example for setting a Bintype to represent context nodes.
In this example, we show an XML fragment whereby the elements id and sens should be
selected by a Bintype. The XML fragment includes five elements and three atomic values.
Hence, for selecting parts of the fragment at least 8 bits are needed if we assume a stepwise
processing of the encoding XTS by the PDA. Additionally, we reserve the first bit (bit 0)
for selecting all elements which results in a bit demand of 9 bits. If we assume that the
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Listing 4.20: XTS Bintype Example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

<btnodes>
<btsysinfo att1="1" att2="2">
<id>2</id>
<bat>3</bat>
<sens>21</sens>
</btsysinfo>
</btnodes>

elements id and sens should be selected, we can define that the third bit and the seventh bit
should be set to one. Accordingly, the integer of the bitsArray will be set to 23 + 27 = 136.
Since only one integer is needed, quant will be set to 1.
This example simplifies the Bintype concept by assuming that every new node in an XML
fragment is represented by the next bit of the Bintype. In the actual XTS deployment this
is only partly correct, as the next bit of the Bintype always represents the next state of the
processing PDA. Accordingly, which bit needs to be set depends on the processing steps of
the PDA which we will discuss in the next paragraph.
PDA Processing Action
The XTS PDA is constructed using the grammar rules of Listing 4.18. Hence, the PDA
accepts the language defined by template encoding grammar. The stack of the PDA is used
to save temporary contexts and keep track of the recursion depth of the represented XML
document. A recursion happens if the XTS template encoding includes an embedded XTS
or an embedded array of XTSs as defined by the markers (v and (w. The PDA processes a
different action for every encoding marker in the template stream. In detail, the PDA acts
as follows:
• Attributes and Elements
Static attributes and elements are processed according to the encoding grammar
under the unexceptional usage of the corresponding template. Dynamic attributes
and elements require processing the dynamic content of the XTS. Therefore the
PDA switches to the corresponding tape after reading the template information and
switches back to the template tape after reading the dynamic content encoding. Both
actions require keeping track of the head positions on both tapes.
• Complex Elements
Processing complex elements requires storing the current context as a returning point
on the PDA stack. This action is mainly used for query evaluation as described in the
next subsection. When leaving the complex element the context is popped from the
stack.
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• Embedded XTSs and Arrays of XTSs
When an embedded XTS or array of XTSs occurs in the template stream, the current
state is stored in an extra stack buffer and the XTS is loaded to the three additional
working tapes including the external referenced template. The embedded XTS is now
processed as described before. For recursive embedded XTSs the extra stack buffer is
used to store additional states. The maximum depth of recursively embedded XTSs
can be limited by a definable maximum context stack size for optimization purposes.

We summarize the program flow of the XTS PDA in Figure 4.10.
The markers t, d and elem define if the template tape, dynamic content tape or elem tape is
read. According to the XTS grammar, the PDA starts reading the template tape for getting
the identifier and the attribute identifier offset of the XML data root element. In the trivial
case of an XML fragment consisting just of the root element, e.g. <sensor/>, the PDA
will finish afterwards. In general, we expect larger and more complex XML fragments and
hence XTS representations. While the XTS template stream still has markers, the PDA will
continuously analyze the next marker and perform the actions depending on the marker type
as described before. We hereby point out the occurrence of the complex element markers
(o, (v and (w. In case of a complex element marker (o, the PDA additionally pushes the (*
marker on the stack to keep track of correct element nesting and to keep information about
the hierarchical structure of the read stream. This information is needed during XPath query
evaluation as we will describe in the next chapter. The embedded XTSs, e.g. introduced by
the markers (v and (w, require pushing the current state of the enclosing XTS on the stack.
This action is represented by the recursive call of the PDA as shown in Figure 4.10. Hereby,
the embedded XTS is used as a parameter and processed analogously. After processing the
state of the enclosing XTS will be popped from the stack and the processing action will be
continued.
XTS Processing Example
For better understanding of the XTS PDA processing action, we give a short example.
When the PDA processes the variable Report from Listing 4.17 it loads the template Report.t and dynamic content Report.d to the working tapes. First the identifier reference is
resolved (1: nodereport) and the information that no attributes occur is processed. In the
following, the token (v,2 is read signalizing an embedded array of XTSs of the length 2.
The PDA reads the Report.d tape in order to find the corresponding XTSs, e.g. the array of
two Db XTSs.
The current context of Report is stored on the stack and the XTS Db is loaded to the
working tapes. In the following, the PDA will load the dynamic contents of each embedded
XTS (e.g. DB[i].d) to the working tape and process these streams separately following the
previously denoted actions. After finishing the array the old Report context is popped from
the stack and the PDA finishes processing the entire XTS.
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Figure 4.10: XTS PDA Flowchart
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4.3.6 The Benefits of the XTS Concept
The benefits of the XTS concept can be summarized as follows:
• Significant XML compression by separating the dynamic content from the static
XML structure.
• Further optimizing the compression ratio by avoiding costly pointer structures and
object models during runtime.
• Providing navigational access to the represented XML data using a PDA.
• Preserving SAX events that can be recognized by the PDA in order to evaluate
queries.
• Introducing the Bintype concept for efficient XML node selection.
• Implicit serialization for efficient XML data transmission.
While we proof the memory efficiency of XTS in the evaluation in the next section, we
discuss the drawback when processing the represented XML data in contrast to XTO in the
next chapter.

4.4 Evaluation of XML Data Binding Techniques in Wireless Sensor Networks
In this section, we present the evaluation results for the presented XTO and XTS implementations. In detail, this evaluation covers tests and comparisons of the data management
efficiency of both solutions. Efficiency is evaluated regarding the memory demand, the
processability and the energy demand for data processing.

4.4.1 Evaluation Test Setup
All of the following tests and evaluations have been made on real sensor node products.
We hereby use Pacemate nodes [153], based on a Philips LPC 2136 Processor, and iSense
core modules, based on a Jennic 32bit RISC Controller [45] as shown in Figure 4.11. The
available RAM of the iSense OS was 96kByte shared for program and data (heap memory
was ≈15kByte, program memory was ≈81kByte). The evaluation test setup therefore
conforms to the sensor node metrics that we introduced in Section 2.1.3. The results are
transferable to other sensor node platforms that can be programmed in standard C. For
example, the XTO implementation tests have also been repeated on the BTnode sensor
node platform [28] which is related to the Mica platform [93]. In the following subsections,
we present the main evaluation results.
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Figure 4.11: Evaluation Sensor Nodes: Pacemate [153] and iSense Core Module [45]

4.4.2 Evaluation Criteria
As proposed in Section 2.1.3, sensor network programs have to satisfy the criteria of limited
hardware resources to be applicable for long time running sensor network deployments.
Hence, in this evaluation we test different XML representation techniques including the
XTO and XTS implementations for the criteria that have been introduced in Section 3.4:
• Data Management Memory Efficiency: We evaluate the memory efficiency of the
presented solutions for managing large scale XML data in memory. Hereby, an XML
representation is memory efficient if for a fixed amount of allocated heap memory
a high amount of native XML is represented. Less allocated memory also means a
reduction of energy consumption for memory operations and data transmission.
• Runtime Efficiency: The energy consumption in wireless sensor networks not only
depends on transmission but also on processing cycles. Therefore, a runtime efficient representation is defined by using a minimal number of processing cycles for
processing a certain XML usage scenario. A minimal number of processing cycles
results into less power consumption and thus extends the lifetime of the whole sensor network. Moreover, the runtime efficiency is crucial for time-critical application
scenarios. In the next chapter, we concentrate mainly on the runtime efficiency when
evaluating XPath queries in the network.
• Processability: We point out that both solutions (XTO and XTS) have been developed to support highest processability during runtime. The represented XML data is
fully accessable and a plain output can be directly generated. XML data will change
over time, e.g. sensor data will be updated, and whole XML fragments have to be
accessible for the query engine. Thus, it is important that the representation techniques compress XML in a sufficient way but always allow to process XML data
dynamically without an expensive decompressing step.
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4.4.3 Data Management Memory Efficiency
In this section, we evaluate the XML Template Object approach (XTO) and the XML Template Stream approach (XTS) for the data management memory efficiency criteria. The
evaluation results cover XML data representations for typical sensor network application
scenarios, e.g. environment monitoring, and the wide spread XML Benchmark XMark. As
denoted in the previous subsection, for an evaluation of the energy efficiency we refer to
the XPath evaluation in the next chapter.
The results cover a comparison of the XTO approach, the XTS approach and other applicable XML data binding solutions. In detail, we compare different XML data binding
techniques for their capability of representing XML on the sensor nodes:
• XML string representation: Representing XML in a native form as a string has been
discussed in Section 4.1. The processability of this approach is limited due to the
need of parsing the whole XML representation for every access. There is no compression of XML, which makes the native size of XML a lower bound for the memory
efficiency of this approach.
• libXML2 DOM API: A DOM API can be used for representing XML. This is an approach with a high processability because single parts of the XML can be accessed
using the DOM tree. We chose the libXML2 DOM implementation [227] for evaluation.
• autoXML: As presented in Section 2.3.6, autoXML [123] is a state-of-the-art C data
binding framework. However, no compression is supported so that it is to expect that
this approach is not memory efficient.
• XML Template Objects (XTO): The previously announced XML template compressing scheme whereby an object model is initiated during runtime that enables a high
processability using tree navigation algorithms.
• XML Template Stream (XTS): The stream based XML template compression approach as described in Section 4.3 whereby the processability is limited to the capacities of the processing XTS PDA.
As discussed before, the evaluation was done directly on the sensor nodes. We measured the
heap memory demand. This makes our results representive for today’s most used sensor
node platforms. However, the libXML2 DOM and the autoXML framework demand so
much program memory themselves that they are not applicable for today’s sensor nodes
hardware. We therefore evaluated these techniques by using the AVR simulator [208].
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Monitoring Benchmark
The first test case was a typical monitoring scenario. Each sensor node is running an
application where current sensor data is embedded in an XML fragment. Historical data
is stored continuously within the same document. The related source code examples are
shown in Listing 3.1 and 4.1. We hereby point out that the actual implementation requires
scheduled tasks using component based programming as usual for sensor node programs.
Hence, the loop in the example listings is just there for simplification and is replaced in the
actual sensor node program by iteratively scheduled sensory tasks.
The XML fragment grows with every iteration. The results are shown in Figure 4.12.
Hereby, the x-axis denotes the actual native size of xml data that needs to be represented.
The y-axis denotes the actual memory consumption on the sensor nodes for managing that
data.

Figure 4.12: Monitoring Application Memory Usage
As a result, the optimized XTS approach and XTO approach perform similar. This minor
optimization was supposed due to the less complex XML data structure. However both
solutions outperform the competitors by having a significant lower memory usage. They
are the most memory efficient way to represent XML within this application. By using
XTOs or XTSs we reach a compression factor of 33% of the native XML documents.
Representing XML by using strings consumes twice as much memory as the native XML
document. The reason is, that by reassigning the XML variable to itself the application
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needs a temporary variable. This is always necessary when XML variables are embedded
in others and shows up another problem of representing XML by strings in C.
Using libXML2 DOM in the application leads to a high memory demand. This is not
unusual since libXML2 DOM is not a typical data binding application and is more related
to simplify accessing XML.
Using autoXML for this sensor node application during tests caused a stack overflow early
during runtime. However, we managed to measure autoXML’s results until the native XML
size reached 6 kByte. The increasing size of the autoXML representation was the most
memory consuming one in our tests. The memory demand was steeply increasing, making
this data binding framework not applicable for sensor network programming. Besides,
autoXML proved to be not stable in real runtime deployments.
XMark Benchmark
To verify our results we use a sensor network application based on the XMark Benchmark data generator [206]. This data generator produces capacious XML documents and
is controlable by a scaling factor sf. Because even the size of the native XML documents
generated with a scaling factor greater than 0.006 excesses the memory restrictions of the
BTnode platform, we tested this application with scaling factors less than 0.006. The results are shown in Listing 4.13.

Figure 4.13: XMark XML Memory Usage
As a result, the XTS and XTO approaches also outperform the competitors. The interesting
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questions in this evaluation was how the XTS approach performs in relation to the XTO
approach. The XTS approach is mainly targeted for large scale, complex XML data that
occurs in in-network storage or service oriented achitectures. For very complex XML
data we expected an overhead memory demand caused by the XTO pointer structures. As
a result, the optimized XTS approach significantly outperforms even the previous XTO
approach by an absolute compression ratio of 35%.
In summary for the data memory efficiency, the XTS approach is fully applicable for large
scale complex documents. It reduces the memory usage within the sensor network significantly. Even for simple applications it performs better or at least equal than the previous
announced XTO approach. The positive benefits like direct query evaluation, result optimization and template caching remain. However, we point out that processing documents
is slower due to the need of the pushdown automaton evaluation. We will show in the
next chapter that the higher memory efficiency can also be achieved for evaluating XPath
queries on the data representation. This again comes at cost of runtime efficiency.
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Chapter 5
XML Query Evaluation in Wireless
Sensor Networks
In the introduction of this thesis, we pointed out that wireless sensor networks are mainly
deployed for data acquisition. Accordingly, data management solutions for integrating
XML in wireless sensor networks need to provide query interfaces to retrieve dynamic
sensor node data during runtime. In this chapter, we therefore introduce concepts for evaluating XPath queries on XML fragments that have been compressed using the concepts of
the previous chapter.

5.1 XML Query Processing on XTOs
Processing XML queries natively on sensor nodes is limited by the general hardware restrictions, e.g. memory and energy resources. To the best of our knowledge there is no
existing XPath query engine for existing sensor nodes or comparable devices.
The main reasons are the limited memory capabilities. First, the engine itself has to be
stored in program memory. However, the program size of existing engines exceeds the
memory of today’s sensor nodes. Omitting parts of the query engine like the parser is no
solution for scenarios, where the nodes run autonomously. This includes to be able to process the entire query from parsing over optimization to evaluation. The second drawback
of existing query engines is the dynamic memory demand. The query evaluation itself has
to be memory optimized by avoiding the creation of unnecessary temporary results and by
creating memory optimized representations of necessary temporary results.
In the following parts of this chapter, we will discuss our design decisions for memory and
energy optimized XPath evaluation on sensor nodes. In detail, three main aspects have to
be considered:
• How to access XML data for evaluation ?
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Listing 5.1: Example XML Document
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

// Template 3
<nodereport>
// Template 1
<nodeinfo id='1' rev='0.1' battery='0.89'/>
// Template 2
<sensors>
<temp>21</temp>
<light>10</light>
</sensors>
// Template 3
<sensors>
<temp>20.2</temp>
<light>0</light>
</sensors>
</nodereport>

• How to store XPath results?
• How to optimize the XPath evaluation?

This discussion is based on using XTOs as an implementation of the XML template
compression scheme as introduce in the previous chapter. In Section 4.3 we presented an
optimized implementation denoted as XML Template Streams (XTSs). This optimization
requires additional logic for evaluating XPath queries. We therefore discuss special design
decisions for this implementation in Section 5.2 that are nevertheless based on the following strategies.
The discussions in this chapter will not cover general issues on implementing an XPath
evaluator. Algorithms for efficiently evaluating XPath queries in general have been introduced in [73, 80, 183]. Theoretical upper bounds of XPath query evaluation have been
discussed by Gottlob et al. [79]. In this chapter we explicitly investigate practical solutions
and design issues to enable native, energy efficient XPath evaluation in WSNs.
To give examples for the design decisions for evaluating XPath queries on XTOs, we will
refer to the XML document in Listing 5.1 that has been assigned to the variable Report
according to Listing 4.13.
We review the representation of this XML fragment as an XTO. According to Section 4.2
and Figure 4.5, Report is a variable of type XTO and the entire XML document is composed of the complex XTOs NodeInfo and Db. Each complex XTO consists of its dynamic
content, e.g. temperature and light values, and a self-descriptive template. We marked
the corresponding templates in the comments in Listing 5.1. As described in Chapter 4,
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Listing 5.2: Template 2 for sensor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

startElement("sensors",[])
startElement("temp",[])
@1
endElement("temp")
startElement("light",[])
@2
endElement("light")
endElement("sensors")

//<sensors>
// <temp>
//
@1
// </temp>
// <light>
//
@2
// </light>
//</sensors>

XOBESN automatically conserves the SAX event structure of templates of XTOs. In
Listing 5.2 we show the resulting representation of the Template 2 as SAX events. The
dynamic content is referenced with @1 and @2. The final XML template object representation of Report is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: XML Template Object for Example Listing 5.1

5.1.1 Data Access
Evaluating XPath queries requires not only parsing the query but also parsing and accessing
all parts of the XML document on which the query should be processed. While an extended
object model like DOM provides random access to the entire XML document and therefore
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does not require an additional parser, simple string and binary representations of XML data
require parsing the document for every step in the query evaluation process.
The evaluation presented in the previous chapter showed that a simple DOM implementation is too complex and memory inefficient to be applied in WSNs. Nevertheless, the XTO
compression approach creates a pre-parsed compressed structure, consisting of serialized
SAX events that represent the XML document.
Processing the XML by using the template structures of XTOs implicitly invokes events
for every element, sub-element, attribute and included complex XML object and hence
acts like an inherent event based parser, e.g. SAX, without the need of a separate parser in
program memory. As a result, the axes evaluator acts like a mealy machine with the SAX
events as input, working on the corresponding XTO. We give an example for the child
axis evaluation in Figure 5.2. The mealy machine consists of three states. The transition
descriptions are described by (Input, Output). Hereby, ’-’ denotes No Output ,’Hit’ denotes
Child Found and ’*’ denotes Any Other Input. A transition is followed iff the corresponding
SAX event has been read in the template description. Starting at the root node, the machine
will accept all elements that start directly under the hierarchy of the root element until
the endElement event of the root node is read. The evaluation of the other axes is done
analogously following general algorithms for efficiently evaluating XPath axes as discussed
in [73, 80, 183].

Figure 5.2: Mealy Machine for Child Axis Evaluation

5.1.2 Representing Results
Evaluating XPath queries requires storing temporary and final results. Storing these results
separately is a waste of memory since redundant information might be stored. To avoid
storing redundant information, we propose the usage of marker structures that include
pointers to templates, to mark parts of the XTO that the template represents. The overhead
of storing each result separately is avoided by using the existing template.
In detail, a pointer is set to a single SAX event in the XTO template representation like
described in Section 4.2. For example, by setting a pointer to an element event, we can
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explicitly identify an XML sub-fragment with the element as root. Entire complex elements
and root elements are accordingly selected by pointing at the entire corresponding XTO.
In Figure 5.3, we show a marker object that marks the sensors node. This example also
shows a list structure to represent the context node list. In this example we furthermore
save the position of the represented node in the marker structure. The memory demand
of representing results depends on the granularity of the used marker structures, e.g. how
many pointers are used. Thus, the overall memory demand for evaluating XPath queries
depends on the memory demand of the marker structures and the maximum number of
results. An upper bound is given for the descendant-or-self axis (//*), because it selects each
node in the entire XML subtree. For this case we can only optimize the memory demand
by using small marker structures, which has consequences for the evaluation strategies, like
described in the following.

Figure 5.3: Representing Results by using Markers
The marker objects shown in Figure 5.3 are implemented using generic C structs. In Listing
5.3 we show the corresponding representation of an XPath node in the evaluation tree.
The representation conforms to the official specification in [234]. XPath is a language
for selecting elements of XML data. Updates are not supported in XPath. Hence the
XPath nodes must not include the actual content of the XTO but just references to the XTO
elements itself. The elements of the node struct are:
1. elemPtr node: A pointer to the template of the selected XTO
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2. int arrayOffset: If the selected node is dynamic content of the XTO, the arrayOffset
determines its position in the elem array
3. char type: The XPath node type
4. xmlObjectPtr arrayObj: A pointer to an embedded selected XTO
5. nodePtr parent: An optional pointer to allow direct evaluation of the parent axis as
proposed in the next subsection.
Listing 5.3: XTO XPath Evaluation Node
1
2
3

struct _node {
elemPtr node;
int arrayOffset;

4

// Types
// 1 = Element Node
// 2 = Text Node
// 3 = Attribute Node
// 4 = Dynamic Attribute Node
char type;

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

xmlObjectPtr arrayObj;
nodePtr parent; // Optional

12
13
14

}

A context node list is represented using the structs presented in Listing 5.4.
Listing 5.4: XTO XPath Context Node List
1
2
3
4

typedef nodeSet *nodeSetPtr;
struct _nodeSet {
nodePtr * node;
int noel; // number of elements

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

}
typedef contextNodeList *cnPtr;
struct _contextNodeList{
nodeSetPtr cnList;
int pos;
}

An XPath location path is processed by evaluating the axis, the node test and the predicate
for all nodes in the context node list. Selected elements will be stored in a result node
list of type nodeSet as shown in Listing 5.4. This list hence also acts as a temporary
result list during the evaluation. The next node to be processed is always selected using
the position marker pos in the context node list. If all nodes in the context node list have
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been processed, the actual global context node list of type contextNodeList will be updated
before processing the next location path.

5.1.3 Evaluation Strategies
XPath evaluation strategies can be focused on the processor usage and hence energy conservation or the memory demand. As benefit of our template approach we can choose
the granularity of the used marker structures and hence decide for one of the strategies.
As an example, we assume that we only use small marker structures consisting only of
pointers to current results without pointers to the result’s ancestors, like shown in Figure
5.3. Accordingly, we desist from using the nodePtr parent in Listing 5.3.
If the XPath query now includes finding the parent of the current context nodes, we have
to reevaluate the location step from the root of the document until we find an element that
includes the context node as a child. In other words for a context node A we have to rewrite
the XPath query, e.g. //A/parent::*, to a new query that looks for a node A as a child,
e.g. //*[A]. The strategy of reformulating XPath parent axes was discussed by Olteanu
et al. [178]. In contrast to this general approach, to save memory we let the evaluator
reevaluate the axes step by step instead of generally reformulating the XPath query and
finally evaluating the new query without parent steps.
Following this evaluation strategy we see a trade-off between energy consumption and
memory utilization. While including pointers to ancestors like shown in Figure 5.4 extends
the memory demand of the marker structure it will save computation steps.
On the other side using small marker structures results into reevaluating temporary results
and hence consumes more energy. Depending on the sensor nodes in use, the developer
has to choose the optimal strategy. However, as the results in Section 5.4 will show, for
today’s sensor nodes saving memory can be crucial when it comes to processing XML data.
Another problem during the evaluation process is the support of filter predicates. The XPath
1.0 reference [237] includes unlimited nesting of predicates. As each predicate is evaluated
for the entire context node list, an upper bound for the memory utilization is twice the size
of the largest possible context list. This might be reached for the descendant-or-self axis
(query: //*[.descendant::*]). Due to the low memory capacity of today’s sensor nodes,
deep nesting leads to high usage of memory exceeding the memory limit. Currently our
XTO and XTS implementations can support unlimited nesting but we limit it to one step
nesting to ensure stable programs. We believe that one step nesting should be enough for
most application scenarios.
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Figure 5.4: Using Parent Pointers in Result Markers

5.2 XML Query Processing on XTSs
The previously discussed XTO approach implicitly contains an object model that is comparable to a tree model like DOM. XPath queries can be directly evaluated using tree
navigation algorithms. Using the stream-based template compression approach requires
additional functionality because the compressed XML document does not include an object
model. Hence, a special concept for evaluating XPath queries on XTS has to be developed.
To allow dynamic data acquisition, we implemented an XPath Engine that evaluates queries
on the XTS. To process XPath queries, we enhanced the functionality of the PDA as shown
in Figure 4.8 by the tapes for Bintypes and XPath queries. The query evaluation uses a
context list, e.g. a given Bintype, and the actual query and outputs an additional result
Bintype. The engine supports forward and backward axes. In the following we will discuss
the forward axes for a simple introduction. For the backward axes the PDA works in a
reverse processing mode which is a significant benefit of the XTS encoding.
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We describe the PDA action for the XPath axes as follows:
• Self Axis
The PDA checks the actual identifier (node test). The current state is marked in the
Bintype if this test is successful.
• Child Axis
The PDA stores the actual stack height h. Possible result candidates are static elements ( marker = (e ), complex elements ( (o, (v, (w ), whereby the candidates are
only allowed to be processed at stack height h or h+1, e.g. they are on the child level
of the context node. Each of these possible candidates is checked for a node test and
included in the output Bintype in case of success. The axes evaluation ends when the
stack height drops to h-1.
• Descendant Axis
The descendant and descendant-or-self axes are evaluated using calls of the previously described self and child routines. In detail, the child routine is called recursively and the global result Bintype is constructed by calculating a logical OR of the
Bintypes from all recursion levels. The descendant-or-self evaluation simply adds a
self call at the end.
• Parent Axis
The XTS is processed backwards. The PDA stores the actual stack height h. Possible
result candidates are complex elements ( (o, (v, (w ), whereby the candidates are
only allowed to be processed at stack height h-1, e.g. they are on the parent level of
the context node. Each of these possible candidates is checked for a node test and
included in the output Bintype in case of success. The axes evaluation ends when the
XTS is read to its beginning.
• Ancestor Axis
The ancestor and ancestor-or-self axes are evaluated using calls of the previous described self and parent routines. In detail, the parent routine is called recursively and
the global result Bintype is constructed by calculating a logical OR of the Bintypes
from all recursion levels. The ancestor-or-self evaluation simply adds a self call at
the end.
• Preceding Axis
The PDA processes the XTS backwards. Dynamic elements and static elements, e.g.
(d and (e, that are retrieved are possible result candidates. Because the XTS is always
encoded depth first, these types of nodes appear preceding to the context node. If a
complex element (o is found, it is also added to the list of possible result candidates if
this element has been closed on the way by an (* marker. The PDA now only checks
these candidates for the node test. The preceding-sibling evaluation simply checks if
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the results are on the same layer in the virtual XPath tree, e.g. have the same stack
height.
• Following Axis
The following axis is the most complex axis for XTS XPath axis evaluation. The
reason is the implicit order in the XTS encoding, that represents a depth first tree
order. We implemented this axis using separate calls of descendant, preceding and
ancestor-or-self. The resulting Bintypes are processed with a logical AND. Finally
the logical NOT is processed and the resulting Bintype is the result of the following
Axis. The PDA then processes the node tests and predicates. The following-sibling
axis is directly processed by processing the stream like for the child axis but only
accepting (e and (d and (o before the stack drops to h-1. Accordingly, we can use
the query reformulation rules as introduced in [61], e.g. following::n is equivalent to
ancestor-or-self::node()/following-sibling::node()/descendant-or-self::n.

In Section 5.1.2, we introduced the marker concept to represent context nodes in the XTO
XPath implementation. For XTSs we use the Bintype concept as introduced in Section
4.3.5. For every qualifying node during XPath location path evaluation, the bit of the
corresponding state transition of this node is set in the Bintype. For details, how to set a bit
in the Bintype we refer to our previous discussion in Section 4.3.5. Using this concept has
the following benefits:
1. The Bintype is the most compact representation of a context node list. We discuss
this benefit in the evaluation in Section 5.4.
2. The Bintype is already serialized and ready to be transmitted directly in the network.
A transmitted Bintype can be used e.g. for applying the XPath evaluation result on
replicated XTSs in the network without reevaluation.
Nevertheless, we point out that the Bintype concept requires processing the entire XTS
every time a single context node is required.
After presenting practical solutions and concepts for evaluating XPath queries on XTOs
and XTSs, we introduce XML query dissemination techniques and optimizations concepts
in the next section. These approaches are fully applicable for the XTO and XTS implementations and have been evaluated as shown in Section 5.4.

5.3 XML Query Dissemination and Optimizations
In this section we discuss how XML queries are inserted into WSNs and how the processing
of queries and results can be further optimized for energy efficiency.
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5.3.1 Query Dissemination
The previous aspects affect the efficient dynamical evaluation of XPath queries on single
sensor nodes. Besides, XPath query dissemination and decomposition bring up new open
issues and optimization possibilities. In general, in our work XPath queries are injected
into the network via a gateway that can be located anywhere in the entire WSN. Like in
previous approaches [156] the queries are then routed to each sensor node. This can be
done by using a fixed topology, like described in [156], or by using full broadcast communication and hence avoid communication bottlenecks. By remembering active query ids,
answering single queries multiple times is avoided. Furthermore, we can support multiqueries in our approach. While this approach is straight forward, further optimizations
can be done by supporting adaptive query decomposition with the help of indexing and
caching structures. We give an example in Figure 1.3. The importance of using indexing
and caching structures in XML WSNs stems from the fact that a WSN comprise sensors
sensing different data in different regions, as already described in the introduction of this
paper. Thus, spatial location and type of physical phenomena specified in the query could
be a query decomposition criteria. In detail, in Figure 1.3 the subnetworks I, II, III include
different data and data structures. To optimize the query dissemination and avoid sending
queries to parts of the entire network that can not fulfill the query criteria, we target using
caching and indexing nodes for subnetworks in the entire WSNs. For example, the nodes
of region I in Figure 1.3 have the ability of caching subnetwork data to avoid inserting the
query in the corresponding subnetwork. Besides, these nodes can be used for indexing the
distribution of XML data and hence optimize the query dissemination. While these optimizations are still in development and a detailed description is out of scope of this thesis,
we already tested the main functionality as a prototype and gained promising first results.
Furthermore, we discuss a fully implemented caching feature for query results in the next
chapter.

5.3.2 Processing and Transmitting Query Results in the Network using Template Caches
One of the main aspects in previous work about data management in WSNs was to lower
the communication demand for delivering query results to the gateway [156, 253]. Evaluating XPath queries might result into large sets of XML documents. As denoted previously, evaluating the descendant-or-self axis for the root node without filtering resulting
elements by name ( e.g. //* ) results into a set consisting of the document itself and all subdocuments. By using the XOBESN XML template compression approach, we can adapt
the marker evaluation strategy by sending a template for the surrounding documents and
mark included qualifying sub-documents. The remaining part of the result transmission, is
to serialize the result templates before transmission. We consider a template consisting of
different possible parts:
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1. static attributes or static elements
2. dynamic attributes or dynamic elements
3. dynamic XML template objects, e.g. separate complex XML fragments included in
the XML document

While for case 1 and 2 the result template is a plain copy out of the template of the reviewed
document, for case 3 we have to flatten the template, since we deal with a complex object
with an own template that is not included in the document’s template. At the end of this step
the result template can be further compressed using standardized compression techniques
and is then ready to be sent together with the dynamic content to the source of the query,
e.g. gateway. For querying large WSNs it is most likely to assume that the result template
of each node will be partly or fully equal. In these cases, we suggest a further optimization
step that tries to avoid sending redundant information like early in-network aggregation. In
our approach each sensor node acts like a global template cache. For the query source it is
only important to have exactly one template once all results have arrived. This template can
be used together with each dynamic content part to produce every node’s own result XML
document. Especially for very large networks, this idea promises good results on lowering
the communication demand. An open issue is which nodes (template caches) should be
responsible for sending the query. We suggest three different strategies:
1. randomized template transmission that depends on a demanded probability of receiving at least one template at the query source
2. distributed template caching with explicit cache data retrieval
3. template estimation at the query source

While we investigate the first solution in Section 5.4, to analyze the general communication
optimization possibilities, the solutions 2. and 3. are out of scope of this thesis. They are
currently addressed in our ongoing and future work.

5.3.3 XML Query In-Network Aggregation Support
Previous work has shown that in-network aggregation is a means towards energy optimized
query evaluation. This is even more true for handling large sets of XML results. Although
XPath supports general aggregation through functions, an extended aggregation method
to support heterogeneous aggregation on complex XML data would be desirable. Therefore, we suggest supporting complex aggregation by sending multiple aggregation rules for
query result templates. While the rules can be expressed in the return statement with the
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support of XQuery, for now these aggregation rules are separately attached to the XPath
query and gradually applied to the query result. In this way different aggregation functions
can be applied to different simple and complex elements and attributes of the query result.
The aggregation itself is organized using existing techniques, e.g. TAG [155] or Synopsis
Diffusion [170]. However, having multiple different aggregation functions in different hierarchies of the resulting XML document, duplicate sensitive aggregation requires additional
coordination. A simple solution is the aggregate-all approach, where the aggregator has to
process the entire result. A more complex solution is to distribute the aggregation, so that
the aggregator processes only parts of the preliminary result. This shows up new possibilities of energy conservation and failure tolerant result processing by having multiple ports
for computing complex aggregation functions. However, due to the limited space of this
thesis, we leave a detailed description of this work in progress out for future work.

5.3.4 Bounded Continuous XML Queries
As denoted in Section 2.2.2, model-driven queries have been introduced for wireless sensor
networks to further reduce the communication demand using stochastical estimation and
filtering. One important kind of model-driven queries are bounded continuous queries that
have been introduced in our previous work for efficiently evaluating queries in the world
wide web [132, 133].
Bounded continuous search queries (BCSQ) are queries that include a quality demand that
needs to be respected to reduce the number of query results that are presented to the query
issuer. One example are top-k queries which restrict the result delivery to the best k results
in respect to a given quality degree, e.g. result scoring. The idea of bounded continuous
queries can be extended for wireless sensor networks. While a user is often interested in
sensor values and analyzation results that suffice a given quality degree, the previous approaches on evaluating such bounded continuous queries can be used to filter unnecessary
temporary results deep in the network and therefore reduce the communication demand
significantly.
In detail, in wireless sensor network deployments the user is often interested in continuous
information, e.g. measured data, over a long period. Therefore, in [156, 182] queries are
mostly continuous. For real-time sensor network deployments like the ALERT deployment
[7] and other forecast scenarios it is especially important that measured data is checked
immediately to trigger events in case of an emergency and sensitive situations respectively.
An approach to support alert and event sensor networks is an external storage or so called
dumb data collection sensor network [182]. By using an existing sensor network query
engine each measured value is simply transmitted to the base station and evaluated immediately. Although this could be a reliable approach, its main disadvantage is the potentially
high energy consumption when data is sampled with a high frequency or resolution. Hence,
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we argue that data should be filtered within the sensor network.
BCSQ are a new means towards energy efficient evaluation within wireless sensor networks
especially for alert and event based queries. Analogous to the requirements of an optimal
continuous query system in the WWW, alert and event based queries in wireless sensor
networks have two basic requirements:
1. A notification about important sensor data has to be immediate (real-time notification).
2. The limited energy capacity of wireless sensor networks requires only to send messages if something important happens, e.g. the best sensor value to a given criteria.
While the first requirement is the same for either BCSQ in the WWW as in sensor networks, the second requirement has also similarities to the search in the WWW. While for
evaluating queries in the WWW a result set should not become unbounded to avoid user
message filtering, in sensor networks we want to avoid sending unimportant messages to
save energy and hence extend the networks lifetime.
To point out the possibilities of BCSQ in wireless sensor networks we discuss an extension
of the XPath query evaluator to allow bounded continuous XPath queries like:
forcon trigger=1TimeUnit
estimated greatest 1 in
//sensors/temp

start=now end=100

This example query, that is given in a BCSQ extension of the XPath [13] query language
with forcon signalizing a new BCSQ, has the purpose to extract the maximum temperature.
It has a duration of 100 time units (i.e. hours), which correspond to 100 temperature sensor
values. For simplification we only want to find the maximum temperature in this period.
Besides, it is important that sensor nodes process any measured data immediately. An
extension to find the greatest k>1 temperature values immediately has been discussed in
our previous work [5, 6]. As described before, the standard approach to evaluate this query
is to send each temperature value to the base station to calculate the maximum temperature
after 100 time units (retrospective analysis). Another approach is to estimate the maximum
temperature randomly. However, in [97] we showed that both approaches have drawbacks,
e.g. either in energy demand or result quality.
In our previous work [132, 133], we further showed that our BCSQ strategies are able to
find a high percentage of maximum ranking scores, which motivates its usage in a sensor
network scenario where the task is to find the maximum temperature. While the kSSP
approach [132] works without any further knowledge of a distribution of the sensor values,
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the distribution based methods [133] require this knowledge. However in typical sensor
network scenarios like [248] historical data is often present (static distribution) or the query
duration is long and the distribution learning strategy (dynamic distribution) is applicable.
As a result, the introduced bounded continuous XPath queries will significantly reduce the
communication demand if the concepts of our previous work [132, 133] are applied for
evaluation. We therefore discussed a fundamental evaluation in our paper in [97]. Due to
the space limitations of this thesis, we refer to the paper for this topic. Nevertheless, we
again point out that the introduction of BCSQs in wireless sensor networks has a lot of
benefits regarding the energy efficient query evaluation and should be investigated in more
detail for future work.

5.3.5 Data Caching
The evaluation of queries in-network can be significantly optimized by using data caches
on the route from the gateway to the actual data source as proposed in [156]. By letting the
data cache answer the query the query transmission distance is limited and hence the overall communication demand reduced. Previous approaches as presented in [57, 156, 190]
presume dedicated network topologies and are very limited in their practical applicability.
Open questions in the area of data caching in wireless sensor networks are:
• How are data caches placed?
• How can data caches be kept consistent? How are they updated?
• How are data caches localized and used respectively?
Due to the complexity of this topic, we discuss data caching in wireless sensor networks
separately in the next chapter. We further introduce a dynamic approximative caching
scheme that includes optimized concepts for cache coherence and localization.

5.4 Evaluation
To evaluate our XTO and XTS strategies on evaluating XPath queries on sensor nodes, we
have implemented an XPath engine that is capable of a large subset of XPath 1.0 [237].
This includes support for all element and attribute axis, filter support, operators and node
tests. Due to their low importance for sensor network applications, we left out support for
comments and processing instructions.
There is a subset of built-in XPath functions, e.g. contains and position, which we have
implemented. However, implementing other functions in our query engine is straightforward and left for future work. The XPath engine has been implemented in C running on
sensor nodes that make use of the iSense operating system [45]. To verify the functionality
of the XPath engine we have used the common XPathMark benchmark [70]. We ran the
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XPathMark queries directly on the sensor nodes platforms (Pacemate and iSence Core
Modules) and evaluate the functional test. The available RAM was again 96kByte shared
for program and data (heap memory was ≈15kByte, program memory was ≈81kByte).
As proposed in Section 4.4, we explicitly tested the following evaluation criteria:
• Query Evaluation Memory Efficiency: The memory efficiency can also be verified for
evaluating queries dynamically on the sensor nodes. Hereby as in [102] we evaluate
the size of memory needed during dynamically evaluating XPath benchmarks.
• Query Evaluation Runtime Efficiency: The runtime demand for evaluating queries
needs to be evaluated as it is directly linked to the runtime energy consumption of
the nodes. As sensor nodes are devices with strict energy limitation, saving as much
energy as possible is a design issue to guarantee long term network deployments.
In the following subsection, we present the main evaluation results for the memory efficiency and the runtime efficiency of evaluating the queries of the functional test of the
XPathMark [70].

5.4.1 Functionality Test
The first test covers the functionality of our XPath engine implementation. Therefore we
ran the XPathMark benchmark on a sensor node and evaluated the functional test cases,
that are described in detail in [70] for both solutions (XTO and XTS). The test cases
evaluate if the engine and the data binding framework are able to process all possible
XPath queries, e.g. all axes.
In Figure 5.5, we show the dynamic memory demand of evaluating the XPathMark axis
tests which were measured by the iSense memory profiler. The x-axis denotes the test case
and the y-axis denotes the memory demand in byte.
As a result, every test delivered a valid result. For both presented approaches the memory
demand is still far under the limitation of the sensor nodes.
Next, we were explicitly interested in a performance comparison between both approaches.
For the XTO approach we get the following results: the child axis evaluation (e.g. A1)
needed less memory than the descendant axis (e.g. A4). The backward axis needed more
memory due to temporary results, whereby we see a difference between the parent axis (e.g.
A5) and the preceding/following axis (e.g. A9). Due to the limited memory resources, we
reevaluated forward axes to evaluate backward axes like described in Section 4.2. Using
complex marker structures like parent pointers resulted into a memory demand that was
more than twice as large than the demand shown in Figure 5.5. On the other side, caused
by the memory energy trade-off, we expected the backward evaluation to be slower and
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Figure 5.5: Memory Demand of XPathMark Tasks
more energy consuming. Like described in Section 4.2, we have to repeat the evaluation of
the forward axis at least by the number of ancestors.
In Figure 5.5, we also included the XTS results for evaluating the functional tests of the
XPathMark. We see that the memory efficiency of the XTS approach that has been shown in
the previous section for the general data management is also given for the XPath evaluation.
By using the Bintype concept that has been introduced in Section 4.3.5, XPath results, e.g.
context node lists, can be stored with nearly constant memory that is significantly lower
than using lists of pointers in the XTO approach. Furthermore, we can directly evaluate
backward axis due to the pushdown automaton that is capable of processing the encoding
streams in both directions.
The positive memory efficiency for evaluating XPath queries in the XTS approach comes
at a price of higher runtime demand. Preliminary results can often not be adressed directly
without letting the pushdown automaton process the entire stream to the corresponding
context node. We evaluated this fact according to our previous evaluation in [102]. In Figure 5.6 and 5.7 we see the evaluation results for the energy consumptions for the test cases
that show the prognosed runtime efficiency of both solutions. We measured the processing
cycles and put them into relation to the upper bound of energy consumption per cycle [45].
Figure 5.6 shows the results for the Pacemate platform, while Figure 5.7 shows the results
for the iSense Core Modules. Both results are relatively comparable. They differ mostly in
the absolute energy consumption depending on the corresponding platform.
Evaluating backward axes in a memory efficient way consumes more than three times the
energy of evaluating forward axis. Besides, we see that in contrast to the memory demand
there is no difference in the results between parent and preceding/following axis.
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Figure 5.6: XPathMark Energy Consumption Results for Pacemate Nodes
When comparing with the XTS approach, we see that the XTS approach’s energy consumption is up to five times the XTO approach when evaluating the functional test of
XPathMark. Thereby we only see a slight difference between performing the different
tasks. This is caused by the extensive runtime demand of the pushdown automaton that
is similar for all tasks based on processing preliminary results and the absence of direct
access over pointers. This trade-off has to be accepted based on the memory efficient data
storage of this approach.
Detailed Engine Memory Demand
We evaluated the program memory demand of the XTS approach and compared it to our
previous XTO approach. It is shown in Table 5.1. The actual XML Framework is only
given for the XTO approach as it includes generic object structs and help routines for
handling pointers and objects. As the XTS approach is based on processing plain encoding
strings no further help routines are provided. The entire work is done by the pushdown
automaton during evaluation. This pushdown automaton is included in the Debug Routines
as it is needed for processing an XML output. For the XTO approach the Debug Routines
are much more simpler as only one depth first search like tree algorithm is needed for
processing the tree like XTO structure. The XPath Engine itself has been improved for the
XTS approach.
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Figure 5.7: XPathMark Energy Consumption Results for ISense Core Modules
It now needs approximately 8Kbyte less memory and also uses the generic pushdown automaton of the Debug Routines. However, we point out that the XTO XPath Engine could
also be improved, e.g. up to 30% memory saving by reusing shared components, that have
not been yet optimized. We left this for future work. The actual XPathMark Program size
for the XPathMark function test is only minimal different between both approaches.
Program Functionality
XML Framework
XPath Engine
XPathMark Program
Debug Routines
Sum

XTO Memory Demand in bytes
7744
18734
704
668
27850

XTS Memory Demand in bytes
0
11236
820
3098
14390

Table 5.1: Program Memory Demand of XTO and XTS
In summary, we show that both solutions provide an XML data management framework
that is fully applicable for today’s sensor node products, while keeping enough space for
extended applications. By reviewing the results of the data management tests and the XPath
engine evaluation we show that both solutions (XTO and XTS) have their application domains. The benefit of the XTO approach is the direct access to sub elements of the XML
data. If this is a design issue than this approach can be considered as optimal.
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It further provides a very good memory efficiency. However, this memory efficiency is
further optimized by the XTS approach which is the best solution for sensor networks with
strict memory limitations when processing and storing large scale XML data. We point
out that the XTS approach does generally need more energy when processing XML data
or XML queries. However, the energy consumption should be significantly lower than
during communication as shown in [155]. This can be an issue for XTS when it comes
to transmitting XML in the network without further optimizations as described in the next
section.

5.4.2 XPath Result Transmission
In Section 4.2, we present a strategy for processing XML results in the network that benefits from the template-based XML compression approach. In Figure 5.8, we show the
evaluation results.

Figure 5.8: Transmission Optimization
We tested different application scenarios, e.g. XPathMark result documents and result documents, that are based on typical sensor data measurements like the example in Listing
4.13. The x-axis of Figure 5.8 denotes the number of nodes that were participating in the
query evaluation. The y-axis denotes the energy for the overall communication until the
result was received by the gateway. The energy is related to the bits that have been sent and
is an upper bound for the maximum transmission range [45]. We compared different strategies: first the transmission of the plain XML string, second the transmission of serialized
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XML template objects, like described in Section 4.2. Hereby, we varied the probability of
sending the template and the dynamic content or only the dynamic content (from 0% to
100%).
As a result, the template-based approach outperforms the string based approach. Furthermore, it becomes obvious that the more it can be avoided to send templates the more the
compression ratio increases. While in large networks we can assume that sending only a
small number of templates might suffice to process the results at the gateway correctly, the
0% approach assumes that we can estimate the template as described in Section 4.2. It is
therefore a lower bound for the results. The results are a motivation for further investigating
template estimation and caching strategies for templates.

5.4.3 XPath Result Aggregation
We further investigated XML data in-network aggregation like described in Section 4.3.
We chose an application like the example in Listing 4.13 and extended it by the number
of measured sensor values. We issued several queries on the data generated by the application each including heterogeneous aggregation strings like described in Section 4.3.
The results in Figure 5.9 show that in-network aggregation can reduce the communication
demand by a factor of three. It is shown that a combination of the template-based result
transmission as described in Section 4.2 and in-network aggregation can further optimize
the communication demand.

Figure 5.9: XML Aggregation Results
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Chapter 6
DACS: A Dynamic Approximative
Caching Scheme for Wireless Sensor
Networks
The previously presented data acquisition optimization strategies presume the query result
retrieval from deep within the network at the data sources. Nevertheless, the communication demand can be further reduced by using only a limited part of the entire network to
evaluate the query. One possible approach is to use data caches instead of sending queries
to each data source. As a result, the communication demand can be significantly reduced.
In this chapter, we introduce the Dynamic Approximative Caching Scheme: DACS.
Previous work on data caching in wireless sensor networks require the usage of hierarchical communication topologies with deterministic data routes, e.g. [155]. Unlike these
approaches, DACS works without topology assumptions and is robust against communication limitations. The framework consists of a dynamic distribution of data caches in
the sensor network. In order to extend the lifetime of the network and take care of the
unreliable communication channels, a weak cache coherence is discussed that is based
on an approximative update policy. By attaching a result quality requirement to a query,
DACS automatically retrieves query results from caches nearer to the data sink and further
ensures that the degree of result quality is not violated. As a result, queries do not need
to be sent to all sensor nodes deep within the network which reduces the communication
overhead. Evaluations show that by using DACS and by accepting a minimal deviation in
the query result the network’s lifetime can be significantly enhanced.
In Figure 6.1, we give a simplified example for a network running DACS. In a uniform distributed network data source nodes are cached throughout multiple layers. Gateway nodes
are used to send queries into the network. In this example, we define a data source node
(SN) and four gateway nodes (GW). Every other node is a possible cache node. However,
unlike this simplified example, DACS supports unlimited, randomly placed data source
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nodes, gateways and cache nodes, e.g. each data source node is cached separately by
DACS and each data source node acts also as a cache for other nodes.

Figure 6.1: Overview DACS Simple Network Model Example
The basic concept of DACS is to use cache nodes instead of the actual data source nodes
for retrieving information, e.g. temperature values. Hereby, the communication demand
can be significantly reduced by using caches that are layered nearer to the gateway than
the actual data source, e.g. using the caches C1, C2 or C3 instead of the data source SN.
However, cache nodes need to be kept coherent. Sensor node communication in wireless
sensor networks is generally unreliable. As a result, strict coherence or even consistency
is not possible. Besides, keeping every cache node coherent comes at high communication
costs for rapidly changing data at the data sources. To overcome these limitations, DACS
uses an approximative update policy. As shown in Figure 6.1, the cached data can deviate
from the actual source data based on the distance between cache and data source. For
a simplified example, we can define a maximum deviation of the cache value for each
source-cache distance as shown in Figure 6.1, e.g. using a linear increasing deviation of
10% per hop.
As a result, the estimated communication demand for cache updates decreases with increasing distance from the data source as highlighted by the number of arrows. In this
chapter, we introduce how DACS implements this approximative cache coherence. Using
approximative caches requires using model-driven queries since it is not obvious how deep
queries should be sent in the network to accordingly reach caches with lower deviation.
DACS hides the cache localization process to the user by allowing to issue queries with additional demand of result quality, e.g. get temperature values that might include an overall
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maximum deviation / error of 30%. In this chapter, we discuss this localization approach
for unlimited data sources and data caches.
The remaining parts of the chapter are organised as follows: In the next section, we give
an overview on important previous and related work. In Section 6.2, we give a detailed
introduction into DACS covering issues of Cache Placement (Section 6.2.1), Cache Coherence (Section 6.2.2) and Cache Localization (Section 6.2.3). In Section 6.3, we discuss the
general architecture of DACS and give details on its implementation. Finally, in Section
6.4 we evaluate the framework and show results on the communication efficiency and the
robustness of the framework.

6.1 Related Work
In this section, we present previous work related to data caching and data management in
wireless sensor networks. As proposed in Chapter 2, previous work in data management
in wireless sensor networks was initially focussed on deep in-network aggregation and
data acquisition optimizations to save energy during processing query results [156, 253].
Using caching structures to optimize in-network query processing in wireless sensor networks was firstly discussed for the query engine TinyDB in [155]. While there has been
a clear recommendation for using caches to evaluate queries closer to the actual data sink
and hence to save energy, the used strategies provide only a simple round-based caching
scheme.
In this approach, in a static aggregation tree aggregation values of child nodes are cached
by their parents for a determined number of rounds. The actual aggregation values are not
regarded and the caching scheme is strictly connected to the TAG tree topology. Beside
this approach, other caching strategies for wireless sensor networks have been presented
in [35, 144, 145, 190, 195]. Most of these approaches require the usage of hierarchical
communication topologies with deterministic data routes, e.g. TAG [155]. Hence, we
denote them as hierarchical caching strategies. The strategies can be further divided in
non-approximative and approximative approaches. In detail, Shashi et al. [190] describe
an optimal cache placement strategy in tree topologies by finding nodes in Steiner Data
Cashing Trees in a scenario where multiple subscribers are receiving data from one source.
Multi-source scenarios like described in this work are left out for future work. Chand et
al. [35] describe a cooperative caching scheme to improve data access performance and
availability in mobile ad-hoc networks. Their work is focused on a new utility based cache
replacement strategy in contrast to a usage based policy. However, this approach is not
optimized for energy constrained wireless sensor networks and therefore seems not to be
applicable in the presented way. In [195], Rahman et al. propose strategies for improving the energy efficiency of wireless sensor networks. The presented caching strategy is
focussed on avoiding unnecessary sensing by estimating the data change frequency, comparable to the acquisitional data processing strategy of TinyDB. Strategies for in-network
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caching to optimize query evaluation like described in this thesis are not presented. Jung
et al. [114] focus on an external cache-based sensor network bridge to avoid querying
the entire wireless sensor network by using cached results. The approach works for nonconstrained external devices (e.g. gateways) and hence is not applicable for in-network
query optimization.

6.2 The DACS Framework
In this section, we give a detailed description of the DACS Framework. The basic concept
of DACS is to provide a general data cache solution that does not rely on any given topology
assumptions. The design goal of DACS is to reduce the communication overhead by letting
queries be evaluated by data caches on the route to the actual data source. Reducing the
communication overhead increases the lifetime of the network significantly.
For setting up a general caching scheme for wireless sensor networks, the following issues
need to be reviewed:
• Cache Placement (Section 6.2.1): A general strategy on where to place data caches
on the communication routes needs to be resolved. A general network model is the
basis of this strategy.
• Cache Coherence (Section 6.2.2): Data caches need to be updated when new data
occurs at the data source.
• Cache Localization (Section 6.2.3): Queries need to be redirected to adequate data
caches for evaluation. The localization process should be hidden to the user, e.g. by
a black box behaviour.

6.2.1 Cache Placement and Network Model
Wireless sensor networks are highly dynamic networks. The exact position of nodes after deployment, e.g. out of a plane, is often not precise and the lack of communication
robustness does not guarantee fixed data routes in general. As a result, the placement of
data caches cannot be verified before deployment and the caching structure needs to be set
up during runtime autonomously. DACS is able to adapt the distribution and placement
of data caches dynamically in case of changing network conditions. Additionally, no assumptions on the network topology are made. The organization of the cache structure is a
collaborative decision of the network itself.
The following general network model is defined to make DACS suitable for most application scenarios:
• A network consists of a uniform distribution of N nodes.
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• In the network each node except the gateway nodes can produce data, e.g. measure
environmental information. Measurements are taken on predefined intervals continuously.
• The general DACS approach supports multiple gateways, whereby each gateway is
managed separately in identical manner. However, in the following discussion we
assume the network to have one dedicated gateway for better understanding.
• To avoid bottlenecks on the routing path, DACS relies on using broadcast communication. We desist from using fixed topologies to improve failure tolerance and to
support a maximum number of deployment scenarios. However, to avoid energy inefficient flooding of the network we use ring-oriented, directed communication as
proposed in [170].
In DACS we desist from using dedicated cache placements. Instead, every node besides its
own measurement task is a potential cache for other nodes. Thereby, nodes decide which
data they cache based on their distance to the data source that is determined by the hop
count of update messages. Nodes can then be classified concerning their membership to
distance layers. We therefore define two different layers:
1. Cache Layer: The cache layer defines the distance between the gateway and a cache
node, denoted by dGC . For example, in Figure 6.1 C1 is on cache layer 1 for Gateway
GW1.
2. Update Layer: The update layer defines the distance between the data source and a
cache node, denoted by dSC . For example, in Figure 6.1 C1 is on update layer 3 for
the source node SN.
As denoted previously, we use a ring-oriented broadcast communication as proposed in
[170], e.g. cache results are sent to the corresponding gateway over decreasing cache layer
and update messages are sent to the caches over increasing update layer. The actual placement of the cache is now adjustable by placement rules, e.g. caches are placed every second
or third layer, depending on the memory and energy resources of the application scenario.
The actual update logic is defined by the cache coherence protocol that is described in the
next section. Finally, by avoiding dedicated caches and instead using cache layers we further introduce an implicit data replication which optimizes the node failure tolerance and
makes the networks more stable concerning communication path failures. For using dedicated replication techniques we refer to our previous work in [171, 172] which is out of
scope of this thesis.

6.2.2 Cache Coherence
Cache consistency predefines that for each point in time the cache is consistent to the data
source whereas cache coherence demands that the cache is consistent to the data source
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during the evaluation of queries. Cache coherence therefore significantly reduces the effort
of keeping the cache up-to-date and hence the communication demand. However, both
claims can mostly not be satisfied in wireless sensor networks because of the unreliable
communication and the energy demand of continuous cache updating that conflicts with
the general hardware restrictions in wireless sensor networks. In detail, the times when
queries have to be evaluated are generally not predictable resulting in a continuous updating
process of the caches which significantly reduces the lifetime of the entire wireless sensor
network due to the communication overhead.
To overcome these problems, DACS introduces an approximative cache update policy.
Each cache node does not store the actual value of the data source but rather stores a value
for that a maximum deviation / error is guaranteed. An update is only processed if the
maximum deviation is exceeded. The maximum deviation for each cache item is set based
on its distance to the actual data source.
In Figure 6.1, we give an example for an approximative update policy with linear increasing
error (10% per hop on distance dSC ). In the following, we give a detailed description on
how DACS supports this policy.
As described in the previous section, nodes are classified based on their membership to
cache and update layers. Each logical update layer consists of nodes with the same distance
dSC to the data source and includes a maximum deviation / error regarding the cached
values and the values of the actual data sources.
This error is defined by a function Υ(dSC ) → ex that calculates the maximum error ex for
a given cache data source distance x = dSC . The function is initially known to all nodes
based on the application scenario and the efficiency predefinitions. For Figure 6.1 it can be
defined as Υ(dSC ) =dSC /10. In general, the higher the steepness of the function, the lower
the estimated communication demand in general for updates. The high impact of choosing
the error function according to efficiency predefinitions that can result into significantly
lower communication demand is also shown in the evaluation of this work in Section 6.4.
Moreover, the function can be adjusted concerning the estimated number of queries per
update as also shown in Section 6.4.
On incoming update messages, nodes decide based on the function Υ(dSC ) whether an
update message needs to be processed, e.g. the value needs to be cached and the message
needs to be forwarded to higher update layers.
DACS currently supports three forward policies, that can easily be extended for future
work:
1. Decision at Source Node: The source node tracks the progress of cache values based
on a virtual layer scheme and determines itself how many hops an update needs to be
sent in order to verify the update policy. This approach prevents policy violation and
is denoted as stable approach.
2. Forward If Updated: Cache nodes forward as long as the update policy results into
cache updates. The forward process is a dynamical decision on the update layer path.
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However, monotonic changes in source values can produce temporary violation of
the demanded deviation gradation, e.g. higher update layers exceeding the maximum deviation temporary. It can be shown that the maximum error can be nearly
squared. Nevertheless, this simple solution performs well in average without policy
guarantees.
3. Weighted Forward If Updated: The problem of the error policy violation of the Forward If Updated forward strategy can be solved by dynamically weighting the function Υ(dSC ). With increasing distance from the data source to the data cache the
function weight is increased to smooth out the squared error. However, this will result into more updates and is therefore less energy efficient due to the communication
overhead
In the experiments of this work we have used the forward policies 1. and 2. which both
ensure a stable performance. The forward policy 3. is only needed if monotonic sensor
values are likely to occur. We give an example for this scenario in Figure 6.2. The source
node continuously samples new temperature data. We assume a monotonic increase of
2 degree Celsius per sample. In Phase I all nodes are updated due to the initial start of
DACS. Hence, no errors exist and the cache nodes are consistent. In Phase II all nodes are
weakly consistent as the cache a value that deviates from the source node within the error
tolerance. In Phase III the nodes on update layer 1 (ahc = 1) need to be updated. However,
the nodes on update layer 2 decide not to update due to the not violated tolerance and do
not forward the message. In Phase IV the problem of monotonic sensor values appears
for the first time. The nodes on update layer 1 do not update and hence do not forward the
update message. Accordingly, the nodes on update layer 2 are not updated even though they
should. In this situation we define these cache nodes as out of error tolerance and hence
inconsistent. Nevertheless, the error will be corrected with the next update cycle as shown
for Phase V. This example shows the problems that may occur for monotonic sensor values
when using the Forward If Updated policy. However, for natural measurements monotonic
sensor values are not a common behaviour, so that the Forward If Updated policy produces
good enough results. Nevertheless, if inconsistent states are not allowed, the Decision at
Source Node and Weighted Forward If Updated policies represent alternative strategies.
In summary, we have shown in this section how cache coherence can be guaranteed by
allowing an average error gradient in the network based on an adjustable error function. In
the next section, we discuss how caches can be localized for given user queries.

6.2.3 Cache Localization
In DACS, caches can be localized using model-driven approximative queries [56]. The
query issuer defines a quality demand that needs to be resolved by DACS autonomously.
DACS estimates the distribution of the nodes in the network and derives the error distributions of the caches in the network. Based on the distributions DACS extrapolates the next
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Figure 6.2: Forward If Updated Error Intolerance
cache layer that fulfils the quality requirements. This entire process is hidden to the query
issuer which makes DACS an optimal solution for non expert sensor network users.
As described in the previous section, cache nodes are classified by their membership to
cache layers, e.g. the distance dGC between a gateway and the cache nodes. In DACS,
the user defines an overall maximum average error requirement ! along his query, e.g. get
all temperature values with an overall maximum average error of !. DACS automatically
retrieves a corresponding cache layer, e.g. the maximum hop for the query messages, so
that the requirement can be satisfied.
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We therefore define a function C(!) → c ∈ N that looks up a corresponding cache layer
c that fulfils !. The resulting cache layer guarantees that the overall average error of the
results does not exceed !. Hereby, it is important that not only the maximum deviation
of the cache layer is relevant to the overall average error but also the amount of nodes
between the cache layer and the gateway that will send exact results. On the other side,
DACS chooses the cache layer as close as possible to the gateway without violation of the
requirement ! to optimally reduce the communication overhead.
The localization of the cache nodes depends on two factors:
1. the error function Υ(dSC )
2. the distribution F (X) of the nodes on the hop layers of the network starting from the
gateway. The distance from the gateway to a node is defined by dGN . The density
function is denoted as f (X). In Figure 6.3 we show a possible gaussian distribution
which will be used throughout this section as an example and is, as we show later in
this section, representative for many network scenarios.

Figure 6.3: Network Node Distribution Density f (x) on Hop Layer

Localization based on Node and Error Distributions
The function C(!) can be derived inductively over the used cache layers as shown in the
following cases:
CASE 1: Cache Layer C = 0
In this initial case, we assume that the gateway acts as a cache. By using the approximative update policy the maximum error of the cached value of a node n with distance
x = dSC = dGN is defined by ex = Υ(dSC ) = Υ(dGN ). In example, a node that is 5 hops
away from the gateway will be cached by allowing a maximum deviation of Υ(5).
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Accordingly, by reviewing all nodes in the network we can derive an error distribution for a
given cache layer C denoted as G(C, ex ) (with density g(C, ex )) that determines the amount
of nodes that are cached by the cache layer C allowing a maximum error ex . For the present
case (C=0) the error distribution is now directly determined by the given node distribution
density f (X):

g(0, ex) = f (Υ−1(ex ))

(6.1)

In detail, the amount of nodes that are cached with a maximum error of ex is the amount of
nodes that are on a layer with distance dGN and for that the equation Υ(dGN ) = ex is true.
We can retrieve this layer by resolving the function Υ−1 (ex ) and get the amount of nodes
on this layer from the density function f (Υ−1 (ex )).
As shown in Figure 6.4, this theoretical derivation means that for the initial case (C = 0)
we can directly determine the amount of nodes that are cached with a certain error ex from
the general node distribution.

Figure 6.4: Network Error Distribution for Cache Layer 0: g(0, ex)
The estimation value of the derived error distribution for cache layer 0 is the worst case
overall average error of DACS. As denoted previously, we now have to review the case
that we retrieve results from cache layer deeper in the network whereby nodes between the
gateway and the cache will answer with exact results without error.
CASE 2: Cache Layer C > 0
We continue the inductive derivation of C(!) by reviewing the usage of caches deeper
in the network (C > 0). The overall average error of a query result can again be determined by the expectancy value of an error distribution g(C, ex ). Nevertheless, we have to
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take care of the nodes that are positioned between the cache layer C and the gateway, as
they will send exact results.
We give an example in Figure 6.3. By using cache layer C = 3, all nodes on previous layers
will answer with exact results. These nodes are marked by the red area and the number of
these nodes is directly determined by F (3).
In general, by using cache layer C, F (C) nodes send exact results (ex = 0) and hence we
can derive

g(C, 0) = F (C)

(6.2)

In the following, we need to determine the error distribution of the rest of the nodes with
error ex > 0 that are actually cached by the cache layer C, e.g. the nodes from layer
C + 1. As shown previously, the amount of nodes on layer C + 1 is determined by the
node distribution f (C + 1). Accordingly, because these nodes are only one hop away from
the cache layer the maximum error e1 of the cached values is Υ(1). Based on the node
distribution, we then retrieve the density of error e1 as

g(C, e1) = f (Υ−1 (e1 ) + C)

(6.3)

By reviewing all layers of cached nodes, we retrieve the general error distribution for a
used cache layer C (C > 0):

g(C, ex) =

!
F (C)

, for ex = 0

f (Υ (ex ) + C) , for ex > 0

(6.4)

−1

In other words, we retrieve the actual error distribution for a cache layer C (C > 1) by
left shifting the error distribution of Equation 6.1 by C. In example, we show the resulting
error distribution for the usage of cache layer C = 3 in Figure 6.5.
Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.4 now form the general error distribution of DACS for variable
cache layer C:

−1

, for C = 0

f (Υ (ex ))
g(C, ex) = F (C)
(6.5)
, for ex = 0 ∧ C > 0


f (Υ−1 (e ) + C) , for e > 0 ∧ C > 0
x

x

As denoted previously, we can now retrieve the overall average error by calculating the
expectancy value E of the error distribution: E(g(C, ex )).
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Figure 6.5: Error Distribution in Network for Cache Layer 3
Finally, C(!) is defined as

C(!) = min(C|(! − E(g(C, ex ))) ; ∀ C : E(g(C, ex)) > !)

(6.6)

This function retrieves the cache layer C whereby the overall average error of this layer
(E(g(C, ex ))) is as close as possible to the error requirement ! without violating it. In
DACS the function C(!) is solved using interval-valued approximation.
Remarks on the Distribution of Nodes
In the derivation of C(!) we assume the knowledge of the general node distribution F (X).
This distribution of nodes can be known for dedicated deployments, e.g. square deployments with equidistant nodes. However, for general deployments, e.g. deployments out of
air, the exact position of nodes and their relative position to each other can not be fully verified. For this purpose, we have investigated the node distribution of randomly distributed
networks to find distribution classes that can be used in DACS. We therefore randomly
placed nodes of large scale networks consisting of n nodes (n>1000) and issued an analyzation query from a gateway to retrieve the amount of nodes on each hop layer.
As a result, we retrieved that randomly deployed networks tend to be gaussian distributed.
In Figure 6.6, we show a histogram of the distribution of randomly placed nodes based on
an average of 100 evaluations for 100 nodes. The red curve denotes the density function
of the gaussian distribution with a mean / median of 17 and a variance of 8. The gaussian
distribution was verified running statistical verifications, e.g. the Kolmogorow-Smirnow
Test [25]. The previous described localization strategy in general is independent of the
actually used distribution. However, based on these statistical tests, a gaussian distribution
can be assumed as a general case. Only an estimation of the network diameter has to be
done before using DACS.
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Figure 6.6: Statistical Node Distribution for uniform randomized Deployments

6.3 DACS Implementation
In this section, we discuss the DACS implementation. The actual implementation was
done for iSense-based sensor nodes. Nevertheless, we present a general implementation
architecture and communication protocol in the following sections. Hence, DACS can
easily be adapted on other sensor node platforms.

6.3.1 Implementation Architecture
In Figure 6.7, we show the component diagram of the DACS architecture. The diagram is
hereby simplified for better readability. The DACS implementation basically consists of 5
components:
1. Communication: A component for analyzing packets that are received and to create
result packets and sending them into the network.
2. Query Engine: The query engine evaluates queries and cache update messages.
3. Cache Update Validation: This component checks if a cache needs to be updated and
further decides if an update needs to be forwarded.
4. Sensing: The sensing unit collects the sampled sensor data, provides the current data
and stores it for historic archiving.
5. Cache Management: This component is the central implementation of the data cache
including cache lookup routines and a cache write interface.
Like any other sensor network application, DACS is a highly parallel application, e.g.
the single components are running autonomously in parallel time. However, for better
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Figure 6.7: DACS Architecture Component Diagram
understanding we discuss the general program flow in a pseudo serialized way in the
following. The communication component is responsible for processing query messages,
result messages and cache update messages that have been classified for DACS by the
central receive function of the sensor node. If one of these message types arrives, it is
transformed in an internal query format and forwarded to the query engine. Any query
messages that are forwarded by the communication component are clearly targeted for
the current sensor node. E.g. the sensor node is responsible for answering the query with
cached data representative for other nodes due to its query hop count as proposed by the
localization algorithm. The query engine is now responsible for evaluating the query. If
the query is targeted for the sensor node itself, the query engine will request either current
sensor data from the sensor unit or historical data from the data cache by using the direct
required interface. If the query targets another sensor node that is cached by the current
sensor node, the query engine also looks the data directly up using the cache management
component. In both scenarios, the query engine component will create the query result and
send it back to the data sink using the communication component. If the query contains a
cache update, the query engine verifies it by forwarding it to the cache update verification
component. This component processes the cache coherence algorithm as proposed in Section 6.2.2. If the forward policies demand to forward the query update, the cache update
verification component will notify the query engine which forwards the update using the
communication unit. As denoted previously, this is just a pseudo serialized program flow.
The sensing component and cache management component work in parallel as they sample
data continuously.
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After discussing the general program flow and architecture of DACS, we will introduce the
message protocol and communication strategies, e.g. message dissemination, in the next
section

6.3.2 Message Delivery
As proposed previously, DACS desists from using a fixed network topology. According to
Nath et al. [170] the ring oriented communication is the most flexible and robust form of
data transmission in wireless sensor networks. It uses broadcast communication but avoids
endless flooding by directing messages based on rings around the data sink, e.g. messages
are attracted by the data sink like a magnet attracts metal. A message hence is routed over
several ways analogously which avoids communication bottlenecks like known from fixed
topology approaches like TAG [155]. In the following paragraph, we will discuss this in
more detail. In the subsequent paragraph we will then introduce the DACS packet structure
that is used by the communication component in Figure 6.7 to classify the type of message.
Message Flow
As denoted, DACS uses ring oriented communication according to Synopsis Diffusion by
Nath et al. [170]. Thereby the following assumptions are made:
• All sensor nodes use broadcast message delivery.
• Sensor nodes have no further information about their position and their neighbours.
• The only information that is known is the query hop count which signals the estimated distance to the gateway.
• Messages include header information about the progress of the dissemination (for the
full header see next paragraph):
– The query hopcount qhc defines the distance between the receiver and the query
issuer (gateway). It is increased as long the active query is forwarded for every
hop.
– The answer hopcount ahc defines the distance between the data source (result /
answer source) and the receiver. The answer hopcount will be increased as long
as the answer of a query is forwarded to the data sink (gateway).
The ring oriented communication assumes a full broadcast communication that can result
in endless flooding. As denoted previously, to avoid this problem the message number is
reduced by using forward rules that represent attraction phenomena. We extended this rule
by allowing a message with a unique id to be only forwarded once by a sensor node. We
summarize the message forwarding strategy as follows:
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1. Forward only once
A sensor node can identify a message uniquely by the packet header. To avoid an
endless circulation of messages, each sensor node only forwards a query once. If a
query appears for the first time, the query id is stored and marked as forwarded. For
every additional time the same query is received as an active unanswered query it
is dismissed. Result messages are processed in similar way. To uniquely identify a
result message a combination of query id and answer id has to be reviewed.
2. Forward result messages in attraction of the gateway
The forwarding rule, that is an extended form of the Synopsis Diffusion forward policy, demands that an answer message is only forwarded if it is received from an adjacent sensor node with a query hopcount that is one hop higher than the forwarding
node. In that way, the answer message is attracted by the gateway using a decreasing
query hopcount as the attraction.
We give three examples for the second forward policy in Figure 6.8. K1 and K2 have
the same query hopcount after receiving the active query with the same query hopcount
and are defined to be on the same ring. K3 is one ring nearer to the gateway and K5
is one ring further away from the gateway. We now review the case that the query has
been disseminated and result (answer) messages are sent towards the gateway. An answer
message is only allowed to be forwarded if it is received from a ring with higher query
hopcount and hence one hop further away from the gateway. We define nhc as the query
hopcount of the node that needs to decide if to forward. The forward decision is now based
on whether the equation qhc - ahc = nhc is true. In our example K1 is sending an answer

Figure 6.8: DACS Message Forwarding Policy
message via broadcast. K2, K3 and K5 receive this message. K2 is on the same ring than
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K1. Hence, K2 will not forward since 2-1 != 2. The message will be dismissed. The
second case occurs for K3. This sensor node is one ring nearer to the gateway and hence
responsible for forwarding the message. The equation is satisfied (2-1=1) and the message
will be forwarded. The last case shows how the problem of endless flooding in the wrong
direction is avoided. As K5 is deeper in the network it is not desirable to let the node
forward a packet. The forwarding policy takes care of it, as the equation is not satisfied
(2-1!=3) and the message will be dismissed.
DACS Packet Structure
In the previous paragraph, we defined the general ring oriented message forward policy.
Given this message forward policy, a sensor node accepts and forwards or dismisses a message based on the query id, query hopcount and the sensor node’s own hopcount. Finally,
we summarize the entire DACS packet header in Table 6.1.
Position
0-1
2-3

Field Name
qid
qhc

Size
2 Byte (uint16)
2 Byte (uint16)

4-5

aid

2 Byte (uint16)

6-7

ahc

2 Byte (uint16)

8

options

1 Byte (uint8)

9
10 - ...

length
Payload

1 Byte (uint8)
Variable

Description
Queryid of the current packet
Hopcount of the active query
Id of the origin node of the query result (AnswerId)
Hopcount of the query result (AnswerHopcount)
Additional packet information determing the
type of packet(Init Packet, Result Packet, Update Packet, Cache Query)
Length of the data payload
E.g. result data, sensor data

Table 6.1: DACS Packet Header Structure
As denoted in the previous paragraph, the queryid, query hopcount, answer id and answer
hopcount are needed to decide if a message needs to be forwarded or not. The optional
byte is used for additional packet information. This includes a definition of the packet type
and can be extended for quality of service (QoS) purposes. The payload includes the actual
sensor data for a query result.

6.3.3 Localization Algorithm
As shown in Section 6.2.3 the localization of the optimal cache layer depends on four
factors:
• The error function which is used for forwarding cache update messages as shown in
Section 6.2.2.
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• The node distribution in the network.
• The maximum deviation in the global result the user is willing to accept.
• The maximum query hop distance (network diameter).

A technical and theoretical calculation of the optimal cache layer has been introduced in
Section 6.2.3. As also proposed in Section 6.2.3, the distribution of nodes in general network, e.g. with randomly placed nodes and randomly chosen gateway, can be estimated as
the gaussian distribution. The implemented localization of the optimal cache layer hence
is shown for the gaussian distribution. Since all of the factors are known from outside the
network, the optimal cache layer can be calculated on user side. This process saves energy
for processing the estimation and memory that is needed for the distribution approximation
represented by tables. We therefore implemented a tool in Java that estimates the optimal cache layer for any given error function, network diameter and maximum deviation
demand as parameters. In Listing 6.1, we show the program code of the estimation function. The class NormalDistributionImpl is thereby given by the org.apache.commons.math
framework [224].
Listing 6.1: Estimation of the Optimal Cache Layer in Java
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

private static int getOptimalCacheLevel(NormalDistributionImpl
distribution, double failure,int maxLevel){
double[] results = new double[maxLevel+1];
for(int j = 0;j<results.length;j++){
results[j] = 0.0;
}
// Calculate estimated error for every cache layer
for (int c=0;c<=maxLevel;c++){
// all layers deeper equal the cache layer
//(that include an error)
for(int i=1;i<=(maxLevel-c);i++){
results[c] = results[c] +
(distribution.density(new Double(c+i))*errorfunction(i)
);
} }
// Choose the avg error that is the closest to the deviation
demand
int optcachelayer = maxLevel;
for(int k=0;k<results.length;k++){
if((results[k] <= failure) && (results[k] > results[
optcachelayer])){
optcachelayer = k;
} }
return optcachelayer;
}
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In detail, the function first iterates through all possible scenarios, e.g. choices of cache
layers, and calculates the average error according to the cache coherence protocol in Section
6.2.2. As denoted previously, the error only depends on the nodes that are equal or deeper
the cache layer. After checking all cache layers and getting all errors, we find the optimal
cache layer by comparing the error to the deviation (and hence error) demand of the user.
The algorithm proposes a brute force technique to find the optimal cache layer for better
understanding. Nevertheless, it can be extended by using computation over nested intervals.
After discussing the implementation aspects and the architecture of DACS, we show how
DACS performs in simulation and real deployments in the next section.

6.4 Evaluation
In this section, we give an extended overview on evaluation results of running DACS in
wireless sensor networks. Hereby, DACS has been evaluated in real sensor node deployments and simulations to test the scalability for very large deployments. The measurement data is based on real temperature measurements in Friedberg, Germany. As proposed
throughout this work, the intention of DACS is to save energy on the communication path.
Hereby, it is not only important that DACS actually reduces the communication overhead
but also that the error requirement ! of a given query is never violated. Therefore, the
evaluation covers the following most important aspects:
1. Communication Efficiency: The impact on the communication demand of using various error functions is shown in Section 6.4.1.
2. Query per Update Trade-off : The evaluation in Section 6.4.2 covers aspects on when
to use DACS in relation to the ratio between expected updates and queries.
3. Validity and Robustness: The error requirement of a given query has to always be
guaranteed. Therefore the deviation gradiation on the update layer path that is defined
by the used error function needs to be adhered. An evaluation for this aspect is given
in Section 6.4.3.
As sensor node hardware we use Pacemate nodes [153], based on a Philips LPC 2136
Processor, and iSense core modules, based on a Jennic 32bit RISC Controller [45]. The
available RAM was 96kByte shared for program and data (heap memory was ≈15kByte,
program memory was ≈81kByte). We hereby point out that DACS is fully applicable on
real sensor nodes and has been tested in an indoor application scenario as shown in Figure
6.9 whereby each node sends measurements continuously and one node acts as a gateway.

6.4.1 Energy and Communication Efficiency
We first test the communication efficiency of DACS based on two quarter temperature
measurements and different error functions. The results are shown in Figure 6.10. Hereby,
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Figure 6.9: DACS Pacemate Indoor Deployment
the x-axis shows the chosen linear error function for the coherence protocol and the y-axis
denotes the communication demand in update messages. As a result, linearly increasing
the error function significantly reduces the communication demand. Both measurements
show a logarithmic decrease. Using DACS in the network therefore significantly reduces
the update demand if the user can accept a higher deviation in the cache results.

6.4.2 Query per Update Trade-off
In the next evaluation, the usability of DACS in relation to the expected amount of queries
was tested. As denoted previously, the usability of a caching scheme depends on the amount
of unique queries that are sent in the network. Generally, caching becomes interesting if
a high amount of independent queries is estimated and the update rate is lower. In this
evaluation, we show how this trade-off can be determined for DACS. Thereby, we have
to compare the cache layers that are actually used. In Figure 6.11, we show the tradeoff results for the message demand for the temperature evaluation scenario based on a
network of 100 nodes with a diameter of 6 hops over 91 update cycles (one quarter). The
x-axis hereby denotes the numer of queries that occur during the 91 update cycles (query
per update ratio). The y-axis denotes the overall communication demand in messages. The
message demand for direct querying acts as a reference, where all nodes need to be reached
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Figure 6.10: Message Demand for varying Error Function Update Policies
without using caches and hence the results need to be forwarded through the entire network.
The different curves show the usage of cache layer one to six. The higher the cache layer
the deeper it is in the network. As a result, the intersection between the direct querying
curve and the cache layer curve determines the point of inflection at which caching reduces
the communication demand. We show the inflection points of this scenario in Table 6.2.
For caches closer to the gateway the trade-off is significantly small, e.g. for cache layer 1
there are 0.14 queries per update, which shows the benefits of approximative data caching
in wireless sensor networks.
Cache Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

Ratio Query per Update
0,14
0,16
0,23
0,38
0,98
36,6

Table 6.2: Point of Efficiency: Query per Update
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Figure 6.11: Update per Query Trade-Off

6.4.3 Validity and Robustness
In Section 6.2.2, we introduced the approximative cache coherence protocol. We defined
an approximative update policy that is also used for localizing an optimal cache layer as
proposed in Section 6.2.3. In this evaluation we show that by using DACS the update
policy is never violated. Again, this evaluation is based on the temperature scenario in a
network with diameter 10, non-robust communication and randomly placed nodes. A linear
increasing error function was used (10% per layer) for cache updates. Figure 6.12 shows
the actual cache errors based on this linear deviation update policy for the two quarter
measurements. Hereby, because of the update policy a maximum deviation of 10% per
hop distance from the actual data source is allowed. As a result, the DACS update policy
adheres all failure guarantees making it a stable and reliable caching scheme. For the
2nd quarter we tested the Forward if Updated forward policy. Hereby, it can be seen that
because of non-predictable, monotonic sensor data the error gradiation tends to be more
non-linear. Nevertheless, the error reference is never violated which shows that the non
stable forward policy can also be used in practice.
To verify the results, we show the corresponding experimental results for using a 5% and a
20% error function in Figure 6.13 whereby an average of both quarters is shown.
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Figure 6.12: Validity of the Update Policy for a 10% per Hop Error Function

Figure 6.13: Validity of the Update Policy for a 5% / 20% per Hop Error Function
Again, the update policy can be guaranteed for both error functions. Hence, DACS pro-
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vides a flexible stable update management with stable error gradiation which ensures the
correctness of the cache localization process.

Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation, we presented the XOBESensorN etworks framework for efficiently integrating XML data management and query processing in the wireless sensor network
development and lifetime cycle. Integrating XML data management into wireless sensor
networks is a means towards supporting extended heterogeneity on the application layer
and adapting the service oriented paradigm to sensor network application engineering
using standardized SOA techniques.
The XOBESensorN etworks framework provides transparent XML usage during the sensor
network application development by extending the Embedded C programming language
with XML constructs. This concept enables a high-level and transparent XML usage for
sensor network developers. Moreover, XML data can be statically type checked to ensure
more stable programs and to avoid costly maintenance of deployed networks.
The most important limitations of XML usage in wireless sensor networks are the scarce
resources of the sensor nodes. Strict limitations in energy supply and memory configuration require new techniques in handling XML data during runtime in the network. This can
be a reason why XML data management has not been reviewed in the early sensor network
data management approaches.
To bridge the limitation gap, we introduced the XML template compression scheme that
is suitable for using XML in sensor networks with strict limitations of energy and memory. XOBESensorN etworks includes two separate implementations of the XML template
compression scheme. While the first implementation (XTO) relies on using a light weight
object model to allow direct access to the represented XML data the second implementation (XTS) desists from using a dedicated object model and rather processes the encoding
as a stream by using a special pushdown automaton on the nodes. Our evaluation of
the concepts of this thesis covered a comparison of both implementations concerning the
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compression ratio and hence the efficiency of in-memory storage. As a result, we showed
that both solutions have their application domain. While the XTO approach is used in
application scenarios where fast access to the document is more important than highest
compression the XTS approach is applicable for sensor networks with strict memory
limitations. Nevertheless, both approaches outperform other possible XML data binding
solutions and are currently the only concepts that enable dynamic XML data management
in wireless sensor networks.
Wireless sensor networks are mainly deployed for data acquisition. Data management solutions therefore need to provide a data centric query evaluation layer. Accordingly, we
showed that both compression implementations are feasible to evaluate XPath queries during runtime on the sensor nodes. While the XTO approach uses traditional tree navigation
techniques, the XTS approach uses an extended PDA including a new concept for storing
query results in a compressed form. We evaluated both approaches using the widespread
XPathMark. As a result, the XTO approach is more energy efficient by requiring less processing cycles. While the XTS approach requires extended processing using the PDA, it
is the most memory efficient implementation by using the compressed BinType concept.
Hence, these results again show the different application domains of both approaches.
Regarding the in-network processing of XML queries, we further discussed the dissemination of XML queries, the in-network aggregation of XML data and the optimized
transmission of templates. We pointed out that XPath queries can be syntactically extended
to enable continuous query processing.
In the last part of this thesis, we discussed the optimization of dynamic data acquisition
using data caches. In Chapter 6, we therefore proposed the dynamic approximative caching
scheme DACS for wireless sensor networks to optimize model driven query evaluation. An
approximative update policy has been introduced to support weak cache coherence. Based
on a deviation tolerance a query is issued to the network and the corresponding caches are
used adaptively. Evaluations have shown that this concept performs significantly better
than traditional query evaluation when a minimal deviation in the query results can be
accepted. The lifetime of networks using DACS can therefore be significantly extended.
In summary, the concepts of this thesis have significant impact on handling complex data
formats in wireless sensor networks. The support of XML data management in an energy
and memory efficient way opens up many benefits like heterogeneity and the integration in
the WWW using standardized XML based protocols. XOBESensorN etworks encapsulates
all concepts to provide developers and users a transparent framework. We believe that this
dissertation is a great contribution to inspirit and realize the idea of Smart Dust.
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7.2 Future Work
Although the concepts of this work show promising results and had significant impact
in the sensor network research community, the XML integration process is still in early
stages and can be optimized and extended in various work. In the last chapters, we already
pointed out interesting future topics to further optimize the XML data management in
wireless sensor networks. We finally summarize and give more detail on these areas of
future work.
We pointed out that the XTS approach is currently reviewed as the state-of-the-art XML
data management solution. Beside optimizing the processing of XTSs, we imagine a dynamic co-processor for handling XTSs on the sensor nodes. Using integrated circuitry or
FPGAs to realize the XTS PDA will optimize the runtime and energy efficiency significantly. Nevertheless, this requires profound technical knowledge and further results in the
miniaturization process of electronic circuitry to fulfil the size requirements of Smart Dust.
The presented XML support is the vehicle for enabling standardized protocols like SOAP.
For future work, we therefore consider the implementation of a SOAP engine for the XTS
approach as a next step on adapting the service oriented paradigm for sensor network
engineering. We already extended the XTS PDA to be ready for processing and evaluating SOAP headers and bodies. Moreover, we see great potential for optimizing the
compression by extending the XTS encoding language to support SOAP based encoding
types. What parts of SOAP messages can be represented as XML templates is still an
open question. We imagine that great parts of SOAP are not necessary in sensor networks
and can therefore been left out for further optimization or be cached as proposed in our
introduction into template caching.
Beside the actual management of XML data in wireless sensor networks, we see many
areas of optimization and future work in our concepts for evaluating XML queries on compressed XML data. Firstly, the support of other languages like XQuery and XSLT can be
realized. Secondly, the support of continuous XML queries should be extended. We already
discussed the BCSQ approach as one option. Handling complex data in the network also
opens up many new opportunities like heterogeneous in-network aggregation and XML
index structures.
Additionally, we see many benefits for related approaches. The Xenia approach has been
introduced as one of the most efficient compression techniques for XML data [244]. However, the absence of direct query evaluation on fully compressed documents restricts the
usage of Xenia [244] in wireless sensor networks. With the introduction of the Bintype
concept and the stream oriented PDA XPath evaluation strategy in this dissertation, we
showed possible methods that may be adapted to enhance the dynamic processability of
Xenia encoded documents. We currently have implemented a prototype that proves this
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possibility and are looking confidently into the future that XPath queries can be evaluated
on Xenia encoded documents.
Finally, our integrated dynamic approximative caching scheme DACS can be optimized
in the area of cache coherence. We already pointed out that other message forward policies can be reviewed and introduced to avoid temporary unstable cache conditions. We
also point out that the concepts of DACS have significant impact on realizing XML index
structures and index coherence. This is an important field that should be reviewed in the
future.

Appendix A
List of Publications and Awards
All publications of the author of this work are listed here in chronological order. The work
published in [95, 100, 102] hereby has been explicitly awarded in the conference proceedings. Beside the following publications, the author of this work has also contributed to
[84, 85, 132, 133, 154, 171, 172, 198, 199, 200].
Title: Xobe Sensor Networks: Integrating XML in Sensor Network Programming
Authors: Nils Hoeller, Christoph Reinke, Sven Groppe and Volker Linnemann
Abstract: Communication in and with sensor networks often lacks of exchangeability. Furthermore handling communication data formats during sensor node programming is often complex and
programming errors can result in unstable programs. In this poster we introduce the easy to use
programming framework XOBESensorN etwork , which provides the direct use of XML in a sensor
node programming language, while ensuring stable and space-, time- and energy-efficient programs
handling XML data.

Published: in [96]
Title: Efficient XML Usage within Wireless Sensor Networks
Authors: Nils Hoeller and Christoph Reinke and Jana Neumann and Sven Groppe and
Daniel Boeckmann and Volker Linnemann
Abstract: Integrating wireless sensor networks in heterogeneous net- works is a complex task.
A reason is the absence of a standardized data exchange format that is supported in all participating sub networks. XML has evolved to the de facto standard data exchange format between
heterogeneous net- works and systems. However, XML usage within sensor networks has not been
introduced because of the limited hardware resources. In this paper, we introduce XML template
objects making XML usage applicable within sensor networks. This new XML data binding technique provides significant high compression results while still allowing dynamic XML processing
and XML navigation. This is a step towards more complex but exchangeable data management in
sensor networks and the extension of the service-oriented paradigm to sensor network application
engineering.
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Published: in [98]
Title: smartCQ: Answering and Evaluating Bounded Continuous Search Queries within
the WWW and Sensor Networks
Authors: Nils Hoeller, Christoph Reinke, Dirk Kukulenz and Volker Linnemann
Abstract: Continuous Queries (CQ) can be used to keep track of relevant information in the
World Wide Web and Sensor Networks over a period of time. However, result sets may become
unbounded and notifications can be delayed. A special form of CQ are Bounded Continuous Search
Queries (BCSQ), where results are processed immediately and a bounding condition for the number
of user notifications may be defined to limit the result set. Based on a theoretical background for
answering BCSQ we present smartCQ, a web application for processing BCSQ and evaluating the
query results. Based on a transparent search engine a user may execute and evaluate new strategies
and methods for continuous search queries. Furthermore because of the positive results of BCSQ
we encourage its use for querying Wireless Sensor Networks to reduce the communication demand
and hence reduce the energy consumption to enhance the lifetime of a sensor network.

Published: in [97]
Title: Towards Energy Efficient XPath Evaluation in Wireless Sensor Networks
Authors: Nils Hoeller and Christoph Reinke and Jana Neumann and Sven Groppe and
Christian Werner and Volker Linnemann
Abstract: Using XML as a standardized data exchange format in wireless sensor networks is a
means to support more complex data management and heterogeneous networks. Moreover, XML
is a key feature towards service-oriented sensor networks. Recent work has shown that XML can
be compressed to meet the general hardware restrictions of sensor nodes while still supporting
updates. In this work we outline the vision and benefits of XML usage in wireless sensor networks.
We further present first evaluation results of an implemented XPath query engine, that is able to
evaluate a large set of XPath queries dynamically on XML using sensor nodes.

Published: in [101]
Title: XML Data Management and XPath Evaluation in Wireless Sensor Networks
Authors: Nils Hoeller and Christoph Reinke and Jana Neumann and Sven Groppe and
Christian Werner and Volker Linnemann
Abstract: XML is the defacto standard for data exchange applications like those in the WWW.
However, due to the limited hardware resources, wireless sensor networks abstain from using
verbose data formats like XML. Nevertheless, XML as a standardized data exchange format in
wireless sensor networks is a means to support more complex data management and heterogeneous
networks. Moreover, XML is a key feature towards service-oriented sensor networks that exchange
structured information by using SOAP. Recent work has shown that XML can be compressed to
meet the general hardware restrictions of sensor nodes while still supporting updates. In this work
we outline the vision and benefits of XML usage in wireless sensor networks, show how to evaluate
XML queries in wireless sensor networks and how query results can be compressed to lower the
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comunication overhead. We therefore present an XPath engine on updateable compressed XML
data for sensor nodes and an experimental evaluation showing that the performance of our XPath
engine fulfills the requirements of today’s applications even on sensor nodes.

Published: in [102]
Note: This paper received the MoMM 2009 Best Paper Award
Title: Dynamic Approximative Data Caching in Wireless Sensor Networks
Authors: Nils Hoeller
Abstract: Communication in Wireless Sensor Networks generally is the most energy consuming
task. Retrieving query results from deep within the sensor network therefore consumes a lot of
energy and hence shortens the network’s lifetime.
In this work optimizations for processing queries by using adaptive caching structures are discussed.
Results can be retrieved from caches that are placed nearer to the query source. As a result the
communication demand is reduced and hence energy is saved by using the cached results. To verify
cache coherence in networks with non-reliable communication channels, an approximative update
policy is presented. A degree of result quality can be defined for a query to find the adequate cache
adaptively.

Published: in [95]
Note: This paper received the MDM 2010 Best PHD Forum Paper Award
Title: DACS: A Dynamic Approximative Data Caching in Wireless Sensor Networks
Authors: Nils Hoeller and Christoph Reinke and Jana Neumann and Sven Groppe and
Florian Frischat and Volker Linnemann
Abstract: Saving energy in Wireless Sensor Networks is essential to extend the lifetime of infield deployments. Previous research has shown that communication is generally the most energy
consuming task and needs to be reduced in order to build resource-efficient long-term applications.
The communication demand for retrieving query results from deep within the sensor network is
typically high. As a result, frequent non-continuous data acquisition consumes a lot of energy and
shortens the lifetime of the sensor network significantly. In this work we discuss optimizations for
processing high amounts of unique queries by using a dynamic adaptive caching scheme: DACS.
In DACS query results can be retrieved from caches that are placed nearer to the query source
instead of sending queries deep into the network. The communication demand can be significantly
reduced and the entire network lifetime is extended. To verify cache coherence in sensor networks
with non-reliable communication channels, an approximative update policy is used. To localize the
adequate cache adaptively, model-driven queries including a degree of demanded result quality can
be defined. The entire logic is thereby processed by DACS and hidden to the user. The significant
energy conservation is proven in evaluations that include real sensor node deployments.

Published: in [99]
Title: Stream-based XML Template Compression for Wireless Sensor Network Data
Management
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Authors: Nils Hoeller and Christoph Reinke and Jana Neumann and Sven Groppe and
Martin Lipphardt and Björn Schütt and Volker Linnemann
Abstract: Using structured data formats like XML in wireless sensor networks to support
exchangeability and heterogeneity on application level has become an important research topic in
the area of large scale networked sensing systems. Besides, the usage of XML encourages the
adaptation of service oriented programming techniques to simplify sensor network application
engineering. While the sensor nodes still have significant resource limitations in terms of energy
and memory capacity and computational power, recent data management approaches show positive
results to bridge this resource gap. Nevertheless, further optimizations are needed to enhance the
application range to support larger sets of data within the networks. In this work we present an
optimization for a template object compression scheme that is based on a stream-oriented XML
compression and supports dynamic data management and query evaluation on the compressed data.
We hereby present a complete solution for XML compression, data processing and query evaluation
that can be further embedded in the engineering process to support developers. The presented solutions are evaluated and result into significant improvements in comparison to previous approaches,
when processing complex large scale XML documents.

Published: in [100]
Note: This paper received the MUE 2010 Best Paper Award
Title: Efficient XML Data and Query Integration in the Wireless Sensor Network Engineering Process
Authors: Nils Hoeller, Christoph Reinke, Jana Neumann, Sven Groppe, Christian Werner,
Volker Linnemann
Structured Abstract: Purpose of this paper In the last decade, XML has become the defacto
standard for data exchange in the World Wide Web. The positive benefits of data exchangeability to
support system and software heterogeneity on application level and easy WWW integration make
XML an ideal data format for many other application and network scenarios like wireless sensor
networks. Moreover, the usage of XML encourages using standardized techniques like SOAP to
adapt the service oriented paradigm to sensor network engineering. Nevertheless, integrating XML
usage in wireless sensor network data management is limited by the low hardware resources that
require efficient XML data management strategies suitable to bridge the general resource gap.
Design/methodology/approach In this work we therefore present two separate strategies on integrating XML data management in wireless sensor networks that both have been implemented and
are running on today’s sensor node platforms. We further show how XML data can be processed
and how XPath queries can be evaluated dynamically. In an extended evaluation we compare
the performance of both strategies concerning the memory and energy efficiency and show that
both solutions have application domains and are fully applicable on today’s sensor node products.
Findings This work shows that dynamic XML data management and query evaluation is possible on
sensor nodes with strict limitations in terms of memory, processing power and energy supply. What
is original/value of paper In this work we show an optimized stream-based XML compression
technique and how XML queries can be evaluated on compressed XML bit streams using generic
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pushdown automata. To the best of our knowledge and beside our own preparatory work on XML
compression, this is the first complete approach on integrating dynamic XML data management
into wireless sensor networks.
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